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       “OUR PLANET IS BECOMING LARGER. NOT IN A 

physical sense but as in geopolitical space. A new, immense territory of approximately 
30 million square kilometers – one hundred times the size of Italy and one-sixth of 
terrestrial mass. It is the Arctic, occupying half of the Polar Sea that connects the 
Atlantic to the Pacific, which remains covered by ice for nine months of the year. 
However, the elevation of temperatures is redesigning the environmental profile of the 
extreme North. From 1994 to today, its icy surface has been reduced beyond 40,000 
square kilometers per year and the medium thickness of ice has diminished by 40%. 
This theme seems destined to increase; a forecast by some authorities of climatology. 
And thus the curtain rises revealing a completely new geopolitical and economic scene. 
The “game for the Pole” has begun. 

The principles of the game are as followed:  
1.  The hunt for new natural resources: it is estimated that a quarter of the world’s 
hydrocarbon reservoirs are in the Arctic.  
2.  The opening of new ways for marine-based commerce. The mythical Passage to 
the north-west should be made free from ice in the not-so-far-off future. As an example, 
the Yokohama-Rotterdam route would be reduced from 11,200 nautical miles (via the 
Suez) to approximately 6,500.  
3.  In the context of major food insecurities, the race for the ichthyic reservoirs of the 
Arctic becomes strategic. 

It is here because when an expedition, promoted and blessed personally by 
Vladimir Putin, planted the tricolor of Russia four kilometers under the North Pole, 
chanceries and diplomats of half the world became agitated. A purely symbolic gesture 
but it marks that Russia does not intend to renounce its legal claims to territories and 
the Arctic seas. The climax between the five Arctic powers – Russia, Denmark, the 
United States, Norway and Canada – is turning itself to Ilulissat (Greenland, an 
autonomous territory under Danish sovereignty) since the 27th to the 29th of last May, 
confirming on paper the respect of enforced laws of the sea (in particular, the relative 
1982 Convention of the United Nations) certainly has not been enough to clear mutual 
suspicions and fears. The Russians, Danish, Canadians and Norwegians are trying to 
demonstrate that their respective continental platforms are extended profoundly into 
the Artic, therefore demanding the extension of their own territorial waters so as to 
participate in the “game for the Pole” thereby gaining a more favorable position. 
Thus, Canada and Denmark have touched upon the struggle for control of the famous 
Island of Hans, located in the strategic Nares Strait, while Oslo and Moscow dispute 
on the respective rights to the Barents Sea, where formidable energetic wealth awaits. 
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The “game for the Pole” is, in fact, one of the more evident indicators of the 
geopolitical ambitions of Russia. They have boldly indicated plans to exploit the 
natural gas resources there, starting with Štokman, which has been rendered 
accessible by the warming climate, new extractive technologies and the raising price 
of hydrocarbons. 

In strategic-military terms, the line between Russia and North America passes 
through polar zones. And, for the Russians, the Polar Sea is the only access without 
restrictions to the Atlantic. It is here because Putin has begun to strengthen the 
Northern Fleet, submarines and on the surface, without provoking American reactions.  
It is predictable that, within the next few years, all of the Arctic powers will strengthen 
their military installations in the region. Achieving increased tensions and therefore 
increasing risks, that only yesterday, seemed unthinkable. 

We, Europeans, have to now dedicate our attention to this newest world.  
Perhaps, too, because two of the major Nordic States of the EU (Sweden and Finland) 
have a specific Baltic vocation, while Denmark is surely not a heavyweight and 
Norway remains proudly outside of the family. Sooner or later, we will have to take 
notice of these global repercussions of this “game for the Pole.” Let’s just hope, by 
then, we are not too late. 
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THE GREAT ARCTIC GAMETHE GREAT ARCTIC GAMETHE GREAT ARCTIC GAMETHE GREAT ARCTIC GAME                                        by Jacob BØRRESEN 
 

 
The warmer climate, new technologies for the extraction of hydrocarbons and 
increasing interest for northern maritime routes are igniting the game for the Arctic. 
Includes points of view of the United States, Russia, Canada, Denmark and Norway. 

 
 

        THE NEXT 25 YEARS WILL INTRODUCE 

the Arctic to major power competition for secure access to energy, minerals, food and 
markets on a scale hitherto unknown to the region. Historically, changes of this 
magnitude, of the conditions for human life and activities, (climate change, discovery 
of new major deposits of strategically important raw materials or the opening up of 
new strategically important transport routes etc.), has frequently led to political 
instability.  

The main drivers behind the current changes in the Arctic are:  
• Discovery of new petroleum deposits at a time of increasing demand for, and 

thus rising prices of, energy;  
• Technological development that makes mineral resources more accessible, and 

thus contributes to and increases competition for them; 
• A general shortage of food in the world that increases the demand for fish 

protein, and thus the competition for access to the rich fish resources of the Arctic; 
• The end of the Cold War, with the demise of the Soviet Union and the birth of 

Russia, which ended superpower confrontation and, also in many other ways, changed 
the geopolitical situation in the region;   

• Last but not least, a driver that increases the effects of the other four, namely 
global warming, which threatens to ruin the subsistence and cultural basis of the 
indigenous peoples in the Arctic, while at the same time it contributes to making the 
region more accessible to human industrialized activity;  

The Arctic and the Polar Sea 

The Arctic covers about one sixth of the earth’s landmass, or more than 30 
million square kilometres. Centrally placed lies an ice covered ocean, the Polar Sea.  
It covers approximately 14 million square kilometres, and thus constitutes about one 
half of the area that is normally referred to as the Arctic.  

The Polar Sea is an inland ocean that has outlets into the Pacific through the 
Bering Straits and into the Atlantic through the Greenland/Norwegian Sea. For the 
remainder it is surrounded by nation states on the Eurasian and the North American 
continents. One half of the bottom of the Polar Sea consists of a deep Central Basin.  
The other half is a Continental Shelf, the majority of which is situated on the Eurasian 
coast.  Off the islands of Franz Josef Land, for instance, the continental shelf runs 
more than 1,500 kilometres from the Russian mainland. No other ocean has a 
continental shelf of this relative size. 
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The Central Basin is traversed by three, almost parallel sub-sea mountain ridges, 
of which one constitutes the extension of the volcanically active Mid-Atlantic Ridge.  
The Lomonosov Ridge, in the middle, connects the continental shelf outside 
Greenland with the one outside Siberia.  

The major part of the continental shelf surrounding the Central Basin is covered 
by unusually shallow water. The average sea depth between the island of Novaja 
Zemlja and the Bering Straits is substantially less than 100 meters, while the Barents 
Sea, eastwards of the line between North Cape in mainland Norway and South Cape 
on the Svalbard archipelago, is between 200 and 350 meters.  

The climate is arctic. There are long periods of continuous darkness in wintertime 
and similar periods of continuous daylight in summer. In the course of the short arctic 
summer, the sea ice along the coast breaks up, and the snow-covered shores are 
reverted to green tundra, where people have lived for thousands of years. The Arctic 
has also given life to a rich flora and fauna with highly specialised species, like, for 
example, some of the largest mammals in the world.  

Most of the Polar Sea, up until now, has been permanently covered with ice.  
Every autumn the sea ice that has survived the summer thaw starts to expand south 
from a minimum extension of about five million square kilometres to a maximum of 
around eleven million. On its way south it encounters new ice that spreads northwards 
from the coasts, and that gradually brings surface shipping, other than by assistance of 
icebreakers, to a complete stop. From October until June the Polar Sea, for all intents 
and purposes, has been covered by ice from coast to coast. As we shall see, this pattern 
is rapidly changing as the thickness and extension of the sea ice rapidly decreases as a 
result of global warming. 
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The Arctic constitutes a sensitive indicator, as well as an important regulator, of 
global climatic change. Long term temperature variations are substantially larger in the 
Polar Regions than elsewhere on Earth. And the large quantities of ice in the Arctic, 
both glaciers and sea ice, react dramatically to any long-term temperature change in 
the Earth’s atmosphere. We shall return to this later.  

The polar ice constitutes basis for a rich food chain. Algae and plankton grow on 
the underside of the ice and constitute food for fish that again make food for birds, seal, 
walrus and whale. The seal, that gives birth to and raises its cubs on the ice, in turn 
provides food for ice bear and polar fox following in its footsteps, often as far north as 
to the North Pole. For millennia the Inuit have found food from seals sleeping on the 
ice or from whales coming up in the ice channels to breathe.   

The Polar Sea, and the adjacent Norwegian Sea, contains some of the largest and 
most valuable stocks of fish, the basis for an extremely lucrative fishing industry.  
The Arctic land areas that surround the Polar Sea contain considerable amounts of 
strategic mineral resources like diamonds, gold, silver, copper, iron, platinum, coal and, 
not the least, uranium. Today the most economically important resource is petroleum, 
oil and gas. It is estimated that around 25% of the unexploited petroleum deposits in 
the world, or approximately 130 billion barrels of oil equivalents, are located in Alaska, 
Arctic Canada and Russia, and in the continental shelf beneath the Polar Sea. 

All territories in the Arctic, including the islands, are subject to undisputed 
national sovereignty by the Arctic nation states Russia, the USA, Canada, 
Denmark/Greenland, Iceland, and the Scandinavian Peninsula with Norway, Sweden 
and Finland. The Svalbard Archipelago in the Barents Sea is under Norwegian 
sovereignty pursuant to the Paris Treaty of 1920.  According to this treaty, Norway is 
obliged to grant all signatory powers equal rights with regard to the extraction of 
natural resources on the islands. Pertaining jurisdiction over the Polar Sea and its sea 
bed, including the delineation of the continental shelf between neighbouring nation 
states, several questions, however, remain unsolved. We shall expand on this issue 
later.  

Even if large parts of the Arctic are sparsely populated, around three and a half 
million people live north of the Arctic Circle, including more than 30 different 
indigenous peoples or tribes. Dozens of different languages are spoken. The large 
majority of the inhabitants of the Arctic are either engaged in hunting or fishing, the 
extraction of natural resources, or associated with the military. After the end of the 
Cold War, the military have been somewhat reduced in numbers. The majority of the 
population lives in cities, towns or villages. This is especially so in Arctic Russia, 
where the city of Murmansk alone counts around 310,000 inhabitants, and where there 
are more than thirty cities of more than 10,000 inhabitants. On the Kola Peninsula, 
Russia maintains the largest military base complex in the world with naval bases, 
military airbases, army camps, firing ranges and exercise areas. In North America the 
largest cities north of the Arctic Circle are Barrow, Alaska, with 4,500 and Iqualuit, the 
capital of Canadian Nunavut Territory, with 4,000 inhabitants.  

Except for the areas surrounding the Russian Arctic industrial towns, where air, 
water and soil often are heavily polluted, the Arctic benefits from relatively clean air, 
oceans, rivers and lakes, compared to the situation in the temperate zones of the world. 

Territorial expansion into the Arctic did, as a rule, take place without the kind of 
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conflict and strife that has characterized expansion of national sovereignty in the 
world’s temperate zones. Even when there were clashes of national interests, states 
normally1 did not permit that it developed into major conflict. The Arctic was not 
worth the risk. The main reason was that the states for a long time regarded the Arctic 
as having limited economical value. With its remote location, far from political or 
economical centres or important transport routes, it was also not considered military 
strategically significant. After, and partly as a direct result of, World War Two this 
view of the Arctic changed substantially. The Arctic region increased both in economic 
value and in being militarily strategic and political significance. After the American 
discovery of oil in Prudhoe Bay, Alaska in 1968, and after substantial Russian and 
Canadian discoveries of oil and gas on their Arctic territories, it has been evident that 
the Arctic is a major petroleum reservoir. The days when Arctic states, easily and 
almost absentmindedly, would draw boundaries, sell (Alaska) or give away (Svalbard) 
territories in the Arctic are irrevocably over. Or to put it differently: Had it been today, 
the Major Powers would hardly, if at all, so light-heartedly have given Svalbard to 
Norway as they did in 1920. But during the Cold War, the danger of inadvertent 
nuclear war between East and West, if conflicts over boundaries or resources in the 
strategically sensitive Arctic were allowed to develop, put a lid on such issues. The 
Super Powers reverted from putting them to the extreme, and disciplined their 
respective clients to do the same. After the Cold War such limitations no longer apply, 
and states are much freer to pursue their national interests at will. 

The Military-strategic significance of the Arctic and Polar Sea 

In military-strategic terms the importance of the Arctic Polar Sea is a function of 
the geographical location of the Polar Sea situated between the North American and 
the Eurasian continents, and of the fact that the Arctic contains strategically significant 
raw materials as well as important naval and military bases.  

The shortest line between Russia and North America runs across the Arctic.  
From the northern point of Canada, which lies 4,000 kilometres north of Ottawa, the 
distance to Murmansk, Russia, is only a little over 2,500 km. With the development of 
long range bomber aircraft, and even more importantly, with the advent of 
intercontinental missiles during the Cold War, the direction of the treat of aerial attack, 
both in Russia and in North America, became north. During this period, consequently, 
a large number of radar stations for the early warning of attacks through the air, with 
aircraft or missiles, were placed along both the Russian and the North American coasts 
of the Polar Sea. Post Cold War, the American radar chain is being modernized in 
order to constitute an important part of the global U.S. Missile Defence System.   

Another important reason why the Polar Sea is militarily important is the fact that 
it constitutes Russia’s only unrestricted access to the Atlantic. This is why Moscow 
after World War Two decided to establish base-areas for its Northern Fleet on the Kola 
Peninsula, with the associated air and army units in support. After the Cold War and 
the loss of her Baltic and Black Sea base areas, the Northern Fleet base complex has 
become relatively more important to the Russians than before.  
                                                        
1 Among the few exceptions were Sweden’s war with Russia (1590-95) and the Kalmar war (1611-13) between 
Sweden and Denmark that both were about Arctic trade with Russia.  
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It is not incidental that Russia’s Northern Fleet contains the majority of Russia’s 
strategic submarines. These are submarines armed with nuclear tipped missiles of 
intercontinental range that constitute the secure second strike capability of the nuclear 
powers. Their primary objective in peacetime is to remain undetected. And the deep 
Central Basin, especially that part of it that borders on the Norwegian Sea, is 
extremely well suited as operations area for submarines that do not want to be detected.  
In addition to the Polar Sea being ice covered, the combination of an extremely broken 
and hilly sea bottom with large variations in the salinity and temperature of the ocean, 
makes detection of submarines most problematic. Submarine launched nuclear 
weapons still constitute an important part of the nuclear power’s deterrent force, and 
the Polar Sea and the adjacent Norwegian Sea are still among their most important 
operation areas, whether they are French, British, Russian or American. The Polar Sea 
also has an important role as a transit route for American nuclear propelled submarines 
between the East and the West Coast of the USA. 

While, during the Cold War, both the U.S. and the Soviet Union allocated large 
resources to military preparations in the Arctic, Canada, the country with the next 
longest Arctic coast, only second to Russia, chose not to establish any significant 
military presence in the North. Canada has always known that they could trust the U.S. 
to deploy the necessary military force if need be. In addition, to establish a meaningful 
military or naval capability in the Arctic is extremely expensive. The U.S. will thus 
continue to be the main provider of military security to the North American Arctic.  
And the good news is that Canada is protected, not by American generosity, but by 
American self-interest, which is much more reliable. 

The Arctic as Petroleum Province   

After the Cold War the military-strategic value of the Polar Sea, as buffer zone 
between the U.S. and Russia, has been reduced in significance, economic and 
energy-political factors have become more important. This is, not the least, due to the 
fact that large petroleum resources have been discovered in the region, and that it has 
become technologically and economically feasible to exploit them at a competitive 
price. Due to the harsh climate, production costs in the Arctic are high. In addition, the 
markets are far away. That Arctic petroleum has become competitive is therefore also 
due to rising energy prices and that it is situated in a region where conflict and political 
instability does not threaten secure and reliable delivery.  

Never the less, petroleum production in the Arctic is controversial, mostly due to 
environmentally related political challenges associated with Arctic petroleum 
production. Negative consequences for the vulnerable Arctic environment, to the 
extensive fisheries in the region and to the living conditions for indigenous peoples in 
the region, are among the issues that are being debated. Among the “western” Arctic 
states, environmental issues and consideration for the well-being of indigenous 
peoples have been high up on the political agenda for a long time. We have seen hard 
debates taking place between environmentalists, the petroleum industry, spokesmen 
for the indigenous peoples and local and central governments, over concrete issues like 
oil and gas pipeline type and projected trace, (in North Canada and Siberia), and 
whether certain especially vulnerable ocean areas should be closed to oil exploration  
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and production (in the Norwegian Exclusive Economic Zone, EEZ). In the 1980’s and 
1990’s, Western governments were increasingly willing to subordinate their petroleum 
interests to questions of environmental preservation and a sustainable development for 
indigenous communities. Even in Russia, where the extraction of petroleum in the 
Arctic has come the furthest, environmental issues moved higher up on the political 
agenda. The technological development both within exploration drilling, petroleum 
production and transportation at sea, that has made production safer and transportation 
cheaper and more efficient, also contributes to increasing the pressure for exploitation 
of the petroleum resources in the Polar Sea. With continued shortage of energy, and 
thus political pressure to produce, the interests of the petroleum industry may once 
more prevail over those of the environmentalists.  

Unresolved legal issues  

The new Law of the Sea, as codified in the Third UN Convention on the Law of 
the Sea of 1982, put on the agenda a large number of new issues regarding the rights 
and obligations of the Coastal State. Issues of particular significance to Arctic coastal 
states are the principals for delineation of coastal state EEZs and continental shelves, 
resource management outside of the 200 nautical mile boundary, the right of transit 
passage through international straits, pollution control and the right to carry out 
scientific fishery and oceanographic research. Finding a solution to all these issues is 
made more difficult by permanent ice that in several areas covers and obliterates the 
coast line and the boundary between permanent ice and drifting ice. There is also 
doubt as to whether sea areas outside the territorial limit, that are covered by ice that 
constitutes a prolongation of the adjacent landmass, could be regarded as international 
waters where international shipping has right of innocent passage. 

Five different countries border on the Arctic but only two international borders, 
namely the Russian-Norwegian and the U.S.-Canadian one, run overland, and none of 
them are disputed. There is, however disagreement concerning the extension of coastal 
state sovereignty in the Polar Sea. There is also disagreement over Norway’s claim to 
the continental shelf and the EEZ around Svalbard, over the delineation of the 
continental shelf between Norway and Russia in the Barents Sea and between Canada 
and the U.S. in the Beaufort Sea. In addition, the border between Denmark and Canada 
in the Nares straits between Ellesmere Island and Greenland is disputed.  

As technological advances made the Arctic more accessible to countries outside 
of the region, Moscow attempted to extend her basis for national sovereignty through a 
series of unilateral declarations. In 1926, a Russian decree laid claim to every land and 
all islands inside the sector between 32º04’35’’ east and 168º49’30’’ west, from the 
coast and all the way up to the North Pole. And both in 1928 and in 1950, Moscow 
claimed supremacy over the ocean areas inside this sector. The claims were never 
followed up with formal declarations. But it is the view among most Russian 
specialists in International Law that the properties of the Arctic and the Polar Sea are 
so unique that the region should be subject to laws and regulations of its own.   

With regard to Russia’s coastal waters, Russian literature has generally referred to 
them as “internal waters”, “historic waters”, or “closed waters”, subject to full Russian 
sovereignty. This claim was partly justified by referring to “historic rights”, partly by 
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claiming that ice covered waters constitute “land like structures”. Throughout the 
period of the Cold War, the USA challenged Russia’s position as to the status of the 
Polar Sea by deploying ice breakers, military aircraft and submarines as well as 
drifting ice research stations into the Russian sector. The Russians reacted by 
restricting their claim for full sovereignty to the waters, including the straits, inside the 
12 mile limit. Like Norway, the Russians in 1977 laid claim to a 200 mile EEZ. 

Canadian authorities have laid claim to Arctic waters since 1907. To be sure, 
Canada has never, like the Russians, laid claim to ice covered waters outside 12 
nautical miles within their sector of the Polar Sea. But the sector line figures on all 
official Canadian maps of the Arctic. Like in Russia, several Canadian experts on 
International Law claim that the unique properties of the ice covered Arctic waters 
give the Canadian northern territories a peculiar status and the coastal state exceptional 
rights and obligations.  

It is primarily the question of which rules should apply to passage of the North 
West Passage that has caused disagreement. Canada claims that she has the right to 
draw straight baselines between her Arctic islands. Thus the waters inside the baselines 
become internal waters subject to full Canadian sovereignty. Since the development of 
nuclear powered submarines has made it possible to navigate under the ice, an epoch 
that was initiated by the USS Nautilus’ submerged voyage to the North Pole in 1958, 
Canadian authorities have regularly, the last reported incident was in 2005, detected 
transits of reactor powered submarines through the straits of the Canadian Arctic, 
something Ottawa regards as a violation of Canadian sovereignty. And the Canadian 
government seriously considered building a “third Fleet”, in addition to its Atlantic 
and Pacific Fleets, in order to uphold Canadian sovereignty in Arctic waters. The 
argument ran that in order to attend to its legitimate interests at sea, Canada needed a 
capacity to protect herself from threats to her security from the Soviet Union and to 
threats to her sovereignty from the USA. The “third Fleet” should therefore consist of 
nuclear powered submarines capable of patrolling the Arctic straits all year round.  A 
White Paper on the subject was produced in June 1987, but was then laid aside.  

In 2000, the Canadian government released the “Northern Dimension of Canada’s 
Foreign Policy”, the NDFP, where the preservation of Canada’s sovereignty in the 
north is one of the key objectives. This objective was reemphasized in political 
statements both in 2004 and 2005. And in August 2007 Prime Minister Harper 
announced that Canada will build a new deep sea port on the northern shores of Baffin 
Island and establish an army training camp at Resolute Bay. The stated purpose is to 
show the international community that Canada uses and has rights to the North West 
Passage, its waters and resources. Canada has also recently formed Inuit Ranger units 
and has stepped up patrolling activities in the Arctic.   

Canada also has a dispute going with the USA over the delineation of the EEZ 
and the continental shelf in the Beaufort Sea.  Canada claims the sector line along the 
141st longitude, while the U.S. claims the median line. The disputed area contains 
potentially large deposits of petroleum. As the two countries share a common interest 
in the extraction of petroleum resources in the disputed area, Canadian scientists have 
suggested that the best short term solution could be to negotiate an agreement for 
common exploitation of the resources in the Beaufort Sea without coming to a 
decision on the issue of delineation.  
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Norway claims the continental shelf surrounding Svalbard because it considers it 
to be a natural extension of the continental shelf of Mainland Norway.  Besides, 
Svalbard is not a state, but an integral part of the Kingdom of Norway, and therefore 
does not have the right to a continental shelf of its own. If so, the signatories equal 
rights to engage in commercial activities according to the Svalbard treaty are not valid 
outside the 12 mile territorial limit. With regard to the delineation of the EEZ and 
continental shelf between Norway and Russia, the Norwegians claim the median line, 
while the Russians claim the sector line. The disputed area is 132,000 square 
kilometres in size. It is a potentially petroleum rich area that also contains important 
stocks of fish. Norway steward the fishing resources in the disputed area together with 
Russia in accordance with the so called “Grey Zone Agreement” of 1987.  

Denmark is an Arctic country pursuant to her sovereignty over Greenland. The 
Danes are currently entangled in a quarrel with Canada over the sovereignty of Hans’ 
Island in the Nares Strait separating Greenland and Ellesmere Island. The island in 
itself is a worthless rock, but which country has sovereign rights over it will determine 
who controls traffic through the Nares Strait. When the delineation of the continental 
shelf between Canada and Greenland was established in 1973, this issue was not 
resolved. The Hans’ Island dispute has also been used as an argument as to why 
Canada should invest in warships with an ice breaker capacity for its Navy. More 
importantly, the Hans’ Island dispute may be put forward as a test case in the Hague 
Tribunal. The decision in The Hague may subsequently have bearing on the question 
of Canada’s sovereign rights along the entire Canadian Arctic, including the North 
West Passage. It may thus also set precedence for the issue of the delineation of the 
EEZ and the continental shelf both between Canada and the U.S., and the delineation 
of the continental shelf between Canada and Russia.   

Political effects of climate change 

Climate change with global warming, will have, and in fact already has, a 
dramatic effect on human activity in the Arctic. The average temperature rise that was 
observed in the twentieth century was the largest in any century over the last one 
thousand years. And the temperatures rose twice as fast in the Arctic as elsewhere in 
the world. Over large areas the permafrost is melting, causing unstable conditions on 
the ground and damage to buildings and infrastructure, even if there are local 
variations. All over the Arctic, with a few exceptions, the ice both at sea and on land is 
being quickly reduced. The Greenland ice cap is melting at increasing speed and all 
over the region glaciers are retreating. Until 2004 the extension of sea ice in the Polar 
Sea had been reduced with 5% over the last twenty years and its average thickness has 
been reduced with close to 40%. And the melting is accelerating: Only over the last 
three years the average thickness of one year old ice has been reduced from 1.5 meters 
to between 40 and 70 centimetres. Over the same period of time the Polar Ice Cap has 
been reduced by an additional 25%, and it is no longer possible to find ice that is older 
than a couple of years. While only a few years ago it was estimated that the Polar Sea 
could be ice free in summer by 2050, the latest estimate is 2013. The changes are 
dramatic, and scientists now fear that we are approaching a tipping point where a 
number of mutually reinforcing effects in weather and climate may pull in the same 
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direction and result in very rapid climate change.  
Arctic vegetation is also changing. The treeline moves further north and in Arctic 

Europe the treeless and frozen tundra is continually being replaced by the pine forests 
of the taiga. Forestry and the production of lumber may, in other words experience a 
boom. This dramatic change in the conditions for human life and activity in the Arctic 
has already caused considerable change in the natural, social and economic situation 
and development. 

Of the changes to the Arctic environment that will result from global warming of 
this scale, let me only mention a few: Without sea ice, where one can hunt for seals, 
the polar bear will quickly become extinct. When the tundra disappears, key species 
like the wild reindeer could disappear too. As serious is the fact that the melting down 
of glaciers in the Arctic may cause the sea level to rise by tenths of feet. Carbon 
dioxide and methane that is presently captured in the permafrost and in the oceans will 
be released and contribute to further acceleration of the warming. The climate change 
is thus irreversible, and we can only hope that the most pessimistic predictions will not 
come true.   

Should the ice disappear from the Polar Sea for large parts of the year and the 
climate becomes less severe, it could render large parts of the Arctic much more 
accessible to economic activity. In some scenarios it is possible to predict a very large 
economic development as a result of the large deposits of minerals, oil and gas in the 
Arctic becomes fully exploitable. One can also foresee that certain fisheries may 
substantially increase. Others, like the traditional seasonal cod fisheries off the coast of 
north Norway, may disappear. New Arctic shipping routes may be opened and bring 
with them increased activity in the entire maritime sector in the region. On the other 
hand, such increased activity could threaten vulnerable fauna and flora and cause 
substantial pollution. 

Economic growth will also lead to a considerable increase in population.  
Demographic change of this magnitude will have great repercussions for living 
conditions in the region, not least for the indigenous peoples and their culture, and 
could become the source of considerable social and thus political unrest.  

To cut a long story short: the climatic changes in the Arctic create a whole range 
of mutually intertwined issues connected to the environment and to social and 
economic development in the region. But climate change is not the only source of 
change in the Arctic. Changes in the political power structures after the Cold War, 
especially the demise of the Soviet Union, and the increased emphasis on liberalization 
and globalization, changes in how territories are used, and the technological 
development both within agriculture, the petroleum industry, transportation industry 
and the military, will all have considerable effects on life and activity in the Arctic.  
The effects of, and the response to, the change in climate therefore must be seen in this 
wider context.   

There is every reason to believe that the Arctic, including the Polar Sea, will 
come into focus of major power foreign and security policy to an extent never seen 
before in the history of the region. The most important drivers are climatic change and 
technological development that together will make the Arctic, and therefore also the 
mineral and petroleum resources of the Arctic, much more accessible than before. 
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The Arctic region – with the exception of the Baltic Sea – is destined to become more 
and more important because of its strategic value and because of the natural resources 
that are there. Perceptions and interests of Moscow and Oslo. The Svalbard case. 

 
 

1.          RUSSIA’S NORTHWEST BORDERS WERE 

her only European borders left untouched by the geopolitical revolutions in 1980s even 
if these very changes made Russia, in geographical terms, a more northern state since 
long. Russia has an enormous territorial extension. Not all of Russia should though be 
considered her sanctuary, the territorial platform for Russia’s existence as a state and 
the geographical prerequisite for Russia’s ambitions of being an important player in 
global diplomacy. This sanctuary consists of Russia’s Northwest territories. It could be 
described as a rhombus with one corner at Murmansk, the second in St. Petersburg, the 
third in Moscow and fourth in Archangelsk. The area it contains equals approximately 
the Scandinavian Peninsula in square kilometres. Its population equals more or less 
France. The Kola Peninsula and Murmansk is Russia’s only immediate access to 
oceanic sea lanes of communication. The Barents Sea will be among her principal 
energy-producing areas in the future. The adjacent border to Norway, Finland and 
Estonia is the sanctuary’s only international delimitation. 

By the loss of her European and Asian Empire Russia has in a way returned to 
her roots and to her traditional historical setting. Indeed, Russia’s very beginning as a 
state has deep roots in the Scandinavian world and the Scandinavia states have all deep 
roots in Russia. In modern history, Russia has been more influential in Northern 
Europe than any other major power. In the 21st Century, Russia will have to focus 
Nordic and Scandinavian events with greater scrutiny and strive to enhance her 
influence in the region. As Russia becomes more Northern and Nordic, the more 
important does the North and the Nordic areas become to the world at large. 

Dominium Maris Baltici 

In Northern European, the Baltic Sea has played a role similar to the role played 
by the Mediterranean in the south. The northern Silk Road ended at her shores.  
Extensive waterways in the Baltic hinterland connected Northern Europe with the 
White and Polar Seas as well as the Black Sea, Levant and Mediterranean. Baltic 
predominance – dominium maris baltici – has been a prerequisite for any European 
ambition among the states on the Baltic’s littoral and lead to perpetual conflicts among 
the Danish, Swedish, Polish, German and Russian pretenders. The efforts to obtain or 
avoid the predominance of any particular has made and still makes up the geopolitics 
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and state hierarchy along the Baltic rim as well as in northern Central and Eastern 
Europe. However, the Baltic Sea lost some of its centrality in the Northern world 
during the 20th Century. The Baltic world has at least an important pendent in the 
waters of the high north and the Polar Sea. 

Among Russian observers and analysts, the Baltic world is usually described as 
an obtuse angel with St. Petersburg as vertex. The area between the angel’s two rays is 
easily dissected into layers reflecting different societies, state, histories and realities.  
Whatever differences and internal complexity the area is of prime importance to 
Russia. Her military perimeter goes somewhere in the area, depending on Russia’s 
Nordic and European alliances, on the alliances among the Nordic states themselves 
and their possible alliances with other external actors. 

The angel’s first layer consists of territories which could be considered natural 
extensions of Russia’s own land and is today made up by independent Finland and the 
Baltic states. They are very different indeed, and with highly complex political 
histories, but have one thing in common. They have all been parts of the Russian 
Empire but with very different political status. In strategic terms, they make up 
Russia’s immediate military perimeter and the forward line of defence for St. 
Petersburg and Moscow. They are all well below any means to make up independent 
threats to Russia in general or any part of her territory. They all have, though, during 
the centuries the one way or another functioned as bridgeheads for Scandinavian or 
European enemies. If, on the other hand, things in general remain stable, as Russia 
regains momentum as a major European and global state and economy, they will 
sooner or later have very special relations with Russia as such and St. Petersburg in 
particular. 

The second of the angle’s layer consists of water, the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of 
Botnia, where as the land is made up of Denmark and Sweden – Southern Scandinavia 
and the Eastern littoral of the Scandinavian Peninsula. This layer is more paradoxical 
if not complex than the first. It contains Russia’s principle ally in the Baltic world, and 
her principal historic contender, Denmark and Sweden respectively. 

Denmark has been few of Russia’s almost permanent allies down through history 
as a consequence of common antagonists in German politics and diplomacy and a 
common Swedish competitor in the quest for dominium maris baltici. The Danes 
actively supported Russia’s naval ambitions, accepted her ambitions in Sweden and 
encouraged by subsidies and even manpower her conquest of Siberia and The Far East.  
Vitus Bering has given his name to the Bering Straits. He was one of many Danish 
officers in Russian service. Today, Copenhagen is “anti-Russian” as a pendent to her 
pro-American stands – and dependence on the U.S. – in the Polar Sea and due to 
renewed Baltic Sea ambitions. 

Sweden is Russia’s historical enemy in Europe – not Germany as many seem to 
believe. Sweden fought Russian ambitions to become a European and Baltic state from 
the very beginning. It is one of history’s great paradoxes that the modern Scandinavian 
state system was made by a Russian tsar, Alexander 1st and a crown prince to the 
throne of Sweden, Jean Baptiste Bernadotte. Some believe the latter’s French origin 
must be given due weight.  However, their agreements in Åbo (Turku) lead to 
Finland’s statehood, as a great duchy in the Russian Empire (1809 to 1920), and 
Norway’s in dynastic union with Sweden (from 1814 to 1905). 
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Sweden has been a formidable enemy and time and again astonished the Russians 
by her agility and endurance, constantly compensating her geography and inferior 
numbers with diligence, technology, diplomacy and astuteness. However, the Russians 
have for long periods of time had the upper hand even in Stockholm. Today, Sweden 
too is full of doubts as to Russia’s Nordic renaissance mostly for Baltic and European 
reasons. 

The Baltic areas, Latvia in particular, are ancient territories in Sweden’s Baltic 
Sea Empire. Today’s Baltic Sea geopolitical structure and subsystem of states are 
astonishingly similar to the 1920s. Stockholm strived for general recognition as the 
prime Baltic Sea state the entire decade. Similar ambitions were easily seen in the 
early 1990s. But most important, mostly due to the Baltic Sea situation, Sweden 
confessed her profound engagement with the U.S. and NATO since 1944 and during 
the entire Cold War – despite her neutral façade. 

Stockholm sees however due partly to her deep financial integration with Finland, 
and due partly to her own industrial interests, that Russian markets could be of 
increasing relevance to Swedish economy and prosperity. Many of the big Swedish 
fortunes were made in St. Petersburg in the late 19th Century. The most famous of 
them all – today’s Nobel Foundation – prospered in oil trade in the Caspian Sea. So far, 
on this conjunction, Finland and Germany have won the competition on the thriving 
Russian markets. Germany and Russia is the new couple in Baltic Sea diplomacy 
whilst Stockholm has gained the laurels Joschka Fischer left in Washington. The days 
are gone when Swedish industry makes a living on prospering North American 
markets. The competition on the European is as demanding as ever. None of them can 
in either case ascertain Swedish industry strategic raw material supply. 

The third and final layer in the angle contains Norway and the Atlantic 
Scandinavia, i.e. Faeroe Islands, Iceland and Greenland. These territories have never 
contained neither serious nor important contenders nor competitors to any Russian 
geopolitical ambition. In Atlantic Scandinavia Russia met, on the other hand, Sea 
Powers and their local preponderance. This duality has produced an as dual Russian 
approach. Moscow has, on the one hand, tried to discern between Atlantic 
Scandinavians and the influence of the dominant Sea Power, either UK or the U.S.  
On the other hand power and pragmatism frequently made it convenient to forget the 
Scandinavians and negotiate directly with the prevailing Sea Power. 

A Closer Look at Russia and Norway 

In the 21st Century, Russia and Norway must find new ways of neighbourhood.  
Russia because of Norway’s increased importance to her security and economy, 
Norway very much for the same reasons but from the opposite position. As exporters 
of energy and polar neighbours both are in regional and global settings they will have 
to accept and influence in cooperation or in competition depending on the general 
circumstances of any particular conjuncture. 

The task of reciprocal understanding is demanding. In the Kremlin, the world is 
seen pragmatically in terms of interests, history and strategy, confident of not 
representing anybody but – at the best – themselves. Oslo thinks dogmatically in terms 
of axiomatic economics and ethical imperatives. Firm beliefs in the power of 
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normative leadership and of being the supreme expression of humanity’s best 
intentions reign supreme. 

Moscow seldom comments on Norwegian politics, but they are as convinced that 
Norwegian oil and gas industry run Norwegian politics and diplomacy, as the 
Norwegians are certain that Mr. Putin is in charge of Russia’s. When the Russians 
want to talk industry, Norwegians talk abstract economics. Or when Moscow wants to 
talk diplomacy or strategy Oslo insists on talking human rights and ethics. The 
Norwegians does wish not raise any serious issue with the Russians because of fear for 
the consequences. If they have to by force of circumstances or geography, they believe 
it possible to de-politicise the issues in question. 

Both countries are, however, destined to become ever more intermingled with 
each other’s affairs. The economic and strategic importance of the Baltic sea has 
diminished continuously since WWII whilst the importance of Atlantic Scandinavia, 
the Norwegian and the Barents Sea – and subsequently Norway – in strategic and 
economic terms have and will continue to increase in particular from a Russian point 
of view. Oslo might well be beyond the influence of Russia’s military strength. She is 
at the same time ignorant of Russia’s increasing ability to conduct an economic and 
monetary diplomacy. 

The Russian economy and the Norwegian are both based on the same global 
markets. They do both produce oil and gas, lumber, pulp and paper, aluminium and 
other minerals as raw materials to the industries of others. Russia is, however, by far a 
bigger producer in all respects than Norway, and she has far bigger intensions to use 
her position in the various markets to regulate competition, maintain markets and 
achieve political aims, just as any other major power would have done if the 
opportunity arises. 

Gas Strategies 

The recent Norwegian-Russian relations concerning oil and gas could thus be an 
indication on the reciprocal understanding between the two countries, as well as 
indicative for their future relations. The pipelines from Siberia to West-Germany and 
western-European markets in the 1980s made Norway a gas-exporter. The U.S. did not 
want Western-Europe to depend on Soviet supplies only. Consequently, Norwegian 
natural gas exports were encouraged, and the Europeans temporarily convinced of the 
need for various suppliers and security of supply. Ten years later, the Soviet-Union 
vanished and Russia appeared. Her oil and gas-industry and natural resources in 
general were considered pivotal among the leading actors. With no obligations to serve 
for instance the Comecon, Russians assets were not only to arrive at globalized 
markets, her industry – in particular oil and gas – were, hopefully, to be 
internationalised as well. 

During the ‘90s, an impressive campaign took place among the world’s principal 
oil and gas producers and exporters to modernize and internationalise their industries.  
The national oil companies which had prevailed the last decades and controlled most 
of the world’s oil and gas reserves – as Aramco in Saudi Arabia, Pemex in Mexico, 
Statoil in Norway – reduced supply on the markets and incomes to their owners 
influential spokesmen and academics assured politicians and political leaders in oil 
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producing countries. If international companies were allowed to be minority owners, 
the national companies would be rationalized. New technologies would improve 
production.  Output and incomes would both increase. 

Russia and Saudi Arabia were the main targets for the campaign but with no 
lasting success. Norway was one the few countries where the campaign proved 
successful. Successively all restrictions on the country’s production were abolished.  
The oil, leading politicians and company NCO’s maintained, would be more valuable 
as money in the bank or as shares on the stock exchanges in London and New York, 
than in the ground on the Norwegian continental shelf. Finally Statoil was privatized in 
2001. Ironically, the production of oil on Norwegian continental shelf peaked the same 
year. It has since fallen and appears to fall more rapidly than expected. 

In Russia, the opposite political development has taken place. The Russians have 
regained national control of their resources for strategic and diplomatic reasons as well 
as to enhanced resource maintenance. Even if Russia’s oil production peaked in the 
middle of the 1980s, her existing and unproven reserves remain though much greater 
than Norway’s. Norwegian authorities were busy all through the ‘90s to comply with 
the EEA-agreement and install EU directives in Norwegian law and administrative 
practice. A swift and total implementation of all EU directives was and still is 
considered an obligation and optimal strategy to obtain EU support in case of need for 
instance against Russia. Norway accepted the internal market directives on natural gas 
undisputed. The Russians were surprised. They considered the directives to be “leges 
Norvegis” – a legislation to regulate Norwegian affairs. There could potentially be 
legislation by the consumers to regulate producers. 

The Russians surmised that there could be common interests and complementary 
positions among several exporters of gas to the EU. They discussed the issues 
informally with several exports. It would be of great importance for all, the Russians 
maintained, to avoid or reduce various forms of taxation for fiscal, environmental or 
protectionist (mainly coal) purposes. Their position was that no directive should be 
considered for implementation, until their universality was confirmed. Where the 
demands on “unbundling” and increased competition in a more polycentric 
gas-industry, meant for producers and transporters only, i.e. predominantly outside the 
Union, or would they apply even inside the Union? 

What kind of gas-industry did the EU and the commission foresee? Would 
numberless medium and small gas companies regulated by a strong commission – 
“Europe’s energy government” – be acceptable to existing publicly owned companies?  
Who would be the owners of infrastructure? Would it be possible for companies 
outside the Union to go “downstream”? The questions to the common energy and 
natural gas policy of the EU were many. 

Further if no “take or pay” and long term contracts were accepted, this should 
only be done after alternative, realistic and acceptable procedures to finance 
developments of new fields were presented. Financing could easily become de facto 
ownership. Whatever effect of the EU directives on the internal market, the Russians 
maintained; they might as well be subtle measures to obtain control of resources 
“upstream” far beyond the EU’s borders. 

The EU’s gas-competition policy did not succeed. Continuously excessive 
demand is a problem no directive or any competition can solve. Neither Norway nor 
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Russia can produce all the gas Europe wants. However, environmental ambitions have 
managed where EU energy-policy failed and introduced a severe competition between 
Norwegian and Russian natural gas. 

Norway, the EU countries and Russia have ratified the Kyoto-protocol, Russia 
though for free. She was allowed a modest increase in her emissions. Russia is 
considered to be below the Soviet Union’s level of emissions in 1990. Norway and the 
EU-countries have on the other hand to reduce their emissions within 2020 to the level 
of 1990 and in case of excessive emissions buy more and more quotas, i.e. fees. This is, 
for Norway, a demanding and, in many ways, completely absurd obligation. Her 
emissions are great and due predominantly to production of oil and gas, transportation 
and heating. Reduced transportation is unpractical on a territory of Norway’s extension.  
Her resources and industry are dotted all along the coast. The population has to be 
dispersed all over the state’s territory. Reduced heating is difficult in a country where 
substantial parts of the territory are above the Polar circle. Nobody wants reduced 
production of energy, however. In consequence, Norway has started to pay for her 
production and export of energy. 

Russia believes that taxation of natural gas and resources is a prerogative neither 
of the consumers nor of any international body nor mechanism, but of the producers 
and just proprietors only. Thus, there is no and will never be any international taxation 
on Russian natural gas in particular or resources in general. But there is on Norwegian 
natural gas. The tax is though not paid by the gas companies but ultimately by the 
taxpayers. In this way Norwegian gas producers should still be able to compete with 
Russia on the various markets for natural gas. 

There is no longing in the Norwegian oil and gas industry for Russian 
membership in the WTO. The first thing the Russians could do would be to sue the 
Norwegian state for undue subsidizing of her natural gas exports. For the rest of 
Norwegian industry a Russian WTO-membership could however be of prime 
importance. 

These paradoxes are interesting illustrations of the cultural gap and reciprocal 
incomprehension between Russia (and exporters of natural gas in general) and Norway.  
It might as well give important indications for why the Russians in the end might have 
the upper hand in the Russia-Norwegian relationship. 

The Game for the Polar Artic Sea 

The strategic importance of the Baltic Sea decreased during the 20th Century as a 
consequence of increased American commitments in the European system of states 
and the intercontinental superpower confrontation. The Cold War superpowers did not 
meet nether in the North nor in the Baltic, but in the Polar Sea and in space. 

The Baltic Sea made her shores communicate.  Her hinterland waterways sent 
the Scandinavian and the peoples on the Baltic rim to the world at large. The Polar Sea, 
three times as big, divides the Eurasian and American continents. It has since times 
immemorial created a barrier against coastal and intercontinental communications. 
This did not change until WWII. However, Polar Sea expansion has been an important 
pendent to the European global expansion in modern times, initially intimately 
connected to 15th Century Mediterranean events. How could it be possible to 
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circumvent the Ottomans, the Venetians and the Mediterranean lords in general and 
obtain independent lanes of communication with India and – in particular – China?  
The Portuguese proved Seneca’s proposition that all oceans were interconnected and 
therefore possible to circumnavigate. Could there be other sea lanes beyond the reach 
of the Iberian Sea powers, merchants asked along the North and Baltic Sea? How can I 
reach the Pacific by land, the tsar wondered in Moscow’s Kremlin? The intense search 
for the Northwest and Northeast Passages began. The expansionism into the Polar Sea 
region became an important “side theatre” in the European global expansion in general, 
immediately motivated by resources and possible future communications, Eurasian 
and North-American predominance and ultimately connected to the balance of power 
in Europe and the world. It had, however, some important characteristics. First, it 
proved, paradoxically, to be an area where communication on land remained superior 
to the ship! Semyon Dehznyov reached the Bering Straits in 1648 – by land. Second, 
expansion hardly went beyond scientific expeditions due to severe climatic conditions 
and immense technological challenges. The expeditions were from the very start small 
patrols of military, scientists and sportsmen with increasingly sophisticated and 
specialized outfit and vessels. Contrary to the use further south, cavalry were of no use, 
neither were railroads later to be of much use. The Polar region was not conquered 
until the creation of aircrafts with jet propulsion and the nuclear submarines. Then the 
Polar Sea ended as a barrier. She became the playground of the superpowers and their 
nuclear deterrence. 

The Polar Sea will remain of prime importance in the 21st Century as the 
privileged playground for nuclear deterrence. The coastal territories and continental 
shelves will be of increased importance to the world economy’s supply of energy and 
minerals. The Polar Sea herself and her coastal waters will be of increased relevance to 
intercontinental communications. 

This development enhances further Russia’s northern focus and the 
Russian-Norwegian relations. Norway’s sea domain happens to cover the entire 
oceanic access to Russia’s European Northern waters. Norway’s northern continental 
shelf delimits Russia’s from 81 degrees north to the Kola coast. Norway and Russia 
have been contenders in the Polar waters since the 1850s when Sweden made the first 
proposals to delegate the Svalbard archipelago to Norway. St. Petersburg declined.  
Svalbard was as much a Russian as a Norwegian territory. The Svalbard Treaty was 
negotiated during the Paris peace conference after WWI. The Soviet Union did not 
participate in the negotiations. In 1925, Norway and Russia made a deal; the 
Norwegians recognized the Soviet Union, and the Soviet Union recognized the 
Svalbard Treaty. The final ratification was, however, postponed, since the USSR made 
the additional claim that all signatories of the treaty had to recognize the Soviet Union.  
The U.S. did not until 1935. 

The Soviet Union implemented the Svalbard Treaty pragmatically according to 
Soviet interests. Norway’s sovereignty was occasionally questioned but at large 
accepted. Since 1990, Russia has been almost absent from the archipelago, but this 
will not last. Svalbard is of even greater importance to present day’s Russia than it ever 
was for the Soviet Union, as her Polar waters become more and more important to 
Russian and global energy supply. On the other hand, Moscow seems convinced that 
Norwegian sovereignty is if not the best, then the most acceptable solution and better 
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than most alternatives. Even better, the more the Norwegians themselves become 
dependent on her northern waters and continental shelf, the more they will be sensitive 
to Russia’s positions in the region. Increased Norwegian sensitivity to Russian 
positions in the high North will trickle down and influence the Scandinavian and 
Baltic situations as well. 

The Svalbard Treaty was, for long time, the only multilateral treaty in the Polar 
region. Today, this is no longer the case. The UN Convention of the Oceans (UNCLOS) 
is valid in the Polar Sea as well. However, the limited and peculiar use made of the 
Polar waters has not lead to an extensive use of the convention. The U.S. has so far 
merely implied the convention without ratifying it. Russia has ratified the convention 
but implements it in her Polar waters as if it were an extension of the principles laid 
down in the 1920s in both Canada and the Soviet Union. 

A smooth application of UNCLOS in the Polar Sea and its littoral waters are a 
common interest of off all littoral states and in accordance with the international 
community at large. However, given the Polar Sea littoral states, the U.S. and Russia 
in particular, and given the issues involved – energy, minerals, transportation and 
deterrence – it should not be excluded that the Polar Sea as well might lead to new 
principles in international legislation.
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ŠTOKMAN, THE NEW GOLD MINEŠTOKMAN, THE NEW GOLD MINEŠTOKMAN, THE NEW GOLD MINEŠTOKMAN, THE NEW GOLD MINE 
 
It has long been recognized that the Arctic holds huge oil and gas reserves. The U.S. Geological 
Services has estimated that up to 25% of the global reserves could be found in this region. A 
considerable part of these reserves if not most of them are located on the Russian continental shelves 
in the Barents, Pechora and Kara Seas and on Russian mainland above the Polar circle. In the years to 
come one will witness increased efforts from Russia to tap into these reserves. Her mainland reservoirs 
seem to have peaked – or are peaking. The future of Russian oil and gas production and the future of 
Russia as a major oil and gas producer most likely depends on her Polar findings. However, the 
challenging environment implies that one has to transgress more than conventional natural frontiers but 
technological as well.  

Europe’s future gas supplies and probably the U.S.’ as well seem increasingly to depend on 
Russia. This makes the development of Russian onshore as well as offshore gas fields of the utmost 
importance for countries like Germany, Italy and France. These features explain the tremendous interest 
in Europe and the U.S. for the Barents Sea development and in particular the Štokman field. Štokman 
was discovered in the last Soviet years by an international consortium of among others, Norsk Hydro. It 
proved to be one of the most promising fields ever found with reserves estimated to hold 3.8 trillion 
cubic meter of gas. Štokman could be one of the largest gas fields in the world. 

However, the consortium of Gazprom, Norsk Hydro and others, did not maintain the Soviet 
licence, when Russia became independent. President Boris Yeltsin decided by a presidential decree 
that the licence to develop the Štokman should be given to a totally unknown Russian company called 
Roshelf with headquarters in Severodvinsk. The Soviet Northern Fleets shipyard, Severomash, wanted 
the field as it is instrument of conversion to non-military construction. 

The Russian strife over Štokman had begun. For years, the Russian naval industry fought against 
Gazprom and various Russian authorities and foreign companies until, in the end, the “energy complex” 
regained full control. Then the international contention came to the foreground. Štokman was initially 
planned as a European field, where it would supply Western Germany and other countries in the EC. 
German interests wanted to obtain as much control as possible and production to be started as soon as 
possible. The enlargement of EU to Finland and the launching of a “northern dimension” to the EU, had 
at its very centre, an ambition to “Europeanize” the Štokmanfield, according to EU rules and with 
considerable EU-participation in financing, construction, transportation and actual production. Gazprom 
and Russian authorities wanted neither Štokman as a naval conversion project, nor “Europeanization” of 
the field or a premature initiation of production. Gazprom feared for its investments on Yamal and 
potential spare capacity in the Siberian pipelines. Gazprom did not foresee any gas from Štokman until 
the early 2020’s, they said. Secondly, they did not imagine any LNG from the field.  Gazprom wanted, 
in accordance with her European and German partners, the gas transported in pipelines to the 
European market. 

This changed in the early 21st Century. Firstly due to increased uncertainty in Gazprom herself 
about her ability to comply to already accepted obligations towards European customers. Secondly, 
because the Americans, in the shadows of the war on terrorism, seemed to have reduced their anxieties 
about depending on Russian gas and energy supply. With the U.S. as her potentially biggest customer, 
Gazprom opted for Štokman as a LNG supplier.  

After 2001, the competition for Štokman became serious among the major gas companies. Now 
Gazprom wanted to speed up the development of the field. The company did as well change its stand 
concerning pipelines and LNG. Now the plans for Štokman include a pipeline from the Kola Peninsula to 
Visby in Karerlia and via the North Stream pipeline to Greifswald in Northern Germany. In addition a 
LNG plant will be built in the small fishing village of Teriberka northeast of Murmansk.  

In 2007, the company seemed to be in a hurry. Now Gazprom believed that Štokman could have 
an annual output of 71 billion cubic meters by 2020. The development is planned in stages. It is 
expected that all investment decisions would be taken, at the latest, by the end of 2009. The first period 
of construction will be finished in 2013. The second will be at the end of 2016 and the third around 2020. 
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Each stage will add over 23 billion cubic meters of gas. At the end of this period, the plan is to gradually 
increase the output of LNG. The electricity required shall be delivered by floating nuclear reactors, 
Accademician Lomonosev. The floating nuclear power station will be finished by 2010 at Severomash.  

Taken into consideration the fact that Štokman is located 600 kilometers northeast of Murmansk 
and with depths up to 340 meters, the project will have to break into new technological territory. A 
planned start up around 2013 seems very optimistic. Perhaps Gazprom’s more original schedule for an 
upstart in 2018 might be more realistic. 

Štokman will add a much needed reserve to Gazprom. There is a growing concern that the 
company will have difficulties meeting its delivery obligations to the European customers in the next 
coming years. There will therefore be a pressing need for new fields in production. At one time it 
seemed that the development of Štokman took priority over the development of new fields on the Yamal 
peninsula. The picture is now that the Kremlin has made a decision on a two-track solution; 
development of both Štokman and Yamal. 

On the Norwegian side, the expectations for a role in the Russian oil and gas sector have been 
high. The Norwegian oil production peaked in 2002 and StatoilHydros ambition to be a global energy 
company can be reached through expansion in other markets. It has been said that the future of the oil 
and gas complex in Norway lies in Russia. Štokman has been seen as the stepping stone for further 
engagement on the Russian side. As a result of a process starting in President Putin’s second term of 
office, the energy sector has come under much tighter political control, and foreign ownership of oil and 
gas resources has proved more difficult to obtain. The decision in October 2006 not to grant any foreign 
ownership in connection with Štokman came as a surprise for Norway, especially since the then 
president Putin in the G8 meeting in St. Petersburg in July 2006 spoke very favorably about the 
Norwegian oil and gas sector.  

The final set up of the Štokman operation will be a separate company – The Štokman 
Development Company, with a majority ownership of 51% by Gazprom.  The two foreign partners 
French Total and Norwegian StatoilHydro will have 25 and 24% respectively. The agreement between 
Gazprom and Total is understandable from both economic and political perspectives. For Russia, it is of 
importance to secure markets for their gas export. Not only is Western Europe dependent on Russian 
gas, to a certain extent Russia is dependent on the Western markets. Even if a larger part of the 
Russian gas export in the future will be directed to Asian markets (China, Japan and South Korea), this 
will take time and the export from Štokman and Yamal will be directed to European markets and through 
LNG to the U.S. 

There have been speculations that the agreement between Gazprom and Total could secure 
Gazprom a stronger foothold in the French market. As part of the merger between Gaz de France and 
Suez, the EU Commission required Suez to sell some of its subsidiaries. An acquisition of these assets 
by Gazprom would be in line with its strategy to expand in the downstream and retail markets in Europe.  

The development of giant fields like Štokman and those on the Yamal peninsula has a clear 
political dimension. Norway, in contrast to large markets like Germany, France and Italy, is not a buyer of 
natural gas and is of no commercial interest to Russia. On the other hand, Norway has technology and 
know-how, which will be of interest to Moscow. Norwegian technology is not unique, however. Total too 
has considerable experience operating under extreme conditions and with similar technologies. 

However, with peaking production on Norwegian shelf, many believe Russia and the Russian 
continental shelf could ascertain the Norwegian oil and gas industry a future. The gas field Snøhvit 
outside Finnmark, and the LNG factory on Melkøya outside Hammerfest, the world’s most Northern city, 
were conceived and developed as a showcase on how natural gas fields were to be developed on the 
continental shelves in the polar region.   

The fact that some of the richest energy fields are situated in the Arctic will have implications for 
Russia, the European Union and Norway. The strategic focus of Russia and partially also for the 
European Union will move to the North. Western Europe will have to rely on Russian polar supplies. For 
Russia, her Arctic supplies will enhance her importance and means of influence among the Nordic 
countries and in Europe at large. 
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RUSSIA’S RACE RUSSIA’S RACE RUSSIA’S RACE RUSSIA’S RACE     
FOR THE ARCTICFOR THE ARCTICFOR THE ARCTICFOR THE ARCTIC                        by Ariel COHEN 

 
 

Moscow’s legal claim of the Arctic region is extremely dangerous for the West. It is a 
game for the control of incalculable energetic and mining resources. The next 
objective: Antarctica. Answering Putin’s challenge.  

 
 

1.        BY PLANTING THE RUSSIAN FLAG ON 

seabed under the North Pole and claiming a sector of the continental shelf the size of 
Western Europe, Moscow has created a new source of international tension, seemingly 
out of the blue. Geopolitics and geo-economics are driving Russia's latest moves.  
Geologists believe that a quarter of the world's oil and gas – billions of barrels and 
trillions of cubic feet, respectively – may be located on the Arctic continental shelf and 
possibly under the polar cap. The Arctic frontier also harbours precious ferrous and 
non-ferrous metals, as well as diamonds. At today's prices, these riches may be worth 
trillions of dollars. And if the ice caps melt and shrink, not only will these resources be 
more accessible than they are today, but a new sea route along the northern coast of 
Eurasia may be open to reach them.  

Russia's claims are a cause for concern. The U.S. must engage its allies – 
especially Canada and the Nordic countries – to formulate a strong response.  

A Return to Greatness? 

Russia's claim has a political dimension. The exploration and exploitation of 
polar petroleum and other resources may be the kind of opportunity that allows Russia 
to continue being what President Putin has termed “an energy superpower.” In 2001, 
Russia filed a claim to expand the boundaries of its continental shelf with the U.N. 
Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf under the Law of the Sea Treaty 
(LOST), to which it is a party. The commission refused to accept or reject the Russian 
claim and demanded more study. Russia is planning to resubmit the claim and expects 
an answer by 2010. 

Russia's claims are literally on thin ice. Moscow is extending its claim to the 
Arctic Ocean seabed based on its ambition to control the Lomonosov Ridge and the 
Mendeleev Ridge, two underwater geological structures that jut into the ocean from 
the Russian continental shelf. Those ridges, however, extend too far away from the 
continental shelf to justify Moscow's claims beyond its 200 mile economic zone, while 
other countries also claim control of the same area in the Arctic.  

This latest move by Moscow is also a chilling throwback to the attempts during 
the 1930s to “conquer the Arctic” during the years when the Soviet Union was seized 
by fear and hatred. Stalin and his henchmen executed “enemies of the people” by the 
hundreds of thousands, after mock trials, in the basements of the Lubyanka secret  
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police headquarters and in unnamed killing sites in the woods. Those not yet arrested 
were forced to applaud the “heroes of the Arctic” – pilots, sailors, and explorers – in a 
macabre celebration of Stalinist tyranny. To the regime's critics, today's expedition is a 
chilling reminder of the brutal era when millions of Gulag prisoners were sent to the 
frozen expanses to build senseless mega-projects in remote areas for the power-mad 
dictator. 

Today's Russian rhetoric is reminiscent of the triumphalism of the 1930s and the 
mindset of the Cold War. The leader of the Arctic expedition, Artur Chilingarov, 
Deputy Chairman of the Russian Duma, proclaimed, “The Arctic is ours and we 
should manifest our presence.” Russia's Arctic and Antarctic Institute declared, “This 
is like placing a flag on the moon” – conveniently forgetting that the U.S. never 
claimed the moon as its possession.   

Andrei Kokoshin, the former national security advisor and current chair of a 
parliamentary committee on the ex-Soviet region, said that Russia “will have to 
actively defend its interests in the Arctic” and called for the reinforcement of Russia's 
Northern Fleet and border guard units, as well as building airfields to “ensure full 
control.” Vladimir Putin weighed in during a speech on board of a Russian 
nuclear-powered icebreaker earlier this year, urging greater efforts to secure Russia's 
“strategic, economic, scientific and defense interests” in the Arctic.  

Russia’s Energy Resources in the Barents and Kara Seas 

The Kremlin’s appetite for the Arctic’s energy resources is being boosted by the 
development of the Štokman gas field in the Barents Sea, considered the biggest 
offshore deposit on the planet, with estimated reserves of 3.8 trillion cubic meters of 
natural gas. According to British Petroleum (BP), this amount could fulfill the world’s 
gas needs for over a year. The Russian government intends to export most of this gas 
to Europe through the Nord Stream pipeline. It also has plans to export some of 
Štokman’s gas as liquefied natural gas (LNG). Referring to the size of Štokman’s gas 
reserves, Gazprom stated that “this is more than we have supplied to Europe over the 
past 30 years. Less than 5% of the Arctic shelf has been explored, and we are sure that 
major new discoveries will follow.” Several gas fields were discovered along Russia’s 
northern littoral: Severo-Kildin, Murmansk, and Pomor in the Barents Sea; Rusanov 
and Leningrad in the Kara Sea, west of the Yamal Peninsula in Western Siberia. It is 
believed that there are more gas fields yet to be discovered in the Barents and Kara 
Seas up to Ob Bay north of the Yamal Peninsula.   

Gazprom’s interest in the region was expressed last year by the company’s press 
secretary, who said that “we have approved a program of work on the Arctic shelf, 
which includes a great deal of prospecting.” Moreover, Gazprom hopes to make 
“major new discoveries” of oil and gas deposits lying under the Arctic Ocean’s floor.4  
President Putin’s stated goal for Russia to become a global energy superpower is likely 
to be shared by President-elect Dmitry Medvedev, who may be interested in the 
Arctic’s energy resources to expand the gas resources of Gazprom, which he has 
chaired since 2002.   
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The Lomonosov and Mendeleev Ridges  

Russia’s claim to the largest part of these underwater ridges is based on the 
argument that both the Lomonosov and Mendeleev Ridges are a continuation of 
Siberia’s continental shelf. Most dramatically, the Russian government extends its 
claim up to the North Pole. Before last year’s expedition to the ocean bottom of the 
North Pole, in which the Kremlin invested about $80 million, the Russians sent in 
2005 a similar mission to survey the Mendeleev Ridge. Together with all other 
continental shelf demands they have, Moscow ends up claiming about half of the 
Arctic Ocean’s bottom. The most significant reason behind Moscow’s claims is to have 
exclusive rights to exploit the vast mineral resources not only in the ridges but also in 
the abyssal plains lying in between. An official from its Agency for Management of 
Mineral Resources expressed Russia’s ambitions by saying that “with a high degree of 
likelihood, Russia will be able to increase its continental shelf by 1.2 million square 
kilometers (460,000 square miles) with potential hydrocarbon reserves of not less than 
9,000 to 10,000 billion tones of conventional fuel  

The Lomonosov and Mendeleev Ridges could be rich in minerals, but the greatest 
prize could be the potentially rich deposits of gas hydrates that might be found in 
marine sediments of the continental shelf in the abyssal area claimed by Russia, and in 
the deep ocean Podvodnikov and Makarov Basins found between the claimed parts of 
the Lomonosov and Mendeleev Ridges. Gas hydrate is natural gas found in solid form 
in nature. It is believed that gas hydrate has 3,000 times the concentration of methane 
found in the atmosphere. While currently not mined, in the future gas hydrates are 
likely to become an important source of fuel and/or raw material. Russia’s claims over 
the Arctic continental shelf also include the greater part of the undersea Fram Basin.  
This abyssal basin lies between the underwater Gakkel Ridge and the Lomonosov 
Ridge, and it is the deepest of the Arctic Ocean, with the North Pole being located on 
its seafloor.     

There are precedents to Russia’s claims. Decades ago the United Kingdom and 
Norway divided among themselves most of the continental shelf under the North Sea, 
to take control of the underwater region’s rich oil and gas deposits. Moreover, the UK 
claims a large sector of continental shelf far west of Scotland and well into the North 
Atlantic. This underwater region includes prominently the submarine Rockall Rise and 
Faeroe Plateau, which are not part of the British Isles’ continental shelf.   

The great potential mineral wealth of the area of the Arctic seabed claimed by 
Russia has attracted the attention of Russian intelligence. The former KGB successor, 
the Federal Security Service (FSB), has a base, Nagurskaya Station at Zemlya 
Alexandra, the westernmost island of the Franz Josef Land Archipelago. One reason 
for the presence of an FSB air unit in Franz Josef Land would be to closely monitor 
any foreign intelligence activity in the vicinity of the undersea Gakkel Ridge, which is 
north of Franz Josef Land and which extends parallel to the northernmost Lomonosov 
Ridge.  

Border and Energy Relations with Norway 
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At the end of October 2007, Gazprom announced that the Norwegian energy 
corporation StatoilHydro was to become its partner together with the French company 
Total in the joint development of the $30 billion Štokman gas project. With 
StatoilHydro having a 24% stake in the project, Gazprom holding 51% and total the 
remaining 25%, the agreement reached with the Norwegian company to develop the 
giant gas field had strategic and political connotations. After signing the agreement, 
President Putin phoned Prime Minister Stoltenberg of Norway, pointing out that 
comprehensive Russian-Norwegian cooperation would be stimulated by the joint 
collaboration in Štokman. Alexei Miller, Gazprom’s CEO, said: “The agreement 
signed today opens a new page in cooperation with the united company StatoilHydro.  
We have gigantic gas reserves on the shelf of the Barents Sea while our partners from 
Norway possess good experience in gas production and transportation in extreme 
conditions in the north. Our combined efforts will guarantee successful work in the 
Arctic.”    

The energy stakes in Russo-Norwegian relations are high. Putin recently signed a 
law ratifying a border treaty with Norway, which settles the outer limits of Norway’s 
Varanger fjord. According to Mikhail Margelov, chairman of the Federation Council’s 
international affairs committee, this agreement gives Russia “an additional 26 
kilometers of maritime territory.” Yet an agreement is still needed to solve the border 
issue over the 155,000 square km disputed “gray zone” in the Barents Sea (see map).  
This disputed zone, considered to be rich in gas and oil, is west of the Štokman field. If 
this border dispute were to be solved, and Russia acknowledges Norway’s aspirations 
in the High North, Norway might accept Russia’s map of the Arctic, if the Norwegians 
would be invited as privileged partners to develop the regions’ vast mineral resources, 
like in Štokman.   

The Northern Sea Route 

NASA satellite observations show that the Arctic Ocean’s historic ice cap, formed 
with the passing of time and which constitutes the densest part of the ice pack, is 
melting, and even though last year it accounted for 40% of the Arctic ice, in 2008 the 
old ice cap shrank to 30%. The rest of the polar pack, made by new ice formed more 
recently, melts faster as it encounters warmer waters. Last summer saw a reduction of 
over a million square miles of the area of the Arctic ice cap, which is about 50% less 
than the size it had by the end of the 1950s. With the warming of weather conditions in 
the Arctic and the expected reduction in size of the main ice massifs fringing Russia’s 
Arctic coastline, it might be possible to conduct near year-round navigation of the 
Northern Sea Route. Such scenario will provide the opportunity to develop the Arctic’s 
resources at a lesser cost than under the region’s past climate patterns.   

Almost 20 years ago, through the use of Russia’s massive fleet of nuclear 
icebreakers, navigation in the eastern Laptev, East Siberian and Chukchi Seas was 
possible for seven months of the year. The Northern Sea Route would be essential to 
operate and service any mining and oil and gas exploration and exploitation activities 
in Russia’s Siberian continental shelf and deep into the Arctic Ocean.   

However, any ambitious plan to develop mineral and hydrocarbon deposits north 
of the Laptev, East Siberian and Chuchki Seas can only take place if Moscow first 
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invests heavily in rebuilding and modernizing its icebreakers, arctic tankers and 
coastal infrastructure. For example, five of its eight nuclear-powered icebreakers have 
already exceeded their service life, and construction of the latest to be commissioned, 
the 50th Anniversary of Victory, began about 20 years ago. According to a veteran 
polar explorer, Alexander Granberg: “The entire infrastructure of the Northern Sea 
Route, including polar aviation, ice surveying, communications, and meteorological 
and hydrographic services, is in a state of a crisis caused both by economic factors and 
the short-sighted policy of the government. If we do not start immediately reviving the 
Arctic transportation system, voyages on the Northern Sea Route will be led by the 
Japanese or the Americans.” As a Novosti writer said referring to the Northern Sea 
Route: “The country that dominates this sea lane will dictate its terms to the 
developers of the shelf deposits and will see the biggest gains from the transportation 
of raw materials to the Pacific and the Atlantic. These include billions of tons of oil 
and trillions of cubic meters of gas, not to mention other minerals in which the local 
lands abound.”   

Russia’s Arctic Military Presence 

During the Cold War, the Arctic Ocean was vital for both the Soviet Union’s and 
the U.S. nuclear-armed submarine operations. Under the cover of ice, Soviet 
nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBN) patrolled ready to fire their 
missiles at the United States in case of war, while U.S. Navy nuclear attack submarines 
(SSN) searched for Soviet SSBNs or “boomers.” This scenario still takes place, and 
Russian nuclear ballistic missile submarines still operate in the Barents Sea.  The 
Northern Fleet, which patrols the Arctic waters from its bases in the Kola Peninsula, 
possesses the Russian Navy’s largest force of nuclear-powered submarines. Of the 12 
ballistic missile submarines of the Northern Fleet, there may be 1-2 SSBNs on patrol 
at all times.   

The Barents Sea is of key strategic importance for the submarine force of the 
Russian Northern Fleet. Under the “bastion concept,” Russian naval air, surface, and 
submarine anti-submarine warfare (ASW) forces would be concentrated in the Barents 
Sea to: protect the Northern Fleet’s submarine bases in the Kola Peninsula from NATO 
submarine cruise missile strikes; safeguard the transit routes through its waters for 
Russian SSBNs going to or returning from their patrol areas in the Arctic Ocean; 
defend the Arctic Ocean patrol areas of Russian ballistic missile submarines by 
denying access to NATO ASW submarines trying to enter to those areas through the 
Barents; and defend Northern Fleet SSBNs operating in the Barents Sea. However, the 
Barents Sea is not very deep in many areas. It has even less room for underwater 
maneuver for large submarines during winter, when the ice pack, ice floes or icebergs 
further reduce the depth of the sea, and it is very crowded with fishing activity, oil and 
gas rigs, and Russian and foreign attack submarines whose operations limit the area 
SSBNs require to safely operate. For these reasons, the latest types of Russian ballistic 
missile submarines, which are very large in size, operate in the vast expanses of the 
Arctic Ocean, under the protection of the ice pack.     

The best and deepest underwater route for Russian ballistic missile submarines 
bound for the Arctic Ocean north of the Barents Sea lies between the Franz Josef Land 
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Archipelago to the north and Novaya Zemlya to the south. However, NATO ASW 
attack submarines operate on the access route from the Barents Sea to the Arctic Ocean 
to hunt them. This area would be on the edge of the continental shelf and between the 
shelf and the Gakkel Ridge, in the waters over the undersea Barents Abyssal Plain or 
Nansen Basin.  

    Thus, the section of the Arctic bottom Russia is claiming beyond 200 miles is 
valuable also as a vast and remote area good for hiding for Northern Fleet’s SSBNs.  
The region is also closer to North America, which means a shorter flight time for 
launched ballistic missiles. Russian ballistic missile submarines could be operating in 
the deep waters over the Lomonosov and Mendeleev Ridges, over the abyssal basins 
found between these two ridges, and in the waters over the Fram Basin.  If Moscow’s 
demands over these underwater territories were to be recognized by the UN, under 
LOST Russia would claim exclusive rights to explore and exploit its mineral and 
hydrocarbon deposits. Moscow could then bar access to foreign companies. It could 
also prevent reconnaissance and interception of Russian SSBNs in the region.   

Russia is building a new class of nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines, 
the Borey class. The first of class, the Yuriy Dolgorukiy, it launched in February 2008.  
It is planned to conduct sea trials later this year. Two more units are under construction, 
and the Russian Navy plans to commission 12 of these submarines by 2021. The 
Borey class would be capable of operating under the ice pack. It will carry 12 to 16 
Bulava (SS-NX-30) submarine-launched ballistic missiles, derived from the latest 
land-based Topol-M (SS-27) intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). It is possible 
that the accuracy of the Bulava missile system would enable its nuclear warheads to hit 
enemy ICBM silos, thus possessing a first strike capability with the help of satellite 
navigation technology.   

In addition to its geostrategic value as a patrol area for SSBNs, the Arctic Ocean 
offers a shorter route for Russian nuclear-powered submarines traveling between the 
Northern Fleet bases in the Kola Peninsula and the Russian Pacific Fleet’s 
nuclear-powered submarine bases in the Kamchatka Peninsula. Also, the Northern 
Route would be the preferred route for Russian Pacific Fleet’s nuclear-powered 
submarines in need of refit that would have to sail to the Russian nuclear submarine 
shipyard of Severodvinsk, on the White Sea.      

Antarctica: The Next Frontier 

Russia’s growing interest for the world’s polar regions extends to the southern 
latitudes.                 

On March 11, 2008, Russia’s First Deputy Prime Minister Sergei Ivanov – a close 
friend of Putin – together with the Transportation Minister, Igor Levitin, and the 
Natural Resources Minister, Yury Trutnev, landed in Antarctica in an Il-76 transport 
plane flying from Cape Town, South Africa. This was the first time such a high level 
Russian government delegation has visited Antarctica. Ivanov’s statements during the 
occasion reflect Russia’s revived enthusiasm in Antarctica.  Thus, he said: “State 
funding for the Antarctic has been increasing gradually. No one in his sober mind can 
imagine the Arctic and the Antarctic without Russia.” Ivanov declared also that a 
second landing strip would be built “soon” at the Russian research station of Progress 
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by Prydz Bay. Before Ivanov’s high-profile Antarctic March trip, the southern 
continent was visited in January of last year by a Russian delegation made up by the 
FSB Director, Nikolay Patrushev – another friend of Putin from St. Petersburg, by FSB 
Deputy Director Vladimir Pronichev, and significantly, by Artur Chilingarov.  
Chilingarov’s January 2007 visit to Antarctica as well as his liaison with the 
intelligence service in the Arctic demonstrated his connections to the FSB.  
Incidentally, Putin honored the Russian polar explorer with the title of “presidential 
envoy to the Arctic” after leading last year's expedition to the North Pole.  

But why does Russia seem so interested in Antarctica, in addition to legitimate 
scientific motives? For the same reason it is interested in the Arctic. According to 
ITAR-TASS, the Antarctic holds two thirds of Earth’s fresh water, coal deposits, and 
ferrous and non-ferrous metals.  More importantly, the continent has offshore oil and 
gas fields, with “oil reserves [that] exceed 50 billion tons of fuel equivalent.”26  
Natural gas deposits might be found in Antarctica’s Ross Sea. There is also evidence 
that gas hydrates could be found in Antarctica’s continental shelf.  

In November 2007, the research vessel Akademik Fedorov was getting ready for 
a seven month expedition to the Antarctica. The primary mission was to explore the 
possibility of oil and gas deposits at the bottom of the frozen continent’s surrounding 
waters. According to the expedition’s leader, Viktor Venderovich, “right now we’re not 
looking to extract oil or gas from the Antarctic, but in the future I’m sure it will happen 
and there will be laws to control it.” The Russian rush to Antarctica might have been 
triggered by the UK’s plans to claim a zone of the continental shelf around Antarctica 
over one million square kilometers in size. London seeks to secure exclusive 
exploration and exploitation rights over the oil, gas and mineral resources of the 
region.    

Blocking Russia's Claim 

The U.S. and its allies are not interested in a new Cold War in the Arctic.  А 
crisis over Russian claims in the Arctic is avoidable if Russia is prepared to behave in 
a more cooperative manner. If Moscow suggests exploring the Arctic's wealth 
multilaterally – in partnership with the U.S. and other countries – this could become an 
exciting venture that furthers international cooperation. However, Moscow's current 
rush to dominate the Arctic Ocean and everything underway suggest that greed and 
aggression motivate the new Russian polar bear.  

The U.S. has conducted some of its own Arctic research.  Back in 2001 the U.S. 
Coast Guard research icebreaker Healy explored the underwater Gakkel Ridge. More 
recently, the U.S. Geological Survey has been conducting a “new circumpolar 
hydrocarbon survey.” Also, the United States has been mapping the bottom of the 
Arctic Ocean since 2003. The U.S. could have rights over 600,000 square km of the 
Alaskan continental shelf. The value of this area’s estimated oil deposits could be as 
high as $650 billion. 

Legal and diplomatic action is a necessary response. The U.S. State Department 
has expressed its skepticism regarding the planting of the Russian flag and stated that 
the act does not have any legal effect. Canada has voiced similar objections. Mr. Putin 
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agrees, “Americans a while ago planted the flag on the Moon, and so what?” he said, 
“You didn’t worry that much? The Moon has not become U.S. property.”  

To block Russia's grab, the U.S. should encourage its friends and allies – 
especially Canada, Denmark, and Norway – to pursue their own counter-claims with 
the United Nations Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf under LOST.  
While the U.S. has not ratified LOST, other Arctic countries, including Norway and 
Denmark, have filed claims with the Commission in opposition to Russia's claims.  
The U.S. should also encourage Canada to coordinate a possible claim through the 
International Justice Court in The Hague against the Russian territory grab, which the 
U.S. may join.  

Russia's decision to take an aggressive stand in the polar area has left the U.S., 
Canada, and the Nordic countries little choice but to forge a cooperative High North 
strategy and invite other friendly countries, such as Great Britain, to help build a 
Western presence in the Arctic. This will probably have to include a fleet of modern 
icebreakers, submersibles, geophysics/seismic vessels, and polar aircraft as well as an 
adequate military component. There is too much at stake to leave the Arctic to the 
Russian bear.   
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THE ARCTIC HIGHWAYTHE ARCTIC HIGHWAYTHE ARCTIC HIGHWAYTHE ARCTIC HIGHWAY           by Jacob BØRRESEN 
 

 

The contraction of polar ice renders a more concrete hypothesis of Artic maritime 
exploitation. The technological and environmental challenges. The political 
divergences do not lack but, in the name of business, the agreement it will be made. 

 
 

 

1.       THE POLAR SEA IS A CENTRALLY PLACED 

“mediterranean” ocean that connects the North Atlantic and the Pacific and constitutes, 
by far, the shortest distance between the two. For centuries, therefore, explorers 
searched for a viable Northern Sea Route between the Atlantic and the Pacific. Their 
attempts were every time, more or less literally, crushed by the inaccessible and 
impenetrable sea ice and the inhospitable Arctic climate. The sea routes that were 
finally discovered; the North East Passage, or the Northern Sea Route as it is most 
often called, off the coast of Siberia, and the North West Passage between the 
Canadian Arctic Islands, were only partly open, at best a few short weeks per year, and 
never came to play any role in trans continental commercial shipping.1 The direct 
route “over the top” was hardly even contemplated. Even with the advent of the 
modern ice breaker and the nuclear powered submarine, with their ability to cross the 
ice covered Polar Sea safely and with relative ease, nobody envisioned this as a major 
shipping route between the Atlantic and the Pacific – until now, with the advent of 
global warming. 

The purpose of this article is to explore the utility of the three different Arctic Sea 
Routes, in light of the current meltdown of the Arctic Ice Cap, and look at some of the 
effects of their opening on the Arctic region and on international shipping.   

 
2.  The results of global warming are far more dramatic in the Arctic than elsewhere.  
Over the last decades the average air temperature in the Arctic has risen almost twice 
as fast as in the rest of the world. Over the next one hundred years temperatures are 
expected to rise an additional four to seven degrees Celsius. As a result, the Arctic ice 
cap, that has covered the Polar Sea for millions of years, is rapidly melting. From 1994 
to 2004, the yearly maximum extent of sea ice in March on average declined by 
44,000 square kilometres annually. 

At its lowest point in September of 2007 the extent of the polar ice-cap were 4.14 
square kilometres, or 40%, less than the average minimum extent in the years 1979 to 
2000. Compared to the last record minimum in September of 2005, an ice covered area 
approximately four times the size of Italy had disappeared.  
                                                        
1 The North East Passage, nowadays more commonly referred to as “The Northern Sea Route”, along the 
Siberian coast from the Barents Sea to the Bering Strait, was sailed for the first time by the Swedish explorer A.E. 
Nordenskjold in 1879. The North West Passage through the Canadian Arctic islands from Baffin Bay to the 
Beaufort Sea was sailed for the first time from 1903 to 1906 by the Norwegian explorer Roald Amundsen in 
“Gjøa”. The first to survive a voyage through the central polar basin was the Norwegian scientist Fridthjof 
Nansen in his specially designed ship “Fram”, which drifted across the Polar Sea, frozen into the ice, from 1893 
to 1896.    
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Traditionally the majority of the polar ice cap has consisted of thick multi-year 
ice that is extremely difficult to break. This has now changed. In 2008, first-year ice 
covered 72% of the Arctic Basin, including the region around the North Pole.  In 
2007, that number was 59%. Usually only 30% of first-year ice formed during the 
winter survives the summer melt season. In 2007, only 13% survived.  In other words, 
as the extent of first-year ice increases, so does the extent of ice free waters in the 
summer. Multi-year ice is now largely absent in the area around the North Pole and 
towards the Siberian coast and instead concentrated in the areas north of Canada and 
Greenland.   

 
NORTHERN ROUTE AND ALTERNATIVE SEA ROUTES 
 

    
Source: O. Schiram stoke, O.Tunander (ed.), The Barents Region, Th eFridtjaf Nansen Institute, Oslo, 1994. 

 
The current forecast is that, for instance along the Northern Sea Route, one may 

expect ice-free periods of up to 120 days per year during this century. Second, where 
the Polar Sea is ice covered, multi-year ice is increasingly being replaced by relatively 
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thin first-year ice. To shipping, the significance of the reduction of multi-year ice is 
firstly that the average ice free season is increased both in length of time and with 
regard to the size of the ice-free areas. Secondly, it means that competitive ice-breaker 
assisted commercial shipping across the Polar Sea on a year round basis may become 
feasible within a couple of decades.  

But there are other effects of the meltdown that affects navigation and shipping.  
The Arctic is also sensitive to melting permafrost and resulting shore erosion. Storms 
will become more frequent and the loss of sea ice will increase their ability to cause 
severe damage. Increased shoreline erosion may also lead to more sediment along the 
coast, reducing the draught of straits and passages. In addition to posing difficulties for 
navigation, changes such as these will also have consequences for the construction, 
maintenance and operation of ports and other marine infrastructure.  

 
3.  As the Arctic ice free season gets longer, and the ice, during the covered periods, 
become easier to penetrate, a northern sea lane linking Europe and Asia gets 
increasingly attractive to shippers, as it may substantially reduce time and costs of 
transportation between the Atlantic and the Pacific. Reduction of sea ice may also 
contribute to a reduction of time and cost of transporting goods to the North and within 
the North.  

When shipping related to the transportation of goods, oil and gas, tourism, 
research, etc. increases, it may lead to a reduction in the cost of goods, services and 
supplies and thus generate new development of Arctic coastal towns and infrastructure, 
and increased employment opportunities for the inhabitants of the Arctic. Shipping 
companies and governments have therefore started to look at how they could turn a 
prospective Arctic Sea Lane to their advantage.   

But even in the event of the most dramatic meltdown scenarios, Arctic shipping 
will continue to be both physically and economically challenging. The Arctic climate 
is extreme and its ecology is fragile. The Arctic Ocean will probably never be ice-free 
for the entire year. And in the winter the region continues to be covered by darkness 
around the clock. When and where the ice will form, and how thick it will be, will 
always be difficult to predict. Arctic shipping will therefore have to be based on 
ice-reinforced ships that are between 100 and 200% more expensive to build than 
ordinary vessels. As they are also more expensive to operate, ice-reinforced cargo 
vessels are commercially disadvantaged in regular shipping markets. Ship insurance 
companies require ship-owners to carry additional insurance when operating in 
ice-infected waters. Modern shipping is based on complex, multi-port schedules 
usually involving fixed day-of-the-week calls. Delays, for instance caused by 
unexpectedly difficult ice conditions, may create significant competitive disadvantages.  
Increased shipping will also generate an increased requirement for icebreaker support, 
the development of navigation aid systems, improved of weather and ice forecasts, 
establishment of traffic management control and rescue services which will add to the 
cost of transportation.  

Increased shipping activities in a harsh climate and in waters infected with ice, 
represents a larger environmental hazard in the form of oil spills and loss of toxic 
cargoes. The Arctic coastal states will therefore need to considerably escalate both 
their surveillance efforts and their capability to react to irregularities or accidents, the 
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cost of which they will want to load onto the shippers. An increase in Arctic shipping 
will, in other words, require greater support and pose increased environmental risks.  
But it may also lead to opportunities for social and economic development through 
increased investment and infrastructure, and to improved access to goods, services and 
supplies.  

As Arctic shipping requires specially constructed ice-strengthened vessels there 
will probably be a requirement for transhipment ports where cargo containers could be 
transferred between these carriers and standard ships. At the Atlantic side of the route, 
the port of Murmansk is preparing for this eventuality making substantial investments 
in new port facilities. Iceland too is considering whether to build a transhipment port 
facility. On the Pacific side a transhipment port facility in Alaska like Anchorage, or 
further south in Vancouver or Seattle, could meet the requirement.     

A particular set of issues that is common to all Arctic shipping in international 
waters outside the territorial limits of the Arctic coastal states, concerns the creation of 
regulatory regimes to control shipping in order to reduce the risk of accidents and 
pollution. Some existing agreements, such as the International Convention for the 
Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL), already apply to the Arctic Basin.  
Designation of the Arctic as a Special Area under MARPOL was proposed by the 
Arctic Council’s working group on the Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment 
several years ago. The proposal did not receive the necessary consensus from the eight 
Arctic nations. Now that the establishment of an Arctic Sea Lane is drawing nearer, 
there is an urgent need to bring this issue back on the agenda. 

Another unresolved, and maybe even more controversial, issue is that of the legal 
status of the Northern Sea Route along the Siberian Coast and the North West Passage 
between the Canadian Arctic Islands. While Russia and Canada respectively regard 
these passages as internal waters subject to unrestricted national sovereignty, major 
shipping nations like the United States regard them as international straits in 
accordance with the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, with the accompanying 
rights of innocent transit passage. For these sea lanes to become commercially 
competitive, this issue too, will have to find a solution that meets the requirements of 
international commercial shipping.  

 
4.  The Northern Sea Route (NSR), nearly 3,500 nautical miles long, connects the 
Port of Murmansk to the rich nickel mines at Norilsk and the Arctic settlements at 
Dikson, Katanga, Tiksi and Pevek before reaching the Bering Sea. It represents an up 
to 40% reduction in distance from Northern Europe to Northeast Asia and the 
northwest coast of North America, compared to southerly sea routes via Suez or 
Panama. The NSR would, for instance reduce the sailing distance from Rotterdam to 
Yokohama, via the Suez Canal, by 4,700 nautical miles from 11,200 to 6,500 nautical 
miles. If the NSR were opened to regular commercial shipping, the economic benefits 
could be substantial. The existence of an additional route instead of the routes 
currently available could also contribute to the security of international shipping.  

Development of the NSR as a modern sea transportation system started in the 
1950s, with the building up of a specialized transportation fleet, ice breaker services, 
navigation aids, rescue services supply and maintenance bases. In 1970, these various 
activities were organized under a dedicated NSR Administration, in order to better 
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supervise use of the sea route and improve its efficiency. Since 1978, the transportation 
of cargo between Murmansk and the Jenisei River has been an all year activity. At its 
height, in 1987, more than seven million tons of cargo traversed the NSR.  But when 
the Soviet Union collapsed, so did the NSR. Today it handles only 1.5 million tons.  
The NSR was officially opened to international shipping by the government of the 
Soviet Union, on July 1, 1991, only six months before it finally collapsed and was 
replaced by Russia.    

In the 1990s, INSROP2 conducted a survey of the main cargo-generating regions 
at the western and eastern ends of the NSR (NW Europe, NE Asia and the North 
American West Coast). The survey identified a stable transit cargo potential, especially 
for dry bulk like fertilizers and metals. Another major potential is connected to the 
huge oil and gas reserves in the Russian Arctic – both onshore and offshore.  
Calculations comparing the NSR with the route through Suez have identified several 
scenarios in which the NSR will be the most profitable alternative, provided that 
Russia adopts a reasonable tariff policy for the route. There is also a requirement for 
development towards less costly technology and larger ice breaking cargo vessels that 
are operationally and environmentally safe. The survey identified and mapped 
ecologically vulnerable areas, as well as areas of special importance to local 
indigenous peoples, and found that they may largely be avoided. The main problems 
which will need to be solved before the potential of the NSR can be fully utilized, are 
therefore mainly at the political level. Upgrading and maintaining an adequate 
infrastructure for the NSR requires political will to make the necessary investments, to 
do away with excessive and unpredictable bureaucracy and to establish a competitive 
tariff regime. 

A special challenge related to the NSR are the several narrow and shallow 
passages, like the Vilkitski Strait between Severnaja Zemlja and the mainland and the 
Laptev Strait between the New Siberian Islands and Mainland Russia, that limit the 
size and draught of ships and makes navigation more risky. For example, strong tidal 
streams may occasionally cause the passages to be completely blocked by floating ice.  
The EU-funded ARCOP research project3 concluded that, while technically feasible, 
the NSR as a shipping lane between the Atlantic and the Pacific has limited 
commercial value, and that shipping activities in the future mainly will be related to 
transport of Russian export goods. 

The meltdown of the Arctic ice cap may, however, contribute to considerably 
reducing the transportation distance for goods from Russia to North America in the 
western direction. The standard route for shipments from Murmansk to 
mid-continental North America has been the route through the St. Lawrence Seaway 
and the Great Lakes to Thunder Bay, in western Ontario, a voyage that normally takes 
17 days. The voyage from Murmansk to Churchill in Hudson Bay is only eight days 
under good conditions. And Churchill is connected to the American Midwest by rail 
through Manitoba, a connection that runs all the way south to Monterrey, Mexico.   
                                                        
2 INSROP (International Northern Sea Route Programme) was a six-year (June 1993 – March 1999) international 
research programme designed to create an extensive knowledge base about the ice-infested shipping lanes 
running along the coast of the Russian Arctic from Novaja Zemlya in the west to the Bering Strait in the east. 
3 ARCOP is a research and development project related to development of the transport of the natural resources, 
particularly oil and gas, of the Arctic regions in Russia. The project is part of the European Union “Competitive 
and Sustainable Development” programme.  
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5.  The Northwest Passage (NWP) runs from the Bering Strait in the west through the 
channels along the Alaskan and Canadian coasts, reaching the Atlantic between 
Labrador and Greenland. It is a difficult route. First, the positive effects on 
accessibility to shipping of the Arctic meltdown are less apparent here than off the 
coast of Siberia, where the ice-sheet is shrinking more quickly. In addition, multi-year 
sea ice carried by currents from the Arctic Ocean drifts into the Canadian channels 
thereby increasing the ice hazard to shipping, and ice is driven against coastlines and 
into narrow channels, further impeding navigation. 

Up until now the passage through the NWP has only been completed by specially 
strengthened ships with the help of icebreakers. And according to the Canadian Arctic 
Shipping Assessment it is unlikely that the NWP will be ice free at any time before 
2025. Summer navigation may even become more hazardous as climate change 
progresses, due to the increased presence of multi-year ice. It is a challenge that the 
behaviour of sea ice in Canada's Arctic islands is so hard to predict. And since 
commercial shipping needs reliable schedules to be competitive, it may yet take 
several decades before the NWP becomes a viable shipping route between Asia and 
Europe. Nevertheless, throughout most of Arctic Canada, shipping is an essential 
precondition for socio-economic development.Without it, effective resource 
exploration and profitable exploitation of the resources would be next to impossible.  

Passage through the NWP all year round is generally being regarded as 
potentially feasible but prohibitively expensive compared to any ice-free alternative.  
Compared to the NWP, the NSR offers similar distance savings, and summer ice 
conditions are less severe. But this is primarily based on speculation. Little work has 
been done to assess the economic viability of the NWP as a transit route between the 
Atlantic and the Pacific, compared to the NSR or the Panama and Suez alternatives.  
At any rate, before the NWP can open up to regular commercial traffic, an extensive 
infrastructure to support shipping has to be established, ports, repair facilities, 
icebreaker services, traffic control and navigation aids, all of which requires 
consultation with the indigenous peoples and other stakeholders, and all of which adds 
to the cost.  

This has not deterred U.S. shipping companies from showing an interest in the 
possibilities that open up with the Arctic meltdown. They are increasingly looking to 
use the NWP as a preferred route between the Eastern Seaboard of the United States 
and Asia. The U.S. government has suggested that Canada and the U.S. develop a 
common policy on shipping through the NWP, and the Polar Research Board in 
Washington is expected to recommend that the U.S. government buy more icebreakers. 

 
6.  The shortest route between the North Atlantic and Pacific Oceans is the Polar 
Route, “over the top”, bisecting the Arctic Ocean in a line directly north from Iceland, 
over the North Pole to the Bering Strait. Today this route is impassable except for the 
most powerful icebreakers, capable of forcing a way through the ice covering the 
centre of the Arctic Ocean. A variant of the direct route over the top that may look 
more promising is a route that passes closer to the Siberian coast but outside the 12 
nautical miles Russian territorial limit. Slightly longer than the direct route, it will be 
virtually ice free for three months during the summer maybe already in a decade or 
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two from now. And given that the majority of the waters covering the Siberian 
continental shelf during the winter probably will be covered in new ice, it should be 
possible in the not too distant future, with icebreaker support, to navigate this route on 
a year round basis.  

Since the route “over the top” runs outside of Russian territorial waters it would 
avoid both the NSR tariff and the Russian bureaucracy that goes with it. On the other 
hand, were the Arctic Basin to be designated as a Special Area under MARPOL, with 
the associated increased coastal state authority to regulate and impose demands on 
shipping, the difference in this respect may not be that significant. But since it does not 
have to pass the shallow narrows of the NSR, there would not be any navigationally 
imposed limit to ship size. But the ships would have to be specially designed with 
heavy ice-protection and excessive engine power, which would make them less 
competitive on other routes, why a market would probably open up for transhipment 
ports at both ends of the passage, like Russia, Iceland and the U.S. respectively 
looking into it.    

 

7.  About 80% of international trade is carried by sea. Safe sea lanes and reliable and 
efficient naval transportation is thus a necessary precondition for political stability and 
sustainable economic development in the world. More than anything else this holds 
true when it comes to reliable supply of energy. The Achilles heel of the oil and gas 
industry has always been safe transportation. The opening up of a new major 
transcontinental sea lane through a relatively politically stable area like the Arctic 
could thus have enormous political and economic significance both to global trade and 
to regional development in the Arctic. 

Comparing the three Arctic sea lanes, the NSR, the NWP and the route “over the 
top”, the significance of opening up the NSR and the NWP will probably mainly be 
regional. An economically competitive route “over the top”, on the other hand, could 
have major repercussions for global trade and cause a redirection of much of the trade 
that to day is passing through Suez or Panama. This too will have strong regional 
effects in terms of economic growth through the establishment of transshipment ports, 
additional surveillance, rescue and repair services, and everything else associated with 
the running of a major shipping lane. 

Whether any of this will happen is of course dependent on whether or not global 
warming and the associated Arctic meltdown continue as currently predicted. The 
extent to which a Major Arctic Sea Lane will become a reality also depends on 
whether the issues regarding the legal status of the NSR and the NWP, and the status 
of the Arctic Basin under MARPOL, are being solved to the satisfaction of 
international shipping.  
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NORDIC WARMTHNORDIC WARMTHNORDIC WARMTHNORDIC WARMTH                by Alf Håkon HOEL 
 

 

The reduction of Arctic ice creates new ecological and economic concerns for the 
Arctic Ocean. In the past century, the temperature has increased 4 to 7 degrees. Risks 
and opportunities for Norway. 

 
 

 

1.       THE REDUCTION OF THE SEA ICE CENTRAL 

Arctic Ocean in recent years has spurred writings predicting an imminent race to the 
Arctic Ocean, with geopolitical consequences. The Arctic region is portrayed as an 
international legal void that is up for grabs and that international conflict is likely to 
ensue. 

This line of reasoning is fundamentally wrong: the Arctic Ocean, as any ocean in 
the world, subject to the global oceans regime, is the centrepiece of the 1982 Law of 
the Sea Convention. The Convention, which entered into force in 1994, provides a 
comprehensive set of rules regulating virtually every aspect of the oceans and their use.  
Equally important is that the five littoral states in the region are playing by those rules. 

Climate change does however pose a number of serious challenges, both in terms 
of mitigation, or reductions of emissions of climate gases and in terms of adaptation to 
change. The political challenges of climate change to the coastal states in the Arctic, is 
however not so much about conflict and disorder, as it is about addressing the 
challenges in a constructive manner in accordance with the rules of the game laid 
down by international law. 

Norway is one of five states bordering the Arctic Ocean. Its ocean area amounts 
to 2.2 million square kilometres – an area more than six times its landmass, or seven 
times the size of Italy. Its waters range from 56 degrees S in the North Sea to 84 
degrees N of the Svalbard Archipelago, some 3,200 kilometres NS.  

Due to the warming influence of the Atlantic current, the climate in Norway is 
6-8 degrees C warmer than at corresponding latitudes in Siberia in North America.  
The entire Norwegian mainland is therefore south of the 10 C° in July, which is 
usually regarded as the boundary between boreal and Arctic areas. 

The two Norwegian landmasses in the Arctic are the Svabard archipelago 
separated from the Norwegian mainland by the Barents Sea and the Island of Jan 
Mayen. Most of the Norwegian Arctic is an ocean. Svalbard came under Norwegian 
jurisdiction by the 1920 Svalbard Treaty, enacted in the 1925 Svalbard Act. Jan Mayen 
became Norwegian by occupation in 1929 (1930 Jan Mayen Act). It should also be 
noted that Norway is the only country in the world with territories both in the Arctic 
and the Antarctic, where Queen Maud Land on the Antarctic continent (occupied 
1939), Peter I Island and Bouvet Island. The former two are south of the 60th parallel 
and thus subject to the provisions of the 1959 Antarctic Treaty. 

While the Arctic islands are part of the Kingdom of Norway, the Antarctic 
possessions have the status of provinces (“biland”). Norway´s Arctic Oceans can be 
defined as the areas to the north and east of the mainland. It is also common to include 
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the ocean areas to the west of North Norway from Lofoten archipelago northwards in 
what is considered “Arctic waters,” since the migratory range of important fish stocks 
can span the entire region. 

The natural resources in its oceans and on the continental shelf are the mainstay 
of Norway´s economy. Petroleum production amounts to 250 million Sm3 oil 
equivalents (2006) and constitutes some 25% of GDP and 50% of the country´s 
exports. While the North Sea remains its most important petroleum province, 
production is gradually moving northwards. In 2007, the first field in Arctic waters off 
North Norway started production. A gas field, “Snøhvit”, produces liquefied natural 
gas (LNG) destined for the U.S. and European markets. Expectations are high for 
further developments in the petroleum industry in the North. 

By far the most important natural resource in the Norwegian high north is the 
fisheries. Fisheries are a nationally significant industry, contributing 5% to the 
country´s exports, and it is vital to the economy of the coastal communities. The 
annual landings of marine fish are about 2.5 million tons, and aquaculture production 
(mainly Atlantic salmon) amounts to 600,000 tons, making Norway one of the world´s 
major fishing nations. The fisheries are particularly important in the north, where cod, 
haddock, herring and capelin are among the most important fish stocks. Also minke 
whales and harbour seals are hunted. An important aspect of these resources is that 
they are largely shared with other countries, Russia in particular. 

 
2.  In Norway, the developments in ocean law during the last decades have been the 
basis for the development of a comprehensive regime for the management of the 
oceans, the marine environment and the marine natural resources. Norway established 
an EEZ in 1977 and neighbouring Russia followed suit the year after. 

To protect the fish stocks to the North of its economic zone off the mainland, 
Norway also established a Fisheries Protection Zone around Svalbard. Regarding 
fisheries, an important aspect is that many of the most important stocks have a 
geographical range spanning also the EEZs of other countries and in some cases also 
international waters. In the south, a number of fish stocks are shared with the European 
Union, which also enjoys fishing rights in the north as part of an exchange of fishing 
rights and by virtue of historical fishing activity. In the North, Norway and Russia 
share the major fish stocks. Those resources are managed jointly by the two countries, 
by a Joint Fisheries Commission set up in 1975. Generally, the management regime 
established by Norway and Russia functions relatively well, with most stocks being 
fished at sustainable levels. In some years overfishing is a problem, and in recent years 
substantial amounts of cod have been caught in addition to the agreed quota. 

As to the continental shelf and the petroleum resources, the management of these 
resources are decided on by the coastal state only, also where the continental shelf 
extends beyond the EEZ. A process under the auspices of the UN is underway to 
determine the outer limits of the continental shelves beyond EEZs globally. 

 
3.  During the past century, global temperatures have risen at rates of change that are 
unprecedented for millennia. Warming of the atmosphere has been particularly 
pronounced in the Arctic. In recent decades, average temperatures here have risen at 
rates twice that of the rest of the world. 
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The catalogue of possible effects of climate change is long and complex and 
subject to considerable uncertainty. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
has pointed to a number of potential effects, including continued increase in 
temperatures throughout this century, a rise in sea levels, disturbances in oceanic 
circulation patterns, shifts in the geographic distribution of animal species and 
increased frequency of storms. 

The most recent comprehensive, scientific assessment of global warming in the 
Arctic indicates that atmospheric temperatures in the Arctic, as a whole, are increasing 
at about twice the rate of the global average to 4–7° C in this century. This is likely to 
affect the natural environment, people and societies in the region in a number of ways.  
Increased temperatures will bring shorter and warmer winters, and snow and ice cover 
will continue to decrease. Vegetation zones will shift, with the tree line moving 
northwards. The productivity of ecosystems will change, as will the geographical 
distribution and diversity of species. Sea-ice extent and thickness will decrease. 

The Arctic is a vast region – the area to the North of the Arctic Circle is more 
than 21 million km2 (five times the EU) – and an important aspect of climate change 
in the Arctic is that, while some areas experience severe change (e.g. Alaska), others 
seem less affected. Also, the Arctic region is climatically diverse. 

Confronting the challenges brought by climate change essentially involves two 
issues: mitigation and adaptation. Mitigation is about the reduction of emissions of 
climate gases that contribute to global warming, and occurs under the global climate 
regime. Adaptation deals with the question of how societies can adjust to changes in 
the environment stemming from climate change and entails a wide range of policy 
issues at all levels of governance. 

The possible consequences of climate change have spurred major institutional 
responses at the global level. Since 1988, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) has produced assessments of the status of science in this realm, last in 
2007. In 1992, the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was 
adopted, attracting virtually global membership. It was followed up by the Kyoto 
Protocol in 1997, which contains specific objectives and measures for reductions in 
emissions of climate gases and timetables for achieving them. 

The 1992 UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) constitutes 
the institutional response to the climate challenge. In the 1997 Kyoto Protocol (in force 
in 2005) developed countries (with some exceptions, notably the U.S.) agreed to 
reduce their emissions of climate gases by 5.2% on average in the period 2008–2012 
relative to a 1990 baseline. 

The Arctic nations, except the U.S., work through the Kyoto Protocol to confront 
the challenges posed by global warming. The Arctic countries are major contributors to 
global emissions of climate gases, with the U.S. only accounting for about one quarter 
of the global discharges. After 1990, Canada, Finland, U.S., Norway and Denmark 
have seen an increase in emissions. Sweden, Iceland and Russia have decreasing 
emissions. 

Norway, like Russia, is a major petroleum-exporting country, but its steadily 
increasing emission levels have brought it about 10% over 1990 levels.  Norway is 
generally supportive of the global climate regime and the government has adopted 
ambitious long term goals for the reduction of climate gases and aims for carbon 
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neutrality by 2030. Norway will also use other mechanisms provided for in the Kyoto 
Protocol, such as quota trading. The public debate on mitigation issues have centred on 
the balance between policy tools: emission cuts and quota trading. One the one hand it 
is argued that climate change is a global issue and that buying emission credits in 
developing countries would be a more cost effective way of reducing emissions than 
cutting emissions at home. On the other hand it is claimed that Norway, as a rich 
country, has a moral obligation to take substantial cuts at home. 

A major policy challenge – shared with a number of other Arctic nations – is to 
reconcile the fact that Norway is a major beneficiary of the income generated by 
petroleum resources, which is a major source of CO2. This constitutes something of an 
ethical dilemma, which has not really been subject to public debate yet. 

 
4.  Temperatures in the Barents Sea fluctuate in long-term cycles and have increased 
during the last three decades. Current models predict an increase in surface 
temperatures of 1-2 degrees by 2070. Beyond the Barents Sea, in the Arctic Ocean 
proper, rates of change as well as change may be bigger. The areas of possible 
consequences of temperature increases in the high north include less sea ice, changes 
in geographical distribution of fish and other animals in the ocean, sea level rise and 
ocean acidification. 

Reductions in sea ice will affect the northern part of the Barents Sea, as well as 
the areas to the north of the Norwegian zone around the Svalbard archipelago. In 
recent years, the Barents Sea has been ice free in summer and in winter the ice does 
not extent south of 75 degrees N. To the north of the Barents Sea, recent predictions 
indicate continued reductions in sea ice, with larger areas becoming ice free in late 
summer. The lowest amount of ice in the Arctic Ocean was measured in September 
2007. The series of satellite based measurements goes back only three decades, 
however. 

Warming of the oceans may also have consequences for marine ecosystems and 
living marine resources. In general, warmer waters may increase biological 
productivity in the ocean.  For a number of fish species in Norwegian waters, this 
means that they may have more food and grow faster.  On the other hand, waters may 
also become too warm and ecosystems may be disturbed in a way that limits 
productivity. For that reason fish may move to areas where temperatures conform to 
their comfort zone. In practice, this means that the migratory range of important fish 
species to Norway like cod, haddock and herring may expand, with fish moving 
northwards to cooler waters. A possible instance of this appears to be occurring off 
North Norway, where cod appears to be spawning further north than a few decades ago.  
By the same token, also new species may come into an ecosystem as a consequence of 
rising temperatures. 

Adapting to such changes fundamentally is about developing robust resource 
management regimes that incorporate changes in ecosystems in management strategies.  
In Norway, an important step in this direction has been taken with the Management 
Plan for the Barents Sea, which provides a platform for considering all uses and 
stresses on the marine ecosystem in a comprehensive manner. Such integrated 
approaches to ocean management are now emerging in a number of countries, 
including the European Union. Still another possible consequence of increasing 
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temperatures is that the sea level rises. 
Warming causes water to expand, which means that the sea level may increase.  

Also, the melting of glaciers, the Greenland and the Antarctic icecaps in particular may 
add to sea levels. These are processes that take place on very long time scales and, in 
Scandinavia, they are compensated by the fact that the landmass is still rising 
following the withdrawal of the icecap of the last glaciation 10,000 years ago.  The 
IPCC predicts sea level rises 19-58 cm at the global level in this century. While 
Norway´s coasts are generally steep and rocky, the country is likely to be affected by 
sea level rise in this century. 

Climate change brings a number of challenges to the Arctic countries and Norway, 
among them. These challenges are basically related to two issues: mitigation and 
adaptation. Mitigation deals with the reduction of climate gases, where Norway has 
major challenges looming in meeting its Kyoto targets as well as its long term 
ambitions in moving towards a carbon neutral society. In terms of adaptation, the 
major issue in the high north is developing management regimes for marine 
ecosystems and living marine resources that take the effects of climate change into 
account.  Integrated ocean management is critical in this regard. 

Contrary to what appears to be a popular understanding, the Arctic is not a vast, 
unregulated territory with major international conflicts over natural resources looming 
in the face of reductions in ice cover. Rather, the oceans are regulated by global 
agreements that can provide for orderly development of the region. 
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The northern Canadian regions are rich with natural resources that have triggered 
ambitions and projects. The crescent role of the Aborigines. The impact of climatic 
change. The thickness of ice has been reduced by 40% on average this century. 

 

by Bradford W. MORSE, Samantha REYNOLDS, Alison RONSON 

 

1.        THE ARCTIC REGION OF CANADA IS A 

vast area of tundra, ocean and ice. It is a place of immense potential natural resource 
wealth and is home to some of Canada's fastest growing Indigenous communities. It is 
also a place most likely to feel the greatest effects of global climate change. Climate 
change brings with it not only a shifting natural environment, but also potential 
political transformations in the North regarding domestic environmental policy and 
Indigenous governance, as well as important questions surrounding the sovereignty of 
Arctic waters.  

This article will address Canada's North, its abundant natural resources and the 
increasing involvement of Aboriginal peoples in all aspects of governance as well as 
the issue of Canadian sovereignty in the Arctic. Finally, the impact of climate change 
and international cooperative efforts in response will be discussed. 

Canada's arctic territories  

Canada's North is generally defined as the three territories (Yukon, Northwest 
Territories and Nunavut) located north of the 60th parallel, as well as the northern parts 
of other provinces that are above the 55th parallel. Together these areas make up more 
than 60% of Canada's land mass, yet they are amongst the most underpopulated in 
Canada. This area is so vast that the more than 100,000 people translate into less than 
one person per 0.1 sq. km. This means that 99.7% of all Canadians live south of the 
60th parallel, leaving the Arctic an open and largely unsettled region. Of the small 
population that does call the North home, more than half are Inuit, Métis and First 
Nations peoples.  

The Aboriginal populations in the North are among the youngest with an average 
age of 22 years for the Inuit, 25 years for the Métis and 30 years for First Nations 
compared to 40 years for non-Aboriginal people. Their numbers are also growing at a 
rate significantly faster as from 1996-2006 the national non-Aboriginal population 
increased by only 8%, whereas the Inuit population experienced a 26% increase, First 
Nations increased by 29% and the Métis population in Canada grew by 91%. This 
large increase is due to both higher fertility rates as well as increased self-identification 
with Aboriginal groups. The living situation of Aboriginal peoples is poor in general, 
as 31% of Inuit peoples in the North live in overcrowded conditions as compared to 
3% of the non-Aboriginal population and they are 4 times more likely to have homes 
in need of major repair. This overcrowding and rapidly growing population will result 
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in increased need for more housing and public infrastructure, such as schooling, at all 
levels. Northern communities face greater problems to access to health care than their 
southern equivalents and are challenged by lower socio-economic status and access to 
basic services such as clean drinking water. 

Domestic geopolitical problems 

Traditionally, Canada's approach to the North has been as a provider of resources 
for the south and export, as the Arctic is rich in natural resources. For example, it is 
expected that in 2008 exploration expenditures in the three northern territories alone 
will reach $585.3 million out of a total $2.8 billion. Current mining operations produce 
valuable minerals such as gold, iron, nickel, copper, cobalt and tungsten, but some of 
the most important resources in the north are natural gas, oil and diamonds. 

Natural gas was discovered in Canada's north in the 1970s, but market conditions 
and technology did not allow extraction until recently. The Mackenzie Gas Project is a 
1,220 km long pipeline proposed by 4 multinational oil companies in cooperation with 
the Aboriginal Pipeline Group. Once constructed, the pipeline will move 1.2 billion 
cubic feet of natural gas per day to the south. This quantity of natural gas amounts to 
7% of Canada's total output. 

The north-eastern area of Alberta possesses oil reserves second only to Saudi 
Arabia in the form of oil sands, which are deposits of a molasses-like bitumen that 
need to be heated to release the oil. Industry investment in the oil sands reached $14 
billion in 2006, with output reaching 1.126 million barrels being produced daily. It is 
anticipated that, as production continues in this region, the oil sands will produce 5 
million barrels of oil per day by 2030, making Canada a leader in global energy 
supply. 

Canada's diamond mines, begun in the Northwest Territories in 1998 and quickly 
followed by another in 2003 and a third in Nunavut in 2006, have become a $2 billion 
industry, with one of the operating mines alone expected to produce 4% of the world's 
supply at its peak. Canada currently produces 12.3% of the world's diamonds and is 
third in production behind Botswana and Russia. This figure is expected to increase as 
exploration continues. Two more mines are currently in construction, one in northern 
Ontario and another in the Northwest Territories.   
Harnessing the Resources: Stewardship, Governance, and Northern Communitie  

As the demand for these and other resources continues into the future, the Arctic 
has the potential to become a very important part of Canada's natural resource based 
economy. This has a great impact on both the indigenous peoples of the Arctic, as it is 
on their traditional lands that the mines and pipelines will be situated and on the 
natural environment. Canada has yet fully to adopt the precautionary principle to 
resource development, meaning that environmental stewardship and sustainability are 
frontiers still to be embraced. Stewardship goes hand-in-hand with indigenous 
involvement in resource development. Increasingly, there is acceptance that resource 
development should benefit northerners generally and indigenous peoples in particular.  
Settling indigenous land claims agreements has had a profound effect in ensuring 
participation in decision-making by Canada’s First Nations and Inuit communities.  
Canada is still heavily engaged in important aspects of decolonization, and this process 
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involves re-establishing and reaffirming Aboriginal peoples’ connection to the land.  
Of paramount importance is reconciling a tumultuous history of violence, oppression 
and marginalization. The Inuit are one Aboriginal group that calls the region from 
Northern Labrador to the Northwest Territories, comprising one-third of Canada’s land 
mass, “Inuit Nunaat,” an expression in Inuktitut for “Inuit homeland.”  

Land claim settlements have worked in the North to provide a number of 
Aboriginal groups with self-governance and elements of autonomy over significant 
portions of their territorial territories. Examples of such legally binding land claims 
include the 2005 Labrador Inuit Land Claims Agreement, 1993 Nunavut Land Claims 
Agreement, 1993 Umbrella Final Agreement in the Yukon and the 1984 Western Arctic 
Claim (Inuvialuit Final Agreement). These modern treaties have created a different 
dynamic between Canada’s federal government and Aboriginal peoples. The Labrador 
Inuit Land Claims Agreement is one that created an Inuit-dominated regional 
government in Nunatsiavut. Furthermore, some of these agreements confirm 
aboriginal rights to minerals and natural resources within designated lands, including 
control over economic and environmental development. Canada is, therefore, seeing 
the emergence of a stronger, dominant voice from its Aboriginal population in the 
North. This is influenced by the demographics of the population, whereby Aboriginal 
peoples make up 25% of the Yukon, 50% of the Northwest Territories and 85% of 
Nunavut. 

While land claim settlements have addressed a certain measure of land-based and 
socio-economic issues, Canada’s federal government has been reluctant to cede 
ultimate decision-making powers to Northerners. The federal government has been in 
favour of consultation and involvement of Aboriginal peoples, in keeping with 
common law and constitutional based obligations, but less so for handing over power 
to make important decisions. This inflexibility is now being contested by governments 
in the North being dominated by Aboriginal peoples working for an Aboriginal agenda.  
The Nunatsiavut Assembly stipulates that there can be no fewer than 16 Inuit out of 18 
members, while the 85% Inuit population in Nunavut has meant virtually all members 
elected to the Nunavut Legislative Assembly are also Inuit. These governance 
situations are only comparable to the Home Rule Government in Greenland, as they 
stand in stark contrast to the limited status of the Saami in Scandinavia and indigenous 
groups in the Russian North who are still struggling for political power and 
representation as they form fewer than 15% of local government bodies and 
institutions. Alaskan Native Organizations have managed to gain some control and 
management over local resources, but still lack a governance structure that is 
fundamentally indigenous and autonomous.  

More recently, private industry is being forced to consult with Aboriginal 
governments and communities, especially when it comes to sought after natural 
resources. Development on Aboriginal lands triggers a common law and constitutional 
duty, under s.35 of the Canadian Constitution, to consult with affected communities.  
This duty is held by the Crown alone, but it is in the best interests of developers to 
ensure that an effective negotiation and consultation process occurs. This enhances 
possible development of the resource to continue efficiently so that permits will not be 
suspended or revoked due to a failure to consult. The developer also gains a greater 
understanding of the community's concerns and prospects for partnerships.   
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The involvement of indigenous people via consultation and negotiation occurs 
through co-management — the sharing of power and responsibility between 
government and local resource users. Co-management usually involves bipartite or 
tripartite committees made up of representatives of federal and provincial/territorial 
governments and local indigenous peoples' organisations. Involving such committees 
in the environmental assessment and regulation process ensures that natural resource 
development is responsive to the values of the local indigenous people. Their 
participation means that the outcomes are more readily reflective of community needs, 
that the community has a major voice in the decision-making process and that the 
decisions are more effective and efficient.  

 Aboriginal involvement in decision-making processes will lead to sharing of 
the resources, increased economic wealth in the North and improved environmental 
protection. An example of such participation is the Aboriginal Pipeline Group (APG), 
a group of over 30 Aboriginal leaders in the Northwest Territories that has partnered 
with private companies involved in producing and transporting the natural gas for the 
Mackenzie Gas Project. The APG's goals are to increase Aboriginal involvement in 
development of the resource, to create income / profit for the Aboriginal population in 
the region and to act as stewards of the land. 

Canadian sovereignty in the arctic 

Global warming from greenhouse gas emissions is of vital importance to 
Canada’s North, as the region is especially sensitive to its impacts. Climate change has 
resurrected a number of issues in international relations. The disappearing permafrost 
and sea ice coverage has opened up Arctic waters, reviving long-standing disputes 
over territorial and sovereignty claims.   

Canada’s sovereign control over its northern waters has been controversial for 
decades, particularly since there are numerous Arctic archipelago that extend Canada’s 
territorial claims and expand the area that can be considered internal waters, and thus 
subject to full sovereign control. What is referred to as the Northwest Passage is a 
body of Arctic water connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. It has the potential to 
be an efficient and beneficial trade route for ships traveling from Europe and Asia.  
This sea route has been historically difficult to navigate due to the density of the ice 
coverage, but climate change is thinning and melting sea ice at an unprecedented rate.  
Approximately 70% of the Arctic Ocean is permeated by ice, but the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports that in recent decades the 
ice coverage during the summer months has thinned by approximately 40%. With such 
changes, the promise of the Northwest Passage as an economically viable trade route is 
visible in the near future.  The United States Arctic Research Commission estimates 
that by 2050 the Northwest Passage will be ice free and easily navigable throughout 
the summer.  

The opening of Arctic waters raises important concerns for Canada’s capacity to 
maintain sovereign title over its Arctic lands and waters. Canada has always 
maintained that it has a historic title to its Arctic archipelago and thus the surrounding 
waters should be treated as internal and subjected to its sovereign control. Canada has 
looked to the Fisheries case as the authority to claim its territory using controversial 
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straight baselines, therefore rendering Arctic waters internal. If the Northwest Passage 
is to be considered an international strait under international law, then Canada will lose 
its ability to legitimately assert sovereignty over the sea route. However, as pointed out 
by Don McRae, “[t]he idea that Canada could lose its sovereignty over Cape Breton or 
Vancouver Island is simply nonsensical; equally so with the islands of the Canadian 
Arctic.” The United States in particular has consistently maintained that the Northwest 
Passage is an international strait and has taken the position that Canada is precluded 
from unilaterally controlling passage. Both American and Russian submarines have 
been suspect of travelling through this sea route, defying Canada's sovereignty. In 
1969 the U.S. sent an oil tanker, the SS Manhattan, traveling through the Northwest 
Passage, wreaking havoc on U.S.-Canada relations.  

Following this incident, Canada enacted the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention 
Act to address environmental concerns caused by shipping. The Act designates certain 
Arctic waters as “shipping safety control zones” that regulate ship safety standards 
prior to gaining passage. It also allowed for Canada to assert a 100 mile jurisdiction 
over waters from its coastline for pollution prevention purposes. Tensions between 
Canada and the U.S. re-emerged in 1985. The U.S. made a bold threat to Canada’s 
sovereignty by sending its Polar Sea icebreaker down a similar route as the Manhattan 
without Canada’s permission. This conflict led to negotiating the 1988 Agreement on 
Arctic Cooperation between the two countries, which requires the U.S. to gain 
permission prior to passing through the sea route, and which regulates the U.S.’s 
sub-surface passage through Canada’s Arctic waters. Where the Agreement fall shorts 
is that it does not establish or recognize these waters as internal to Canada. Russia also 
made a symbolic and controversial gesture in 2007 by staking a claim through 
submerging its flag in seabed under the North Pole.  

The disappearance and change of land mass due to climate change may affect 
Canada’s capacity to exert control over significant portions of its continental shelf and 
seabed as shores begin to disappear along the coastlines. The 1982 United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) governs the law of the sea and is 
reflective of customary international law. It remains one of the most exceptional and 
robust international treaties to date, in part because 155 states have ratified the 
Convention. Under UNCLOS, a country must prove its underwater shelf is an 
extension of its continental border and, where successful, can expect a 200 nautical 
mile exclusive economic zone (EEZ) in which it can then exercise sovereign control 
over resources and seabed. Receding shorelines, however, may have the effect of 
shortening the EEZ in the sense that it too will recede leaving more open seas free 
from territorial constraints. Natural Resources Canada has allocated $40 million over 
four years to support legal work and Canadian research on geological data and seabed 
mapping to confirm that Canada’s continental shelf goes beyond the 200 nautical mile 
limit, and therefore reinforce its sovereignty claims in the Arctic, with the aim to 
expand its coverage to about 1.75 million sq. km. UNCLOS allows exceptions for a 
country to exercise control over its continental shelf if it surpasses the 200 nautical 
mile limitation. Canada has until 2013 (10 years after its ratification of UNCLOS) to 
submit evidence to the United Nations Commission on the Limits of the Continental 
Shelf.  

Due to rising tensions among circumpolar countries over territorial sovereignty in 
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the Arctic, Canada has begun to take a more aggressive approach to protecting its 
claims in the North. This is evidenced by Canada’s reaction in recent years to the 
unresolved conflict with Denmark over Hans Island, a land mass of approximately 1.3 
sq. km. situated between Greenland and Ellesmere Island. Canada sent its military to 
Hans Island in 2005 when confronted with Danish threats to the island’s title, and 
since that event there have been on-going discussions with Denmark to resolve this 
issue, albeit with limited success.   

Canada has traditionally relied on limited, and largely oppressive, effective 
occupation and governmental presence to maintain its sovereignty in the region.  Its 
historic position was for the Arctic to remain a demilitarized zone. However, that 
position is being recognized as no longer sufficient and domestic policy is shifting.  
Prime Minister Stephen Harper has recently introduced the “Canada First Defence 
Strategy,” a strategic long-term plan for reorienting the military “to strengthen our 
sovereignty and security at home and bolster our ability to defend our values and 
interests abroad.” One objective of this plan is to increase the number of Arctic and 
offshore patrol ships and to construct a deep water port in the North. Although a 
military focus in the Arctic is largely undesirable, the federal government feels a need 
to respond to changes occurring domestically and internationally that require Canada 
to protect its sovereign claim to the Arctic and provide security for isolated and remote 
Aboriginal communities.  

Furthermore, in June of 2000, Canada implemented the Northern Dimension of 
Canada Foreign Policy, which sets out objectives of preserving security, prosperity and 
sovereignty in the North. This policy was born out of indigenous concerns for 
protection of vital land claims. Canada’s Aboriginal groups have reason to be 
apprehensive about the environmental consequences of climate change, as eroding 
land masses and opening Arctic seas become more hospitable to foreign ships and 
bring in outside demands to northern Canada's abundant natural resources. 

 

The impact of climate change on northern indigenous people and the 
environment 

  
The Arctic has undergone a general warming trend over several decades, despite 

some evidence of cooling in the eastern regions of Canada's North. The average Arctic 
temperature has increased at twice the global rate over the past century. In the 
Northwest Territories, the Yukon and Alaska, warming has been seen at an 
unprecedented rate of 2◦C per decade since the 1960s.  Snow cover extent has 
decreased in the Arctic by 5-10% and the extent of sea ice cover has shrunk by 7% 
since 1972. Furthermore, ice thickness in the Arctic basin has decreased by 40% since 
the 1950s. 

The increased temperatures are expected to and do affect the environment in 
many ways, the first of which is a shift in precipitation patterns and a risk of summer 
droughts.  Soils in some regions will grow drier and soil temperatures are expected to 
rise by 2˚C in the 21st Century. There will be a longer growing season and a deeper 
thaw of the active layer in summer months. These general changes have already been 
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observed and influence both the natural environment and the culture of the region.   
Firstly, northward migration of birds, animals and insects that have been restricted to 
lower latitudes in the past is already occurring. There have been reported sightings of 
southern songbirds as far north as Iqaluit, grizzly bears roaming in traditionally polar 
bear-only habitat, and increasing incidence of winged insects. The influx of moose, 
predators and mosquitoes into caribou habitat has threatened calving success in 
populations through competition for habitat and food resources, and predation.  
Longer growing seasons and warmer temperatures have already reduced the amount 
and duration of sea-ice cover, affecting seal and polar bear populations.  

These environmental changes in turn affect northern communities. The impact of 
climate change is most apparent when it disrupts the routine and affects the health of 
the indigenous peoples who have lived on the land for thousands of years. Using 
knowledge passed down through oral histories, the Inuit have traditionally depended 
on predictable patterns in sea ice formation and break-up, wind and snowfall, and 
animal migrations for their survival. The ability to interpret the landscape and predict 
the rhythm of the seasons, as well as the habits of animals and insects, is crucial in 
order to survive the Arctic winter, and to make the most of the abundance of the 
summer season. Increasingly, the Inuit are facing unpredictable wind patterns, extreme 
weather events, and fundamental changes in seasons, including long, hot summers, and 
warmer, shorter winters. The earlier melting of snow and ice and deeper thaw of the 
active layer has caused subsidence problems for ice roads which are essential for safe 
transport of goods and people among many northern communities.  

The changes in habitat and migration patterns of animals such as caribou and 
polar bears, affect northern communities that have traditionally relied on these animals 
for food and clothing. Hunting has become more difficult and less safe, requiring more 
fuel, gear and time, and clothing more expensive, as the Inuit increasingly find that 
caribou hides and furs are becoming thinner and less suitable. Changing water levels 
and erosion of the shoreline lead to home and community relocation, loss of natural 
drinking water sources and difficulty in travelling through once-familiar places. 
Warmer summer and winter temperatures bring changes in the way the Inuit hunt and 
store their food — country food can no longer be stored in the permafrost, which is 
decreasing, and it is more difficult to smoke fish when it gets cooked in the hot 
summer sun. Furthermore, fish caught in nets are dying off as the surface water 
becomes increasingly warm.   

These fundamental changes also result in health problems facing northern 
Aboriginal peoples. Northern communities already face health challenges such as 
access to adequate health care facilities and drinking water quality, and have a life 
expectancy 10 to 15 years shorter than non-Aboriginal peoples. The implication of 
further health problems brought on by climate change is extremely serious.   
Thinning ice results in more accidents as people attempt to travel or hunt on the ice as 
they always have. Respiratory stress associated with increased summer temperatures is 
being reported. The declining quality of animal furs and meats in the North, as 
documented by the indigenous peoples, is an ongoing concern, as they rely on the furs 
and hides for clothing, shelter, some income and the meat for food. Of immense 
concern is the increasing presence and persistence of contaminants such as heavy 
metals and persistent organic pollutants (POPs) in the Arctic. These contaminants can 
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be carcinogenic, may have immunological and neuro-toxic effects, and may influence 
foetal and infant development. The influx of unfamiliar birds and insects such as bees 
raises concerns about the spread of disease and allergic reactions. Public education and 
awareness campaigns about such changes are already occurring in northern 
communities.   

The answer has to be international  

Approximately 25% of the Arctic is situated within Canada’s territorial 
boundaries; forming a prominent yet often overlooked identity of this nation. For this 
particular reason, Canada has taken active steps towards international cooperation to 
tackle such issues as climate change and Arctic sovereignty. The Arctic Council was 
founded in Canada’s capital in 1996 through the Ottawa Declaration with the aim to 
foster coordination, cooperation and discussion on matters involving Arctic States, 
with a particular focus on socio-economic and environmental concerns. The Council is 
not limited to the participation of all circumpolar countries but rather seeks full 
international involvement with the objective to make this a truly intergovernmental 
and international entity working to promote the environmental, economic and social 
needs of those not only inhabiting the Arctic but also affected by its state of affairs.  
Indigenous groups located in the Arctic were founding participants that possess 
permanent membership in the Council, while non-Arctic states such as Italy, Germany 
and Japan have the opportunity to maintain a presence in the Council as observers.   

The significance of the Council is that it has opened up international dialogue 
among both circumpolar countries and indigenous peoples that have differing interests 
in the region. Since its inception, the Council has worked to promote interaction with a 
variety of indigenous groups in the Arctic, the Inuit Circumpolar Council being a 
particularly influential participant. Discussions among Arctic states indicate the 
possibility of creating a legally binding new Arctic treaty. Climate change is likely to 
be one of the greatest catalysts for circumpolar and non-Arctic states with an economic 
interest in the North to arrive at some form of agreement in the years to come. 

Canada’s strong affinity to the circumpolar region is demonstrated by its support 
for the International Polar Year (IPY) taking place between March 2007 to March 2009 
where unprecedented research is being conducted on the health and environment of the 
Arctic and Antarctica. The Government of Canada has dedicated $150 million over six 
years to facilitate the development of scientific expertise in Northern affairs and 
encourage Aboriginal peoples to play a prominent role in carrying out innovative 
research projects tailored towards advancing international knowledge and 
understanding on issues facing Northern peoples. Canada is a unique participant in the 
IPY as a host nation, and is therefore in a position to use this opportunity to showcase 
to the world its commitment to the environment, health and prosperity of the North, 
while simultaneously garnering support for international cooperation in the Arctic 
region.  

Perhaps an agreement similar to the Antarctic Treaty of 1959 can be hoped for, 
putting on hold the sovereignty claims and preserving land in the Arctic outside 
national borders as a demilitarized zone dedicated towards scientific research and 
exploration. Countries attempting to claim the Arctic as their exclusive domain foster a 
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sense of insecurity and instability in international relations. The concept under 
international law known as terra nullius (literally meaning “no man's land”) can be 
applied in the context of the Arctic, as much of the territory remains uninhabited; 
however, a land grab in this regard would be highly destabilizing as effective 
occupation is required to gain sovereign title. Canada’s experience with colonization 
and genocide of Aboriginal groups that inhabited portions of this territory long before 
the arrival of Europeans contributes to its contemporary aversion toward arguments 
over the unclaimed territories in the Arctic. 

One positive effect of climate change is to foster international discussion and 
potential cooperation when it comes to international sovereignty. The Indigenous 
peoples of Canada's North will play a significant role in such discussions, as they 
become increasingly more involved with domestic governance and stewardship of the 
natural resources in the Arctic. The results of this participation will hopefully promote 
a more sensitive approach to international indigenous rights in the North, while also 
ensuring a greater voice domestically on the use of their traditional lands. 
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The Americans underrate the importance of the Arctic and the northern dimension is 
complex. The principles that guided the Cold War in the region and the lack of a new 
marine strategy. 

 
 

 

1.         DURING THE COLD WAR, UNTIL 1989, 

the Soviet Union and China were the main American enemies. In the High North 
Norway, Denmark with Greenland, Iceland and Canada joined NATO in 1949. No 
foreign troops and no nuclear weapons were to be stationed in peacetime in Denmark 
and Norway. These nations provided great assets in combating the USSR. Sweden did 
not join NATO but had a strong anti-Soviet bent and a considerable defence 
establishment directed against the USSR. It formed a buffer protecting Norway 
particularity through its strong air force. Finland had an Agreement of Friendship, 
Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance with the USSR but kept a substantial army and 
maintains, after the Cold War, the most potent armed forces in the North. 

The two American strategies relevant in the North are containment and geopolitics.  
Containment was no problem in the stable democratic societies and political and 
economic cultures of Scandinavia. The geopolitical situation changed over the years.  

 
2.  America pursued a continental, a strategic nuclear and a maritime strategy. For 
obvious reasons these strategies are sometimes intertwined. To support the continental 
strategy, i.e. the defence of the European continent, NATO was dependent on the flow 
of U.S. troops and equipment across the Atlantic. Protecting the SLOCs, Sea Lines of 
Communication, was obviously the task of the maritime forces. The maritime forces 
were dependent on air support from the UK, Norway, Iceland and Denmark.  
Simultaneously the strategic nuclear strike forces for a decade had a substantial asset in 
aircraft flying from U.S. carriers in the Norwegian Sea. 

The Northern aspect of the continental strategy concerns the Northern Flank.  
When General Eisenhower was NATO commander in the early 1950s he was sceptical 
that troops on the European continent alone could withstand a Soviet onslaught. 

He recommended that allied navies and air forces based in Scandinavia help stop 
the attack. The defence of the Central Front then became the main task of NATO in 
Europe and little thought was given to the defence of Denmark (gone in one week) or 
Norway (only an area around Stavanger and Sola airport). During the 1970s and détente, 
the North became the forgotten flank remembered only when the Soviet submarine 
threat to SLOCs was discovered.  Now Iceland (as earlier also Greenland) and Norway 
became important locations for bases protecting SLOCs. In 1974, Norway started 
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designating nine air bases as COBs, Co-located Operating Bases, to receive allied 
support in wartime. In 1980, the Invictus agreement prepared Varnaes air base for the 
reception of Navy carrier aircraft. 

In 1981, a decision was taken to store equipment for a U.S. Marine brigade in the 
Trondheim area. 13,200 men and 155 aircraft, equal to two Norwegian air forces, were 
to come to the aid of Norway. This constituted half of all allied troops earmarked for 
Norway in wartime.  

 
3. The nuclear strategy during the Cold War had an offensive and a defensive side.  
The offensive side consists of identifying the targets – Soviet bomber bases and naval 
installations, harbours and wharfs for the Soviet fleet. For this purpose you are 
dependent on early warning and intelligence installations in Northern Norway and 
warning lines for air attack. You also need underwater lines to detect Soviet SSBN 
submarines carrying SLBMs, ballistic missiles. 

For the offensive you need Strategic Air Command, SAC, bomber bases and 
routes. Tanker and recovery bases are also necessary. For the submarine strategy you 
need special navigation.  In 1951, only 14% of the Soviet targets were to be reached by 
bombers taking off from Maine or Labrador. Most of the 1950s SAC depended on a 
forward strategy with bases mostly in the UK but also in North Africa. There were also 
bases for tankers in Greenland and for SAC bombers at Keflavik, Iceland. Eight air 
bases in Norway were to be SAC bases in wartime. Although it was not known at the 
time, nuclear weapons were stored in Greenland (1958–65) and Iceland (1965–69).  
From 1962 America introduced the B-52 bomber (85 still in service) and the ICBM.  
Thus the forward strategy was abandoned and targets in the USSR could be reached 
directly from continental United States. 

Before the Polaris submarine was commissioned, American carriers were to hit the 
Soviet Union with attack aircraft carrying nuclear weapons. In the decade 1953-63 some 
of the 25 carriers were stationed in the North Sea and Norwegian Sea. With a range of 
1,000 km they could obliterate Soviet harbours and naval installations in the Kola and 
Leningrad area. At the time, Admiral Burke (of Swedish ancestry) warned that the 
Norwegian fjords offered excellent locations for naval Soviet harbours drilled into the 
mountains (during World War II Admiral Raeder liked the same locations so much that 
he declared Bergen a German city). 

In 1954, Polaris with nuclear missiles was based in the Norwegian Sea. At the 
same time Loran C navigation was based in Norway, Iceland and Greenland to map the 
seabed and also for navigation. 

In the Atlantic, the first SOSUS, sonar surveillance system, was established from 
Andöya in 1956 to monitor Soviet missile submarines on the way out in the Atlantic. It 
was upgraded in 1981. But in 1973 the Soviet Navy had the missile range to reach the 
United States from its home waters and went for the bastion concept. Lurking under the 
ice north of its harbours in Murmansk and the White Sea, the Northern Fleet was better 
protected here. 

The U.S. Navy had designed Los Angeles attack submarines in 1962 and for the 
next two decades kept 10-12 submarines in the area to track and hunt Soviet boomers.  
In wartime that number could be doubled. In 1982, the U.S. Navy commissioned the 
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even more advanced Seawolf attack submarine. But the Cold War ended so in 2008 the 
Navy still has 47 Los Angeles and only 3 Seawolf submarines. 

Gradually, the warning systems covering Russian bombers were upgraded for 
missiles. The mid-Canada line faded away but the Distant Early Warning (DEW) line 
further north was kept. In the 1990s, it was upgraded to the North Warning System 
(NWS), eventually integrated into missile defence. 

 
4. In the 1950s, U.S. carriers were to pound Soviet naval installations with nuclear 
weapons. Polaris was based in the Norwegian Sea but the Soviet threat to SLOCs was to 
be met at the Greenland – Iceland – Faerö – Scotland – Norway gap and if possible 
further North at the Spitsbergen – North Cap gap. In 1956-57, the first anti-submarine 
warfare barriers and listening posts SOSUS were anchored at Andöya in Norway, 
upgraded 1981. The main SOSUS barrier covered the Greenland – Iceland – Scotland 
gap. In 1962, the DEW line was extended to Iceland, covering a wider perimeter and in 
Norway NATO’s NADGE warning system against air bombardment was begun in 
1960s. 

Throughout the 1960s, the Soviet submarine fleet expanded under Admiral 
Gorchkov culminating with the huge manoeuvres Sever, in 1968, and Okean, in 1970.  
Norway at sea was now behind Soviet lines and remained so during the 1970s when 
Norway became NATO’s forgotten flank. 

This changed with Ronald Reagan and his Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral 
Zumwalt. 2/3 of the Soviet strategic submarine based arsenal now was with the Soviet 
Northern Fleet. New thinking led to the 600 ship Navy with 15 carrier groups and the 
Maritime Strategy. As Secretary of the Navy John Lehman put it: “Geography is the 
most important principle of maritime power.” The Maritime Strategy was just as Pacific 
as Atlantic oriented but in the North Atlantic it was best formulated by Norwegian 
historian Rolf Tamnes: “The objective was to put pressure on Soviet sea-based nuclear 
forces, while at the same time forcing Moscow to use its conventional naval assets to 
protect its SSBNs. This approach might reduce the threat to the Atlantic sea lanes, 
secure the supply lines to Europe and thereby give more credibility to the Continental 
Strategy. Lehman pointed out that such a maritime strategy was a prerequisite of the 
Continental Strategy. This argument was closely linked to the idea of conventional and 
protracted war; only under these circumstances could the forward naval strategy 
contribute directly to the battle for Europe. The U.S. Navy would not necessarily have 
the same significance in a short war, and many saw the military balance as being so 
disadvantageous for NATO that the alternative was to ‘escalate or capitulate’ long 
before the Navy could contribute to the battle.” 

Now it became vital to prevent Russians from making use of the Norwegian air 
bases and port installations and to allow Allied aircraft to support the Maritime Strategy 
from Norwegian airfields. 

The strategy was accompanied by a new concept for forward carrier operations.   
It had been tested already in 1952 during exercise Mainbrace but Britain had warned 
against deployment in narrow waters. In Ocean Safari 85 and Team Work 88 American 
carriers tested the concept again in Vestfjorden in North Norway. Delicate rules of 
engagement on the brink of war and timely Norwegian approval of deployment into 
Norwegian territorial waters early in a crisis complicated this strategy. 
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5. After the Cold War, the American strategy essentially lacks a Northern dimension.  
Rather that dimension is the product of other strategies. The inclusion of the three Baltic 
states in NATO in 2004 is a result of NATO expansion, not of a U.S. Northern strategy.  
The Continental Strategy is irrelevant when the Russian threat to Europe has 
disappeared.  

The nuclear strategy now has the complication of missile defence, a Northern 
dimension to be explored further. The maritime strategy should be extra important given 
the vast oil and gas resources in the North but America has developed no strategy.  
Given other U.S. assets in this energy field the Northern resources are marginal. Given 
the global missions of the U.S. Navy, the Atlantic in general and the North Atlantic in 
particular are less important than before. The Pacific is the main operating area of the 
U.S. Navy and also the Indian Ocean in general and the Persian Gulf in particular has 
U.S. priority even creating the new Fifth Fleet headquartered in Hawaii. In 2003, 
SACLANT, NATO’s Atlantic Command in Norfolk, Virginia, was shut down. 

All 2,000 American troops of 2005 have now left Iceland. During the Cold War, 
there were 6,000 Americans stationed at the Thule air base, in Greenland now only 
around 100 remain. The U.S. neglect of the North Atlantic, symbolized by its 
abandonment of Iceland in September 2006 after 75 years, is deplorable. I completely 
agree with Icelandic Minister of Justice Björn Bjarnason, who calls for a new American 
Maritime Strategy. 

 
6. Missile defence was at the core of President Reagan’s Strategic Defence Initiative 
“Star Wars” in 1983 but faded into the background after Reagan. In 1999, the U.S. 
Senate voted 97-3 that America should establish a missile defence as soon as it was 
possible and the Bush administration has devoted considerable resources to it.  

Since the potential intruders are North Korea and Iran their flight paths follow a 
Northern route. For the same reason radar stations belonging to the old DEW line have 
been upgraded with XBand radars at Flyingdales Moore, England, Thule, Greenland 
and Shenya, Alaska. The main battery of the land based system has 21 missiles at Fort 
Greeley, Alaska. Thus missile defence is, to a large extent, based where the defence 
against Soviet strategic forces was during the Cold War. 

 
7. Russia is no longer an enemy of America, but a competitor. The military resources 
of the Kola complex are no longer so lethal. But the area is now important for its vast 
energy resources. 15-25% of the world’s oil and gas reserves are in the Arctic region. 
20% of Russia’s reserves are also there. Conflicts will probably concern the right to 
collect and exploit natural resources in international waters and on the sea bed. It will 
also pertain to the command of the sea lines of communication. Norway and Russia, for 
instance, disagree on maritime zones in the Barents Sea with a grey zone of thousands of 
square kilometres as a result. 

Ever since the 1970s, America has no aggregate policy for the Arctic, including 
Alaska, the Arctic Ocean and Barents Sea. The Arctic does not seem that important and 
America has reacted timidly. It has, for instance, only three old ice-breakers compared 
to 13 Russian. Nor has America yet signed the Law of the Sea Convention, supporting 
Alaska’s claim to natural resources beyond its 200 nautical miles economic zone. 
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In the Barents Sea Norway’s Snovith and Russia’s Štokman fields dominate.  
Gazprom is extremely badly managed, has inferior technology and makes no 
investments in its infrastructure. For this reason, Gazprom has allowed Norwegian and 
French interests to buy 49% of the Stokhman fields. Still harbors in the Murmansk area 
are to expand from 10 million tons per year to 100 million tons per year (including oil 
and gas) until 2015. If the cost of extracting oil is 40 dollars per barrel or less, great 
profits can be made. For this you need safe sea routes for shipping the oil and gas to 
North America. The U.S. left Iceland in September 2006 against the will of the 
Icelanders. No U.S. jet fighters and installations are at Iceland now when the Russian 
Air Force again is monitoring the area. The French and Norwegian air forces will station 
combat aircraft at Keflavik beginning in 2009 but it is not the same as an American 
presence. The U.S. Navy has also left the North Atlantic. So has, for the time being, the 
Russian Navy. 

In the long run, the most important development may be the melting of the Arctic 
ice cap. The Northeast Passage along the shores of Siberia will cut the sailing time 
between Hamburg and Kobe by 2/3 or 6 500 km. It can probably be achieved in ten 
years time. The Northwest Passage through Northern Canada, cutting the route between 
New York and Kobe, may be 20 years in coming. To America, it is not important in the 
short run, and America thinks maybe not in the long run either.
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THE BARENTS GAME THE BARENTS GAME THE BARENTS GAME THE BARENTS GAME                                                     by Ole Gunnar AUSTVIK    
 

 

In order to take advantage of the contained energetic resources in the Nordic waters, 
Russia and Norway must collaborate. Resolving the geopolitical disputes are still open. 
Through the connections with the European and Asian markets will pass the Siberian 
gas pipelines. 

 
 
 

1.            THE EUROPEAN ARCTIC LAND AND 

sea areas are dominated by Norway and Russia. In the Norwegian Barents Sea area, 
the first licenses for oil and gas exploration were awarded in 1980, leading to the 
discovery of Snøhvit (Snow White) field in 1984. On the Russian side, offshore 
seismic surveying started in the 1970s, leading to the discoveries of giant fields like 
Štokmanovskoye, Ledovoye and Ludovskoye. Further south in the Pechora Sea many 
smaller fields were identified. More than 100 wells have been drilled in total, and the 
assessment is at present that there are some 5-6,000 mtoe (million tons of oil 
equivalents) in the Barents Sea, some 80 % of this on the Russian side. In the Kara 
Sea, to the east of Novaya Zemlya, Russians have discovered two other giant gas fields 
(Leningradskoye and Rusanovskye). In addition, there is also potential for oil and gas 
deposits in the disputed area between Norway and Russia, where no drilling has as of 
yet taken place. The seismic surveying conducted in the area by the Soviet Union prior 
to 1982 provided cause for optimism.  

Onshore, major parts of Russian petroleum production take place in the 
permafrost north of the Polar Circle; much Russian gas is for example produced in the 
northern part of Western Siberia. Offshore, the Norwegian Snøhvit gas field is the only 
that so far has been considered commercially viable and developed. At the Russian 
side, the Štokman field is under consideration. But exploration activities have not been 
very intensive on either the Norwegian or the Russian side. The assessment of the 
reserves is accordingly somewhat vague. The assertion that 25% of world reserves are 
to be found in the Arctic (U.S. Geological Service) remains unfounded. But there is no 
doubt that reserves are substantial in a global context. Some ¾ of these are expected to 
be natural gas. The exploitation of most of these resources depends, inter alia, on high 
energy prices, the availability of new sub-sea technologies and concepts, substantial 
amounts of capital, political will and a predictable legal and political framework on the 
Russian side. 

Energy consuming countries’ interest in Barents Sea oil and gas is heavily linked 
to the current high international oil (and other energy) prices. The high prices are 
predominantly driven by high economic growth in Asia, coupled with concentration of 
resources and a lack of sufficient production increases of oil in the Persian Gulf, or 
elsewhere. Demand is growing faster than supply and has given us a 4th oil shock.  
Political unrest and war in the Middle East creates an additional pressure on prices.  
Consequently, there is a desire from energy consuming countries to increase and 
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diversify the supply of fossil fuels, in addition to increases in all other sources of 
energy.  

For the EU, natural gas is especially important as the expected fastest growing 
source of energy in her demand portfolio. U.S. and growing Asian economies are on 
their sides expected to use relatively more oil. The EU depends therefore on 
substantial more and stable natural gas supplies, where close to all must come from 
non-EU countries. The Barents Sea area is in this context relatively closer to the EU in 
distance and in political terms as compared to most of the alternative potential 
suppliers in Central Asia and the Persian Gulf, and a supplement to existing Siberian 
and North Sea production. However, to flip the coin, to invest in costly production and 
infrastructural facilities in the area, especially for natural gas, Norway and Russia on 
their sides depend on stable and foreseeable EU markets as main outlets for their 
production. Norway and Russia as producers, and the EU as consumers, are 
consequently main interdependent market and political actors in the geopolitics of 
Barents Sea energy.  

The supply side poses a considerable problem for the EU when dealing with her 
internal energy situation; a) she does not have jurisdiction over the most important 
parts of existing and potential future supply, and; b) natural gas is a non-renewable 
resource which over time must be managed in a different way than “normal” goods 
and services. To solve the lack of sufficient natural gas supplies by imagining 
increased competition among producers and substantial foreign investments in, for 
example, the Russian energy sector, as suggested, should not be considered 
sufficiently relevant for long-term security-of-supply concerns. One aspect is that the 
increasingly more self-confident and national oriented Russian politicians would not 
allow for such a policy. Another aspect is that competition in and increased 
privatization of Russian gas activities could improve the EU supply situation in the 
short run but deteriorate it in the long run; more gas would be put on the market, prices 
would be pushed down, resources exhausted faster and a greater dependence on 
Russian gas would result. 

The destabilizing effects resulting from downstream EU market liberalization on 
long-term production investments, and the following deterioration of suppliers’ 
security-of-demand situations, can to some extent be modified by the EU by giving 
relevant projects exceptions under Article 22 in the second gas directive, such as for 
the Štokman project. Quite likely such approvals will be given by the EU, if 
considered necessary. But it is very difficult to see that the projections made for the 
growth in EU gas demand over the next 20-30 years (some 70% increase in gas 
consumption) can be met with sufficient supplies by such means only, if at all.  
Regulatory and political measures to adjust de facto away from a straight-forward 
microeconomic text-book market design are not enough to deal with long-term 
security-of-natural-gas-supply, although it helps. 

In this context, new energy developments in the High North contribute to more 
and diversified supplies of fossil fuels in physical terms. High prices create the 
prospect of expensive field developments that in a low price scenario would not be 
profitable. Development of Barents Sea oil and gas depends on higher prices than for 
example North Sea oil and gas. High prices, and company interests in attaining profit, 
are, together with energy consuming countries’ push for more energy and a desire to 
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improve their security-of-supply situation, heavily influencing domestic petroleum 
policies and contributing to a speeding up of field developments in both Norway and 
Russia, within the constraints that resources, costs and a harsh climate are setting.  
This article discusses the geopolitics of Barents Sea energy and Norwegian and 
Russian perspectives and concerns when expanding petroleum activities in area.  

  
2. Norwegian oil production peaked at 3.3 million barrels per day (mbd) in 2004, 
and had climbed down to some 2.5 mbd in 2007. Natural gas production is however 
increasing and reached 90 billion cubic meters (bcm) in 2007. In a few years time, it 
could be as high as 120-130 bcm before it is also peaking. In the EU market for natural 
gas, Norway holds a dominant position as number two after Russia. Her market shares 
are expected to grow to between 30 and 40% in important countries like Germany, 
France and Belgium in a few years time. The high oil and gas prices is, together with 
the growth in natural gas exports, giving the petroleum sector an increasingly more 
important role in the Norwegian economy as well as for her political image in the EU.  

In the 1970s and 1980s, a specific ceiling was set for combined Norwegian 
petroleum production; 50-90 mtoe as opposed to an actual figure of some 230 mtoe in 
2007. Earlier, the Ministry of Finance (FIN) put restrictions on production levels in 
order to avoid “Dutch disease”1 problems in the Norwegian economy. The creation of 
the Petroleum Fund (now officially called the Norwegian Government’s Pension Fund 
- Abroad), in the 1990s removed much of its cautiousness against too high production 
levels as revenues now were decoupled from expenditures, and the earning of foreign 
currency was not exchanged for the Norwegian krone.  

The Ministry of Petroleum and Energy (MPE) and the bodies under it has 
together with FIN been rather successful in making industrial arrangements efficient to 
the interests of the government and Norwegian companies. Today, the mixed 
state-industry structure, a heavy taxation system and direct state participation (SDFI = 
the State’s Direct Financial Interests) gives the Norwegian state control of the sector 
and a role as the main capitalist on the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS); huge 
amounts of money are now accumulated in the Petroleum Fund and invested across the 
world in various financial assets.2  

Critics are not absent however. StatoilHydro increasingly invests in countries 
with non-democratic regimes and in environmental borderlands, and the Petroleum 
Fund becomes increasingly more important for the companies and countries in which 
it invests, and some of these investments are considered unethical. Norway is 
challenged to define a more comprehensive international policy that is taking care of 

                                                        
1 The term ”Dutch Disease” was used first time in an article in The Economist (”The Dutch Disease” 28 nov. 
1978:82-83). It was soon established as the diagnosis on the problems a country can get from domestic use of 
petroleum revenues, referring to the problems Holland faced after expanding her huge exports from the 
Groningen field since the 1960s. 
2 It appears to be a consensus across party lines that the amount of  petro money to be used in the economy 
should not contribute to increase inflation in order to avoid Dutch Disease problems, even though there is 
disagreement on how much money the economy can absorb without creating such problems. With high prices 
and following high government revenues after 2001, the Fund has been increasing considerably, and the return 
on investments is become increasingly more important compared to the oil revenues themselves. The Fund 
exceeded 2000 BNOK (some 230 billion euro or 400 billion USD) by the end of  2007. The Norwegian 
Petroleum Fund is internationally considered a Sovereign Wealth Fund (SWF); A SWF is a state-owned fund 
composed of  financial assets such as stocks, bonds, property or other financial instruments (Newton 2008). 
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her combined overall political image and interests, together with the more recent 
international economic interests and role as big player in the fields of petroleum and 
finance.  

The situation poses also challenges domestically with respect to creating 
macroeconomic, social and alternative industrial policies. Apart from the petroleum 
industry and some regional interests, Norwegian domestic economic interests may not 
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necessarily share the logic and emphasize on expanding the petroleum sector still 
further (at home and abroad). Instead, they desire the creation of a more competitive 
industry in other sectors and the development of society at large. Some of this is 
shown in a gradually more intense debate about how to use the Petroleum Fund 
domestically, i.e. for infrastructural purposes. Domestic usage of money is at present 
limited to 4% of the value of the Petroleum Fund, estimated to be the annual real 
return on its investments (the “4% fiscal rule” or “Handlingsregelen”). One should 
expect rivalries between these domestic interests in the future, if political actors do not 
balance them well. 

 
3. For the petroleum industry, both its maturing and the international economic and 
political integration processes led to its internationalisation. The industry became 
competitive at home and a strong interest in competing abroad emerged. With its 
self-initiated partly privatisation in 2001, the profit horizon of Statoil as the main state 
industrial vehicle became shorter, with the consequence that the company became 
interested in higher production and new licenses faster than before. With the merger 
with Hydro oil and gas division in 2007 to become StatoilHydro, the company 
strengthened its position internationally as well as in domestic affairs.   

The highly competent and specialized Norwegian petroleum “cluster” is well 
positioned to the development of sub-sea fields on both Russian and Norwegian sides 
in the Barents area (StatoilHydro, Aker Kværner and others). The technologies 
developed at Ormen Lange and Snøhvit fields, horizontal drilling expertise, the laying 
of long-distance sub-sea pipelines, LNG-technology and other innovations are 
important elements with respect to “know-how.” Parts of this Norwegian technological 
leadership are shared by sub-contractors in a European and international network.  
Capital needs are another element where other international companies and financial 
institutions may contribute, including holdings in the fields, as in other parts of the 
NCS.  

If engaged on the Russian side, however, the Norwegian industry needs to be 
supported politically in order to achieve stable and predictable law making, taxation 
policies, political good will, and infrastructural development, secure sub-deliveries etc.  
Norwegian authorities must provide this support, but the industry could also need the 
support of EU countries and the U.S. and EU companies may become partners with 
Norwegian companies and / or suppliers to projects on both Norwegian and Russian 
sides.  

In 2007, StatoilHydro was assigned a 24% share of Štokman Developing 
Company (SDC) from Gazprom. French Total got 25% and Gazprom retains a 51% 
share of the consortium.3 How Norwegian gas policy shall deal with the relationship 
to the Russians when eventually developing this field she needs support both from the 
EU and EU countries (and the U.S.). The EU - Russian relationship and how far a 
common foreign and security policy will evolve in the EU is among the issues 
important to the situation. Norway’s relations to the EU must in this context be 

                                                        
3 The Shtokman field was discovered in 1988. In 2007, Gazprom (51%) selected two companies as partners to 
develop the field: StatoilHydro (24%) and Total (25%). Development costs are estimated to USD 15 billion to 
USD 20 billion. The three companies shall conclude whether and eventually in which way the field shall be 
developed by 2009. So far, however, Gazprom holds 100% ownership to the field.  
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expanded beyond the European Economic Area (EEA) agreement.  
The question of knowledge, good relations and confidence building becomes 

important for how Norway and Russia can cooperate in the Barents region (in line with 
the ideas of the established Barents Cooperation since 1993). To further such a 
demanding integration between the two in the field of petroleum, beyond the direct 
business interests, there could be reasons to invite the Russians to participate on the 
Norwegian sector if StatoilHydro eventually is also given an ownership share of the 
Štokman field.  It would improve communications on a practical level, enhance the 
competence of the Norwegian petroleum system and possibly help exporting it to 
(parts of) the Russian system.  Likewise, the Russians could (or ‘should’) invite a 
Norwegian company to play the role as operator of a field (such as Štokman) in order 
to introduce not only technological, but also managerial and organisational, 
competence to its development and operation.4  

Another aspect of industrial cooperation could be the transportation of natural gas 
from the Barents area. Apart from LNG projects, gas must be transmitted in pipelines.  
With the Russian-German Nordstream line now under development, one additional 
route for Siberian gas to Germany will be established. This line could also supply gas 
from the Barents area if a link between Kola and St. Petersburg is build. One 
alternative is however to link Barents Sea gas to an extended Norwegian pipeline 
system which at present reaches Mid-Norway. Besides the industrial interest of serving 
as a transmitting country for Russian gas, Norway would gain a more important 
political position in Europe’s most important energy market and the Russians would 
further diversify her export routes.  

Although Russians primarily seem to wish to develop oil and gas fields by their 
own efforts, political objections may be outweighed by technological advantages in the 
West. For Norway, if Norwegian companies are to be engaged on the Russian side, it 
would improve the chances to influence the Russians to improve regulatory efficiency, 
environmental protection, labor conditions and sustainable resource extraction.  

 
4.  Easier access to pipelines, new pipelines and LNG facilities built; along with 
expanded storage facilities should all improve security-of-supply for purchasing EU 
countries. North Sea transportation infrastructure is continuously expanding and is 
now developed from mid-Norway to England, Germany, Belgium and France (these 
countries represent almost half of total EU energy consumption). Simultaneously, the 
first LNG plant connected to the Snøhvit field in the Barents area is about starting to 
operate. With expanded LNG processing plants, the Barents area also becomes 
increasingly more important for U.S. interest in diversifying their expected increased 
natural gas import need.  

On the other hand, more volatile, uncertain and periodically lower producer 
prices could lead to a drop in large investment projects and weaken supply security in 
the long run. Consequently, in terms of economic security-of-supply, it is difficult to 
see how the EU (countries) can simultaneously offer lower gas prices to consumers 
                                                        
4 When the Norwegian petroleum industry was in its infant stage, the American company Mobil was in 1973 
assigned the role as operator of the huge Statfjord field, although it owned only 15 % of it. Statoil owned 50 % but 
did not, at the time, have the competence to do the job. However, in 1987, Statoil competence had improved to 
such an extent that the company (according to agreement) took over as operator of the field. The arrangement 
proved to be very important as part of building the Norwegian petroleum cluster (see i.e. Ryggvik 1997).  
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and achieve high tax revenues from gas usage and meet growth in both expected 
demand and supplies. It will be important for both Norway and Russia that EU policies 
are based on the particularities of non-renewable resources, not least when considering 
the enormous investment costs necessary for developments in the High North.  

The interest in avoiding over-supply of the EU gas market and maintaining a 
reasonable price are shared by Norway and Russia. Due to EU interests in ensuring 
that the European gas market is sustainable over time, and the renewed focus on 
security-of-supply issues, there could be room for negotiations between suppliers and 
the EU on how the market should be organized. EU requirements to increase 
competition on the supply side have already affected the structure of Norwegian gas 
industry and changed government control as a result of the EEA agreement. With only 
one Russian seller, Russia maintains a stronger bargaining power towards the market 
and the EU than Norway; leaving Gazprom as the single most important player on the 
supply side of the European gas market, with Norwegian gas as a competitive fringe 
player.  

Security-of-supply is in economic terms often a question of understanding the 
dynamics of the political economy of oil and gas. Norwegian policies are challenged 
domestically in establishing this understanding, and together with the Russians, the EU 
and the U.S., to develop this understanding in a way that is beneficial to 
security-of-supply for consuming nations and, at the same time, also to Norwegian 
(and Russian) interests to improve security-of-demand.  

 
5.  The oil crises around the Persian Gulf and the conflict connected with the 
construction of the Soviet gas pipeline in the 1980s, and more recent conflicts between 
Russia and Ukraine and Byelorussia, respectively, over energy and transit prices and 
rights, are examples that energy can be central objectives for power rivalry between 
states. For Norway, security political dimensions to the oil and gas activities have been 
particularly in focus in connection with the possibilities of production in the polar 
areas. The continued strategic significance of the Kola bases implies that petroleum 
activity may seem negative for the operational conditions of the Russian Northern 
fleet, and particularly for its strategic submarines.  

Petroleum activities can influence military air and sea operations in the Barents 
area. Submarines will more easily remain undetected, as noise from petroleum 
activities may be stronger. The larger submarines must pass between Bear Island and 
Norway because of sea depth.  Activities in this area make it easier for submarines to 
pass to and from the Russian Barents Sea. This can, of course, be a disadvantage and 
advantage to both sides. Furthermore, platforms can be used for radar equipment, 
electronic warfare, and helicopter bases, meteorological and oceanographic data 
collection. Probably, these elements, together with consequences also for surface 
vessels and aircrafts, will lead the Russians to adjust their strategy for their Northern 
fleet. They will most likely be negative towards any attempt at limiting their access to 
the Atlantic Ocean.  

As Norway is so small and Russia is so big, it is necessary for Norway to 
co-operate with other countries in securing her interests. The question of Norwegian 
control becomes a central one. Obviously, Norway needs relevant military capability 
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in this area, as a minimum for doing sufficient “police work” at sea and to remain 
credible to the Russians and other countries.  

Norwegian exports of energy have created new types of her dependency on other 
countries. States that are strategically vulnerable to a loss of Norwegian energy 
production, such as Germany and the UK, form a new resource for military assistance 
that might be exploited. Those countries that receive Norwegian gas, plus the U.S. 
concerned over global energy balances, have a clear interest in the shaping of 
Norwegian foreign and petroleum policy, and helping to secure the area. Joint military 
interests can also be developed with the Russians, except in those areas that are related 
directly to Norwegian-Russian controversies.  

 
6. After years of production decline during the transition period following the Soviet 
breakup, a significant recovery in Russian oil production has taken place. In 2007, it 
reached some 10 mbd, of which 7 mbd were exported, making the Russians the second 
largest exporter of oil in the world after Saudi Arabia. Oil reserve figures indicate that 
Russia can be one of the world’s key oil producers for at least the next 40 years.  

Reserves of Russian natural gas are even more abundant, which are estimated to 
be available for the next 100 years at current production levels. With almost no decline 
after the Soviet breakup, Russia produced almost 700 bcm (billion cubic meters) of 
natural gas in 2007 (7-8 times more than Norway). Production is projected to increase 
further in the coming years.   

As Russia moves (slowly) towards a market economy and integration into the EU 
and the world economy, she is converging with Norwegian petroleum policies in some 
areas. Even though Russia has no EEA agreement with the EU as do Norway, she is 
integrated into EU energy markets (although not in such a one-sided manner), and is 
influenced in similar ways as Norway by downstream market changes and policy 
interventions by the EU and EU member countries, such as market regulation and 
taxation. As Russian gas policy is not “domestified” within the EU, she has been able 
to arrange her petroleum industry in a rather independent manner.  

As a result, Gazprom has not been forced to unbundle its activities, and instead 
strengthened its position over the past years as a producer and transporter of gas within 
Russia.5 The government has also strengthened the direct control of Gazprom; the 
links between the Kremlin and the company are tight. New Russian president Dmitri 
Medvedev actually comes from the position as chairman of Gazprom, besides having 
been vice Prime Minister of the Federation. Abroad, Gazprom still wants to sell her 
gas before a field is developed, as was the way of contracting before the EU started her 
market liberalization efforts. Actually, the structure of the Russian gas industry and the 
logic of its organization have not change much since Soviet times. 

In the oil industry, the situation is different. President Putin’s fight to “tidy up” 
after the Yeltsin era and the privatization of the oil companies in the 1990s, has been a 
struggle to increase the state’s control over the industry and rent capturing for the 
state.  While there is still some struggle over competence between the government 
and the oil companies, there is less political interest in changing the non-competitive 
structure of the natural gas industry. Any heavy involvement of international oil 
companies will take time, although the need for it is increasingly apparent. So far 
                                                        
5 See Stern 2005 for a comprehensive discussion of Gazprom positions and developments.  
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foreign companies’ participation in Russian oil and gas sector has been very limited.  
The new German-Russian consortium to build the Baltic Nordstream gas pipeline, and 
the invitation to StatoilHydro and Total to develop the Štokman field, may be signals 
from the Russians that they from a capital and technological perspective gradually may 
involve themselves more directly with foreign companies in the future.  

The fact that Russia is not fully integrated in the international economy, as for 
example in terms of membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO), has had 
some negative impacts on Russia. Relatively low competitiveness of Russian products 
and a number of out-dated production technologies developed during the Soviet era are 
still in operation, giving her a technological disadvantage.6   

For Russian developments in the Barents Sea, it is important to note that it is only 
one of several options in their desire to increase (oil and) gas production. Even more 
abundant resources are located in Western Siberia, mostly onshore. Many fields are 
also located in Eastern Siberia and can serve Chinese and other Asian markets in the 
quite near future. Because of the anticipated lower costs of these fields, their relative 
proximity to fast growing energy-needing Eastern markets, as well as the Russians’ 
long expertise in mastering land based gas projects without the help of foreign 
companies (although often inefficient), it is not certain that they will choose to develop 
Barents Sea gas first. Although Gazprom expresses a desire to expand in several 
markets simultaneously, and is planning for extensive field and infrastructural 
developments, the Russians may run the risk of an “imperial overstretch” as the world 
energy superpower. The decision so far not to include foreign companies as part 
owners in the Štokman field, but only as developers, may also contribute to delay these 
types of developments.  

When Russia starts to export gas to Asia, a Eurasian gas market eventually 
evolves, linked through Siberian pipelines. This would change the dominant position 
of the EU as the most important buyer of Russian gas, and put Russia in an even 
stronger position as a world energy exporter. Thus, for economic growth to continue as 
anticipated, Europe and the world are not only dependent on the continuous flow of oil 
from the Persian Gulf. Russian gas may become as important for both Europe and 
Asia. With as faster depletion of Norwegian and other politically “safe” sources, 
European dependency on Russian gas will increase over time. Because energy markets 
are interlinked, a tight market situation in natural gas will increasingly have the 
potential of spillover effects into the oil market, and not only the other way around.  
As gas consumption rises rapidly in Europe and in the rest of the world, a Siberian 
crisis may in 20 years time have corresponding fundamental effects on world economy 
as an oil crisis in the Persian Gulf.  

The geopolitics of energy has become more important for international affairs 
and U.S. foreign policy. Norwegian oil and gas is now of prime importance for the 
overall global energy balance, as part of U.S. interests and worldwide foreign policy.  
Planned supplies from the Barents Sea directly to the U.S. create an additional bilateral 
interest in the development of the Norwegian and Russian natural gas sector. The U.S. 
                                                        
6 On the other hand, Russian entry into the WTO will require an increase in domestic oil and gas prices in 
accordance with world energy prices. As long as there is such high energy intensity in the Russian economy the 
competitiveness of her products in both international and domestic markets may deteriorate as a WTO member 
in the short and medium term. Russian governments have been cautious with respect to changing domestic 
energy policies. 
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Ambassador to Norway expressed a desire to speed up Barents Sea gas developments 
on both the Norwegian and Russian sides. 

 
7. Norway and Russia have competed in energy markets since the 1970s but their 
adherence to opposite economic and political poles oriented exports to a large extent to 
different markets. Norwegian oil and gas was almost entirely directed to Western 
European countries (and some oil to the U.S.), while more than half of Soviet exports 
were devoted to Eastern Europe and the Soviet Republics. After the break-up, Russia 
has notably increased its exports to Western Europe. The political awareness of joint 
interests in market developments, prices and contractual terms between Norway and 
Russia became stronger in the 1990s.  

Russia sees long-term contract as the logical way to establish long term 
confidence between parties who need confidence in supply and confidence for 
irreversible pipeline investments. “Energy security of the region requires the long-term 
contracts to be the foundation of the European gas market allowing fair risk 
distribution and adequate contribution from both sides.” Even though Russia is not 
affected directly by EU gas regulations in the way that she organizes her industry, she 
will meet the same uncertainty as Norway in terms of prices. There will be more 
short-term contracts and she will run the political risk that gas taxes may suppress EU 
import prices (Norway’s and Russia’s export prices). This could hamper investments 
in the large and remote new production fields and transportation infrastructure in 
Russia, as well as in Norway.  

In the energy dialogue between EU and Russia, it seems to be a growing 
recognition on the EU-side that long-term contracts may be beneficial and that joint 
negotiations may be necessary for the parties who will develop large gas field and 
transmission systems. It seems that it may be possible to live with the destination 
clauses in the existing gas contracts and that one may find solutions to this issue in the 
case of new contracts that may follow.  

 
8. The geopolitics of the Barents Sea area are to be understood not only from the 
area’s own resource endowment. The size and location of other energy resources, how 
available they are, who controls them, their cost, how regional and global energy 
markets balance, market mechanisms and regulations, political decisions, and energy 
prices in general, are also important. The anticipated melting of the ice in the area 
increased commercial potentials in the long run. In this context, EU countries have an 
interest in Barents Sea developments both from a security-of-supply and industrial 
perspective. From both perspectives they will have an interest in participating in 
projects, including industrial cooperation and partnership. Germany is the most 
important EU country in terms of economic and political size and energy consumption.  
Its geographical location also makes it a most important transit country for both 
Norwegian and Russian gas.  

As a major natural gas exporter, Norway has, in some areas, developed divergent 
interests relative to importing countries which otherwise are close to her (such as the 
EU and EU countries), economically as well as politically; Norway now also shares 
interests with other petroleum exporting countries. These countries are, in most cases, 
quite different from Norway in general economic and political affairs. In the field of 
natural gas the most important country for Norway is Russia. For Norway, this makes 
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it necessary to develop enhanced diplomatic and economic relations to the Russians, 
while balancing in foreign and security policy with EU countries (and the U.S.) to 
secure new relations to the Russians in the long term.  One challenge is to mark a line 
of delimitation in the waters between Norway and Russia. A settling of the line would 
add stability to the region and ease the development of oil and gas resources.   
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THE SPITZBERGENS THE SPITZBERGENS THE SPITZBERGENS THE SPITZBERGENS     
ARE NORARE NORARE NORARE NORWEGIANWEGIANWEGIANWEGIAN              by Carl August FLEISCHER 
 

 

The archipelago situated in the Barents Sea, also known as the Svalbard Islands, is at 
the center of an age-old international controversy. From the Treaty of Paris of 1920 to 
the UNCLOS of 1982, the law seems to be a part of Oslo. 

 
 

1.         OUR GENERATION HAS CREATED A 

new Law of the Sea. The new law has changed the entire world map from a legal 
viewpoint and provided us with a more viable system for environment and resource 
protection and management. The new regime is largely different from that which 
existed prior to the time of the 3rd UN Conference on the Law of the Sea (1973-1982) 
and is based on the provisions of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea of 
December 10th 1982 (UNCLOS) as well as on the developments in customary law 
which took place more or less simultaneously with the Conference. 

Vast areas earlier belonging to the so-called freedom of the high seas are now 
subject to the more efficient and resource-oriented regime of coastal state jurisdiction.  
We are speaking about some of the world’s most important protein resources which 
have now been withdrawn from the earlier “Tragedy of the Commons” and subjected 
to a regime based on accountability and sustainability. 

Beyond its 12 mile territorial sea, every coastal state is entitled to exercise 
jurisdiction, and indeed so-called “sovereign rights”, in the economic zone (the EEZ, 
which stands for the Exclusive Economic Zone, as set out in Part V, i.e. art.s 55 et seq. 
of UNCLOS) and on the continental shelf. 

In the EEZ, which extends to a limit of 200 miles from the baselines, the coastal 
state exercises sovereign rights over the natural resources in the zone. More precisely, 
as set out in UNCLOS art. 56 par. 1 (a), the coastal state has “sovereign rights for the 
purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing the natural resources, 
whether living or non-living, of the waters superjacent to the sea-bed and of the 
sea-bed and its subsoil.”  

The rights of the coastal state over the continental shelf are regulated by 
UNCLOS Part VI, art.s 76 et seq. Here the coastal state’s sovereign rights concern 
only the purpose of exploring the continental shelf and exploiting its natural resources 
(art. 77). While the EEZ stops at 200 miles from the baselines of the continental shelf, 
and in consequence the coastal state rights in that respect, may well extend further out. 

Particularly in respect of Norway and as regards the islands of Spitzbergen, the 
Norwegian government has had since 1977, and until further notice, on the basis of the 
Convention rules on the EEZ and earlier on the basis of customary law refrained from 
the exercise of full EEZ jurisdiction. Instead, Norway in 1977 proclaimed a 
non-discriminatory Fisheries Protection Zone, wherein it does not give Norwegian 
fishermen and fishing vessels the priority position which would otherwise follow from 
the application of UNCLOS art. 56 (and the ensuing articles, such as 60, 61 and 62; 
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which give the coastal state the right to reserve the entire allowable catch for its own 
nationals; limiting the rights of other states under the Convention to the so-called 
surplus; i.e., such quantities within the allowable catch which are not covered by the 
coastal state’s own harvesting capacity). 

 

 
 

The reasons given for this practice, which may seem to be more favourable in 
regard to foreign fishing interests than that followed in the 200 mile zone extending 
from the Norwegian mainland, were both the lack of need to give Norwegian 
fishermen priority in the Fisheries Protection Zone (as opposed to the need for 
regulatory measures on a non-discriminatory basis) and the wish to avoid any 
controversy regarding possible claims for application of art. 2 of the 1920 Spitzbergen 
Treaty (concerning the rights of fishing and hunting in the “territories specified in 
article 1 and in their territorial waters”) in the 200 mile zone. In practice this means 
that quotas are allocated between vessels from Norway, the Russian Federation and the 
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European Union by applying “objective” criteria such as traditional fishing in the area, 
instead of giving Norwegian vessels priorities by virtue of Norway being the coastal 
state. 

As coastal state jurisdiction has, over a relatively short period of time, been 
extended into vast new areas it goes without saying that this development must cause a 
serious of questions concerning delimitation.  

The most remarkable instance of different views concerning bilateral delimitation, 
where agreement has not yet been reached, is probably that of the situation between 
Norway and the Russian Federation, and earlier the Soviet Union, in the Barents Sea.  
The two opposing views have been, on the one hand, Norway’s that the continental 
shelf and the EEZ should be delimited by the application of a median or equidistance 
line, and on the other hand that the limit should follow the so-called sector line 
proclaimed in 1926 by the Soviet Union. This line was proclaimed as extending from 
the then westernmost border of the land territory of the Union up to the North Pole.  
The 1926 decree said that USSR should have sovereignty over all islands discovered 
as well as undiscovered, directly to the north of the Union, situated between this line 
and a corresponding sector line from the eastern border of the Union (in the Bering’s 
Strait). 

In addition, different views have appeared considering the relationship between 
the rules of the New Law of the Sea, in particular UNCLOS art.s 56 and 77, and the 
provisions – or, more correctly: of certain provisions – of the 1920 Spitzbergen Treaty. 

It should be emphasized that none of these possible areas of conflict, or of 
disagreement, are “territorial” in the normal sense of the word. None of the four states 
have any conflicting views concerning their respective territories, including their 
respective territorial seas. Sovereignty over all their territories is recognized, and 
recognition is of long standing, including the recognition by other states of Norway’s 
sovereignty over Spitzbergen (dating from the 1920s). 

The questions which have arisen as resulting from the development of the New 
Law of the Sea concern not territory, but the continental shelf and the EEZ (including 
in this connection the Fisheries Protection Zone).  

The difference in law between the EEZ / continental shelf on the one hand and 
territory on the other is closely connected to the fundamentals of the legal 
development. When the provisions of UNCLOS were formulated, and when the 
corresponding development took place in customary law, it was stressed that the new 
zones should not be subject to “sovereignty” (as opposed to “sovereign rights” for 
specific purposes) or covered by the term “territory.” As stated by art. 55 of the 
UNCLOS – on the “Specific legal régime of the exclusive economic zone” – the EEZ 
“is an area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea, subject to the specific legal 
régime established in this Part.” Art. 55 goes on to state that the “rights and 
jurisdiction of the coastal state and the rights and freedoms of other states are governed 
by the relevant provisions of this Convention.”  

In the discussions at the Conference, leading to the formulation and agreement on 
what is now binding as both customary and conventional law, it was stressed that the 
200 mile EEZ was to be regarded as a zone sui generis. It should be assimilated neither 
to the territorial sea nor to the high seas, but remain a new and specific category “in 
between.” This was a particularly important element of the grand compromise, which 
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led to the new development. While the coastal states would obtain the sovereign rights 
over fisheries and other resources in the 200 mile zone – or, in other words, areas 
which had earlier been considered as high seas and as res communis – the new regime 
would at the same time preserve the traditional rights of other states in accordance 
with the principles of the freedom of the high seas in matters of navigation and 
over-flight (and concerning the laying of submarine cables and pipelines, cf. UNCLOS 
art. 58). 

A full understanding of the nature of the EEZ requires that account is also being 
taken of the military and strategic aspects. If the free movement of military aircraft and 
vessels (including submarines) should be impeded by the development of new rules of 
international law in the 12 to 200 mile belts around the world, this would have 
seriously hurt the security of both superpowers and of their allies.  

To regard the 12 to 200 mile zone as “territorial sea,” or as something which 
could easily be assimilated to or considered as part of such a concept, must therefore 
be looked upon as a solution which could not have been found acceptable; be it in the 
working out of a convention or in the development of customary law. 

It goes almost without saying that the provisions of UNCLOS on the EEZ and the 
continental shelf are directly applicable in Northern Waters, including the waters 
situated between Denmark (Greenland), Iceland, Norway and the Russian Federation.  
There is no provision, or otherwise any rule in the New Law of the Sea, which could 
exclude the applicability of the new principles of resource management, which are 
indeed of as great importance in these areas as otherwise around the globe. Nor is there 
anything in the Spitzbergen Treaty of 1920, which could be interpreted as any kind of 
prohibition against the development of such new rules of international law; or which 
could prevent the coastal states, including Norway, from the exercise of jurisdiction 
beyond the limits of their territorial seas, according to the rules of new system of law. 

 
2.  The Spitzbergen Treaty was negotiated at the 1919 Peace Conference after World 
War I. The idea was to use the Conference to solve some of the hitherto unsettled 
questions in Europe, in order to arrive at a definite solution (Spitzbergen having earlier 
been regarded as not subject to the sovereignty of any state, a terra nullius). The Treaty 
was signed by the contracting parties in Paris on February 9th 1920 and entered into 
force on August 14th 1925. Under art.1 the contracting parties undertook to recognize 
the full and absolute sovereignty of Norway. Such recognition was “subject to the 
stipulations of the present Treaty;” which meant that Norway, in return for the 
recognition of sovereignty, would have to accord certain rights to the other parties to 
the Treaty. Such other rights included inter alia equal treatment of nationals and ships 
in regard to fishing and hunting on land as well as in the territorial sea (art. 2) and in 
regard to maritime, industrial, mining and commercial operations (art. 3). Also art. 8 
on Norway’s obligation to provide for mining regulations within such limitations as 
were prescribed in art. 8 itself and the other provisions of the Treaty, including limits 
on taxation, may be mentioned. 

Under general international law, sovereignty means that the state has the right to 
take all steps, including legislation and the enforcement thereof, which have not been 
excluded by provisions of the Spitzbergen Treaty or by other rules of international law.  
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Treaty provisions granting rights to other states are, on the other hand, limited to those 
rights which are actually covered by those provisions.  

The basic difference between sovereignty on the one hand and obligations 
undertaken in a treaty was emphasized by the Permanent Court of International Justice 
in the Memel case. In the aftermath of World War I, Memel (Klaipeda), which was part 
of the territory of Lithuanian, had been given certain autonomy. But the sovereignty 
should be with the Republic of Lithuania. When the Lithuania authorities took action 
in a matter which had not been regulated in the agreement on autonomy – by 
dismissing the authorities of Memel – the lawfulness of such a measure was put before 
the PCIJ.  The Court found that the sovereignty of Lithuania must prevail. 

The idea that the sovereignty of Norway is “limited” or “subject to limitations” is 
not correct. It is, in effect, directly contrary to what has been expressly agreed and 
written out in art. 1 of the Spitzbergen Treaty – which states that the contracting parties 
undertake to recognize Norway’s “full and absolute” sovereignty. In addition, 
recognition of Norway’s sovereignty was given by the Soviet Union already in 1924.  
This recognition was unconditional.  

What here appears from the text of art. 1 is also substantiated by an analysis of 
the relevant elements of general international law. It is precisely because sovereignty 
was established and would be exercised by Norway – through that legal mechanism – 
that Norway could undertake to perform effectively such obligations as those set out in 
art.s 2 et seq. of the Treaty, and accord such rights to other states over the territories 
concerned. 

The text of the Spitzbergen Treaty was worked out during the Versailles 
Conference by a special Commission du Spitsberg; consisting of representatives from 
the four major powers (France, Italy, Great Britain and the United States), whose draft 
was accepted by the Conference and thereafter signed and ratified by the contracting 
states. 

The intention that the sovereignty according to art. 1 should be absolute and in 
principle unlimited, with only those restrictions which were set out and agreed upon in 
the other articles of the Treaty, was expressed clearly in the Commission. In a reply to 
a question presented by the representative of Italy, Marchetti Ferrante, concerning 
certain matters not expressly dealt with in any article, the President (Laroche, from 
France) stated that “Norwegian jurisdiction will have to be applied to (Spitzbergen) 
Norwegian territory (...)” All derogations from sovereignty were to be found in the 
treaty, which was under preparation. As for other matters – referred to as the surplus – 
one would have to apply the sovereignty of Norway. 

 
3.  All rights and powers which a state possesses or may exercise over or in regard to 
its territory are, in principle, the “application of” that state’s sovereignty. They may 
also be characterized as following from or as emanations from the state’s sovereignty.  
This is also the case in respect of the continental shelf and the EEZ. It is the 
application of state sovereignty over land and in particular over the coastline (“the 
coastal front”) which leads to state sovereignty over the territorial sea and further out 
to sovereign rights in the EEZ and on the continental shelf. 

It follows that characteristics such as “application of” or “consequences of” state 
sovereignty can never form a satisfactory basis for a proposition to the effect that the 
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shelf and the EEZ should be regarded as included in such rights for other states as are 
laid down in art.s 2 et seq. of the Treaty. 

There is, in consequence, no room for the contention that the limitations in art.s 2 
et seq. should come into operation in all cases where Norwegian sovereignty is being 
applied or exercised in regard to Spitzbergen. 

The basic difference between a system of sovereignty and a mandate is precisely 
this: Whilst a mandate would normally imply that the administering state should 
generally and in all matters exercise its authority only in accordance with the interests 
of the local population or the international community, without any benefit for itself, 
sovereignty means that the state is only bound by those limitations which have been 
specifically agreed to (or which follow from other rules of international law). There 
must be a “surplus”, which the state is free to decide upon and to regulate as it might 
wish. 

In regard to Norway’s sovereignty over Spitzbergen, it seems that any 
re-negotiating of the basic elements of the treaty is out of the question. In particular, 
this applies to art. 1; whereby the contracting parties have agreed to recognize, and in 
fact have recognized, Norwegian sovereignty over the islands. Generally, a sovereign 
state does not start negotiations or re-negotiations concerning whether or not it shall in 
the future continue to exercise sovereignty over what is indisputably a part of its 
territory. 

The questions concerning the EEZ and the continental shelf might, at the outset, 
be argued to be of a somewhat different character. Those “new” areas of coastal state 
jurisdiction are not subject to sovereignty and are not parts of the coastal state’s, i.e. 
Norway’s territory. However, it should be recalled that the legal basis for the exercise 
of coastal state jurisdiction, and indeed “sovereign rights,” are not to be found in the 
Spitzbergen Treaty as such, but in the rules which today follow from the provisions of 
the 1982 UN Law of the Sea Convention, and which before the acceptance and entry 
into force of that Convention derived their validity form customary international law.  
As Norway (and not “Spitzbergen”) is the coastal state according to the New Law of 
the Sea, and as every state shall according to that law have sovereign rights over the 
EEZ and the continental shelf, it seems that the issue of any possible re-negotiating 
must concern the rules of the 1982 UNCLOS and not those of the 1920 Spitzbergen 
Treaty. Having myself taken part in the painstaking and extremely time-consuming 
efforts of creating the New Law, it is in my submission rather unlikely that any such 
re-negotiation could indeed take place. Furthermore, if one should attempt a 
re-negotiation on the ground that waters around Spitzbergen could be construed to be 
in some kind of a special position, it would be tantamount to deny to Norway as the 
coastal state the right to draw the ordinary consequences under modern international 
law of coastal state sovereignty over the relevant coastlines. This, again, would seem 
to be directly contrary to the terms and the intention of the Spitzbergen Treaty.  

It has been said that the conclusion reached at the Peace Conference was to 
“give” Norway sovereignty over the archipelago and that the Spitzbergen Treaty 
“gave” that sovereignty to Norway. Such statements are, at the best, ambiguous.  
Legally it is not possible to “give” something to somebody, if the donor does not 
himself possess the rights which he intends to pass on to the other party. None of the 
states participating at the Conference, or a collective of those states, had any 
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sovereignty over Spitzbergen; which they could transfer or undertake to transfer to 
Norway. 

What was, and is, then the legal basis for Norwegian sovereignty? The answer 
follows from the fact that Spitzbergen was earlier a terra nullius, and was established 
by taking possession of it in 1925, is now also supported by the exercise of sovereignty 
during some eight decades.   

 
4.  Just as art. 1 was the basis for the obligation of other states parties to recognize the 
sovereignty of Norway the ensuing articles of the Treaty form the legal basis for 
Norway’s obligations to provide for certain rights accorded to the other parties. The 
nationals of other parties shall have the rights of fishing and hunting and with regard to 
access and entry and maritime, industrial, mining and commercial operations specified 
in art.s 2 and 3.  

In order to answer such questions in the affirmative, one must of course analyze 
the new concepts and rules concerning coastal state rights; which have developed since 
1920, and which define the legal situation in the EEZ and on the shelf. Can those areas 
be considered falling under treaty provisions concerning “territorial waters,” such as 
the Spitsbergen Treaty art. 2 and 3? 

Well, the first and foremost element to be considered is, of course, what derives 
from the New Law of the Sea as such. Where there is no compelling reason to reason 
differently, the ordinary rules on coastal state sovereign rights in the EEZ and on the 
continental shelf must apply. It goes almost without saying that those rules, according 
to their own content, comprise also the North Atlantic Ocean and the Barents Sea, 
including the waters around Spitzbergen. 

The second element is the particular Spitzbergen Treaty of 1920, and the 
understanding of that treaty according to its own merits. Here it is, in particular, 
indispensable to read the treaty provisions as they stand and to warn against 
misunderstandings and misquotations, which seem to have reached a certain level of 
distribution. One such misunderstanding is that Spitzbergen is an “internationalized 
area” according to the treaty; another is that Norway’s sovereignty is in general of a 
“limited” character or “subject to limitations.” 

The third element is whether or not particular treaty provisions as such – and 
especially the provisions on rights for other parties to the treaty concerning fishing and 
hunting according to art. 2 and to carry on “maritime, industrial, mining and 
commercial operations on a footing of absolute equality” by virtue of art. 3 – comprise, 
according to their own merits, activities in the EEZ or on the continental shelf. Is there, 
in the treaty of 1920, to be found undertakings with such content? The answer may 
vary from one provision to another. We must consider each individual article according 
to its merits. It is therefore not correct to phrase the questions as concerning or to 
speak of “the geographical application (or sphere of application)” of the Spitzbergen 
Treaty in its entirety. Some of the treaty’s provisions mention both land territory and 
territorial waters (such as art.s 2 and 3 on the rights of hunting and fishing and on 
industrial and maritime etc. operations), and some are dealing with land territory only.  

The fourth, and equally indispensable, condition for the consideration of EEZ or 
continental shelf rights for other states as something which could be argued on the 
basis of the Spitzbergen Treaty – if such a basis could indeed be found in that treaty, 
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according to its own merits – is that such a particular treaty régime in the EEZ or on 
the shelf would be “compatible with” the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea.   
This condition is laid down in art. 311.2 of the UNCLOS, which requires that such 
other agreements must be both “compatible with this Convention” and “do not affect 
the enjoyment by other States Parties of their rights or the performance of their 
obligations under this Convention.”  Art. 311.5 makes a reserve for “international 
agreements expressly permitted or preserved by other articles of this Convention (i.e., 
UNCLOS itself).” 

The EEZ is not an extension of the territorial sea. The régime of the EEZ – which 
does not merely give rights to coastal states, but imposes important duties on them in 
regard to conservation and allocation of resources to those states which are given 
priority according to the rules of UNCLOS art.s 62 et seq. – is in reality more closely 
related to the régime of the high seas. It means, in all areas between 12 and 200 
nautical miles from the nearest coastline, that the new régime shall replace and 
supersede the earlier régime of equal access and flag state jurisdiction. The general 
experience and awareness of the inadequacy of the earlier rules in these areas were one 
of the main reasons for the convening of the 3rd UN Conference on the Law of the Sea, 
and for the elaboration and the adoption of the new régime. To substitute the rules of 
UNCLOS for an earlier régime of equal access such as that agreed upon in 1920 for 
the territorial sea around Spitzbergen would turn the clock backwards and be directly 
contrary to the basic principles of responsible management and protection of resources 
and environment according to the general interest of mankind as a whole – which 
depends on effective jurisdiction being exercised by one single state – which have now 
found almost universal acceptance in the UNCLOS rules.  
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WHY DON’T THE SWEDES RELYWHY DON’T THE SWEDES RELYWHY DON’T THE SWEDES RELYWHY DON’T THE SWEDES RELY    
ON THE BALTIC PIPELINE   ON THE BALTIC PIPELINE   ON THE BALTIC PIPELINE   ON THE BALTIC PIPELINE                               by Krister WAHLBÄCK 
 

 
Legal, environmental and geopolitical considerations induce Stockholm to hinder the 
seabed pipeline plan between Russia and Germany. The clamorous errors of Gazprom. 
The Swedish government holds accountable public opinion of Nord Stream. 

 
 

 

1.        IN A TERSE  LETTER TO THE “NORD 

Stream” Company, February 12th 2008, the Swedish Government did not give them 
the permission they had asked for to lay their planned gas pipelines from Russia to 
Germany on Sweden’s continental shelf and exclusive economic zone in the Baltic Sea.  
They were told to come back with supplements to their application by December 21st 
2007, analyzing the environmental impact of the pipelines in a much more thorough 
way and presenting alternative stretches that might cause less damage. 

Apparently, this decision was a great surprise to the directors of Nord Stream 
(which is the present name of the Russian-German company that intends to build what 
used to be called the NEGP or the North European Gas Pipeline). At a press 
conference in Stockholm in early January 2008, they declared that they “took for 
granted” that their application would be accepted. They had not heard of any legal 
grounds for not accepting the application, they said, and had already signed orders for 
the steel pipelines with relevant companies. 

 
2. How are we to explain that Nord Stream directors, supposedly competent and 
serious people, were completely in the dark about the realities of the situation? After 
all, they are the agents of Gazprom, their majority owner, and whatever you may say 
about Gazprom, they are hardly known for amateurism in their international activities.  

One reason may be that they were influenced by an argument put forward by 
some Swedish newspapers. Their journalists maintained that the Nord Stream 
application could not really be refused by the Swedish Government because only a few 
years ago the Government granted another application to lay a gas pipeline across the 
Baltic Sea. In that case, it was a German company that prepared a pipeline from 
Rostock in Germany to Trelleborg in southern-most Sweden. Almost the entire stretch 
of Sweden’s part of this pipeline will run in Swedish territorial waters (as the distance 
from Rostock to Trelleborg is rather small, the pipeline will be within either German or 
Swedish territorial waters except for a short distance in the middle). Once the Swedish 
Government accepted a gas pipeline within its territorial waters, where our sovereign 
rights are complete, how could they possibly refuse a similar permission for the 
present Russian-German pipeline on Sweden’s continental shelf (but outside our 
territorial waters), where our rights are much more limited?   

Presumably, this was music to the ears of Nord Stream directors, and they may 
have sincerely believed that these Swedish journalists had a point. However, even a 
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superficial probe would have revealed to them that the parallel is quite mistaken.  
Within Swedish territorial waters, Sweden’s internal legislation applies, including the 
basic Environmental Code (Miljöbalk). This lays down that applications for projects 
that may cause risks for the environment can be permitted if the advantages of the 
project at hand are substantial.  

 

 
 

In other words, projects which considerably improve our communications or 
energy provisions may be granted, although the environmental risks are considerable.  
Thus, it is easy to explain that the Rostock-Trelleborg pipeline got the green light 
without much opposition (though the process still took three years). The project would 
obviously be an important improvement of gas supply to the existing gas energy 
system in southern Sweden, whereas the environmental risks would be fairly small 
with this relatively short stretch on a less sensitive part of the Baltic seabed.  

With regard to the “Nord Stream” project, everything is different. For a start, 
outside our territorial waters, it is the United Nations Convention on the Law of the 
Sea (UNCLOS) that regulates the laying of pipelines by foreign countries. This 
Convention does not refer to any consideration of potential advantages for the coastal 
state. Thus, even if there had been any such advantage, for instance by a side branch 
delivering gas to Sweden, this would not have been a legitimate reason for Sweden to 
neglect the explicit obligation laid down in art. 192 of the UNCLOS for coastal states 
to protect and preserve the marine environment, an obligation further developed in 
chapter XII of the UNCLOS. In fact, this overarching obligation has to be taken into 
account in any interpretation of other UNCLOS clauses.  

And there is at least one such other, more “permissive” UNCLOS clause. Art. 79 
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stipulates that all states are entitled to lay pipelines on the continental shelf “in 
accordance with the provisions of this article.” The first of these provisions declares 
that coastal states may not impede the laying of pipelines on the part of foreign 
countries, subject to the right of the coastal state to take reasonable measures for the 
prevention and reduction of pollution from the pipeline. The second provision declares 
that the delineation of the course of the pipeline must be approved by the coastal state.  

In fact, this “right” to prevent pollution comes close to a “duty” in view of art. 
194.2, which states that states are obligated to take all necessary measures to make 
sure that activities under their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the 
environment of other countries. For instance, if Sweden were to allow the Nord Stream 
project, and this turns out to pollute Estonian or Polish waters, we would be held 
responsible.   

These crucial provisions mean that a general principle – in this case the principle 
of entitlement to lay pipelines - is severely restricted by important exceptions – not an 
uncommon phenomenon either in national or international law. Thus, if a coastal state 
has serious environmental concerns about a project by which other states intend to put 
their pipelines on its continental shelf, the coastal state has been given good 
possibilities to bring about thorough investigations of alternative locations for the 
pipelines. It will likely make use of these possibilities, especially if it observes 
indications that the proposed seabed route has not been selected bona fide but for 
reasons not recognized by the Law of the Sea Convention. 

Is it conceivable that Nord Stream directors were unaware of these elementary 
facts of international law? Admittedly, it is a bit unkind to suggest that this might be 
the case. However, not only did they tell Swedish media in early January 2008 that 
they had not heard of any legal grounds for not accepting their application. In the 
summer of 2007, their main spokesman, Mr. Dirk von Ameln, went even further. He 
told the main Swedish evening TV news program Rapport (July 19th, 2007) that the 
seabed pipeline could not be prevented as the right to “innocent passage” is laid down 
in international law! Thus the pipeline “is to be permitted like any ship sailing by!”  
Unless these absurd statements were willful disinformation, they give rise to concern 
with regard to the care with which Nord Stream prepares their application as well as 
the pipeline project as such, in case it were to be permitted. This calls for some 
circumspection before accepting statements of “facts” by Nord Stream. 

 
3. Unfortunately, as I am writing this article, Nord Stream seems to be providing us 
with further examples of a similar nature.  

Originally, they argued that a so-called “compression tower” on Sweden’s 
continental shelf was an essential feature of the project. Suddenly, this part of the 
project was abandoned and replaced by a somewhat smaller “service platform,” again 
declared to be essential for the secure running of the pipelines in their application of 
late December 2007. In January 2008, Mr. von Ameln told Swedish media that they 
had not yet found the means to dispense with the platform. In early April 2008, there 
was a new volte-face. The service platform is not needed any more, they say, since 
their technicians have discovered that they can indeed secure the maintenance of the 
pipelines without any intermediate platform for launching the inspection gauges, the 
so-called “intelligent pigs,” that control the status of the pipelines. When you start 
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checking this story, it does not inspire confidence in Nord Stream’s thoroughness, 
though the jury is still out at the time of writing.1 

Also, Nord Stream first proposed that the pipelines should run southeast of the 
Danish island of Bornholm. As they discovered that this is an area claimed both by 
Poland and Denmark (a fact known for years), they changed the proposed course to the 
continental shelf northwest of the island, between Bornholm and the southeastern tip 
of Sweden. They asserted that this change had been approved by Danish authorities, 
which was either a foolhardy bluff or a remarkable carelessness. As they were told by 
Danish and Swedish maritime authorities, the proposed new route is right in the 
middle of one of the main shipping lanes of the Baltic Sea, where the traffic of oil 
tankers is not easy to manage even without being blocked by pipe-laying barges. At the 
time of writing, it seems that Nord Stream shall have to explore some third alternative, 
whatever it will be.  

In late January 2008, the Swedish Maritime Administration published an 
extensive list of the hazards that the Nord Stream project would create for shipping in 
the Baltic Sea, expressing some impatience with the failure of Nord Stream to address 
the risks for the environment that would ensue in case one of the many potential 
accidents that would occur. Whether this failure is due to incompetence or to 
nonchalance is hard to tell.  

  
4. In addition to deficient competence in legal matters and apparent sloppiness in 
technical matters, it seems likely that Nord Stream directors and their Gazprom bosses 
failed to realize that environmental concerns are quite strong in Sweden. This means 
that the process preceding any permission to lay the pipelines will be thorough and 
strict. Pollution risks that may seem insignificant to Russians, and perhaps to some 
Germans, carry a considerable weight in a culture such as the Swedish one. This will 
affect Swedish interpretations of what constitutes “reasonable measures” to prevent 
pollution in the light of the obligation of the UNCLOS to safeguard the marine 
environment.     

The process is, so far, only in an early phase. When the governments of the 
coastal states concerned – primarily Finland and Sweden – are to decide whether to 
accept the Nord Stream project as modified, they will proceed according to their 
different national legislations. In case they were to accept the project, these legislations 
give ample opportunities for appeals to courts by citizens or organizations that are 
more skeptical towards the project. These rules were set up at a time when 
consciousness of environmental risks, as well as of the need to involve citizens in the 
decision-making process, were well established in their societies.  

Most Swedes are certainly no fundamentalists but are prepared to accept risks for 
the environment, provided that the project at hand entails tangible advantages and 

                                                        
1 The notion of discoveries by Nord Stream technicians during the last three months gives grounds for concern 
about the meticulousness of the technical preparations of their pipeline project. They argue that they have now 
found out that there is another, equally long gas pipeline running from Norway to the UK, the “Langeled” 
pipeline, showing that long distance pigging is indeed feasible for high-pressure large diameter pipes without any 
service platform midpoint. However, the Langeled does have a platform midway (the “Sleipner”). And if their 
“intelligent pigs” somehow run the entire length of the pipeline without any role for this platform, how could 
Nord Stream technicians have been ignorant about this fact until April 2008, considering that “Langeled” has 
been in operation for quite some time?     
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seems fair in a general sense. The case of Nord Stream, however, is something quite 
exceptional in that two big powers – Russia and Germany - want to arrange gas 
transport between themselves by exploiting the continental shelf of two other countries 
– Finland and Sweden – that have no interest whatsoever in the pipelines but will 
unfortunately be much more affected by any damage to the marine environment than 
Russia or Germany. As far as I know, it has never happened anywhere in the world that 
two powers have hit upon such a presumptuous idea when there are on-shore 
alternatives available to arrange the transport. The “South Stream” project across the 
Black Sea, on the other hand, conforms to the normal pattern in that Bulgaria will 
derive advantages from the stretch on its continental shelf by taking some gas for 
itself. 

It seems likely that popular pressure on the Swedish Government to take 
environmental risks seriously will increase further, as this unique feature of the Nord 
Stream project becomes more widely recognized. Swedes, like many other small 
nations, tend to resent overbearing behavior by big powers.            

 
5.  One of Sweden’s best experts in aquatic toxicology, Professor Bengt Erik 
Bengtsson of Stockholm University, recently stated that the Baltic seabed project is a 
“gigantic environmental experiment.” For my own part, even as a layman in the field, 
it is hard not to be impressed by the hazards involved. The two parallel pipelines that 
Nord Stream wants to lay will be dug into the seabed for parts of the stretch through 
Sweden’s share of the continental shelf. This requires a lot of “trenching” and 
“dredging” and “rectification” of the seabed, which consists of a top layer of very soft 
organic clay. The layer’s sediments contain numerous pollutants, such as phosphor and 
heavy metals. In addition, submerged into this top layer are tens of thousands of tons 
of chemical munitions that were dumped after the Second World War. Further, tens of 
thousands of conventional explosives, mainly depth charges and mines, most of them 
still active, are stuck into the mud or drifting around on the seabed.  

Somewhat similar problems are not unknown in other waters, such as the North 
Sea. However, the Baltic Sea is different in that it is a relatively small and very 
shallow sea of brackish water, having only an extremely limited circulation of waters 
with the oceans. This means that the consequences of the release of any pollutants will 
be much greater than in other, larger and deeper waters such as the Mediterranean 
(seven times as large and twenty times as deep!), or waters with open access to the 
oceans such as the North Sea. While we may assume that the Nord Stream Company 
will do its best to prevent mines from blowing up its pipe-laying barges and pipelines, 
they will not have the same self-interest with regard to pollutants and chemical 
munitions. 

Several of the hazards appear to be inherent in the whole project and impossible 
to remedy even by changing the delineation of the course of the pipelines on Sweden’s 
continental shelf.  

         
6.  In its letter to Nord Stream this February, the Swedish Government required a 
presentation of alternative locations for the pipelines. They did not choose to specify at 
this stage whether they also had in mind locations on land and their environmental 
impact. But it seems pretty obvious that there are better on-shore alternatives available 
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that would pose no risk at all to the marine health of the Baltic Sea, and that Sweden is 
entitled to demand that Nord Stream present serious investigations of such alternatives.   

On the last point, it seems evident that the first reasonable measure available to a 
coastal state is to ask for alternatives that would likely entail less environmental risks, 
and certainly none to the Baltic Sea. In addition, it stands to reason that it is only in the 
light of information about the extent of environmental hazards with on-shore 
alternatives that the government will be able to judge the legitimate extent of the 
reasonable measures that they may wish to impose on the seabed alternative in order to 
reduce environmental damage, in case the government were to consider granting 
permission. “Reasonable measures” is not an absolute, well-defined concept. What it 
means in a particular case can only be established in relation to environmental damage 
caused by available alternative routes, and what it would take to reduce damage in the 
case at hand to similar levels. In other words, if it were to be found – quite contrary to 
my belief – that on-shore alternatives would in fact cause quite as serious a damage 
(though on-shore in territories of Russia, Belarus and Poland), the extent of 
“reasonable measures” should be restrictively assessed; if not, they should be liberally 
appraised. The same point was, I believe, made by the Finnish government in a letter 
published on February 27th 2007.2     

There are at least two entirely land-based alternatives. First, there is the so-called 
Yamal 2 pipeline, running through Belarus and Poland parallel to the present Yamal 1 
pipeline. In fact, the ground is already prepared for this Yamal 2 line. The second 
alternative is the so-called Amber pipeline project, running through Latvia, Lithuania 
and Poland, i.e. entirely within EU territory.  

You may ask whether the Yamal 2 or Amber alternatives would be acceptable to 
the governments concerned. Russian sources sometimes tell us that they have indeed 
had discussions about these alternatives with the respective governments, showing that 
there are no prospects for success. However, I am not aware of any evidence to back 
up such claims. Obviously, the answer can only emerge in the course of serious 
negotiations initiated by the Nord Stream Company or by some other Gazprom agent – 
discussions that should of course have started a long time ago.  

Nord Stream will likely repeat their argument that any straying from the Baltic 
seabed would be contrary to their “business idea” or to their mandate as laid down in 
their corporate bylaws. But the Government of Sweden cannot accept to have its hands 
tied by a private company, not even one which is a front of powerful Gazprom. It is up 
to Gazprom either to make the Nord Stream mandate flexible or to set up another 
agent.         

Nord Stream spokesmen sometimes refer to alleged drawbacks with on-shore 
alternatives from an economic or environmental point of view. Though it seems likely 
that the seabed route would be at least three times more expensive than Yamal 23, we 

                                                        
2 In this letter of February 26th 2007 to the German Government (“Additional answer to the notification 
concerning the Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context (Espoo Convention) for the 
Nord Stream Gas Pipeline”), the Finnish Government states that the alternative of “not implementing the project 
exclusively as a sub-sea project needs to be kept in the assessment as a frame of reference for the other 
alternatives”.  
3 Nord Stream has not presented any serious information of their calculated costs for their Baltic seabed project. 
For all we know, however, they have not included the cost of removing the pipelines at the end of their lifetime. 
They may not have noticed that the UNCLOS imposes a duty to do that if the coastal state so wishes, nor that  
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cannot exclude that there may be some substance in these arguments. But in view of 
Nord Stream’s main approach of waving aside discussions of on-shore alternatives, it 
seems unlikely that these statements are based on any serious investigations. In any 
case, none has been presented in their application to the Swedish Government.   

 
7.  If Nord Stream were to refuse to present such investigations and thus fail to get 
the permission required, the case may have to be referred to the International Court of 
Justice in The Hague. The issue of the coastal state’s competence to refuse permission 
unless on-shore alternatives are explored, in a case affecting exceptionally sensitive 
waters such as the Baltic Sea, has never been adjudged by this Court. Thus Sweden 
would do an important service to international law by bringing it there, invoking that 
the route preferred by Nord Stream is not a bona fide choice, as it has not been shown 
to be the alternative which is least damaging to the environment, certainly not in the 
Baltic Sea and most likely not in a general sense.4 

It seems obvious that environmental concerns weigh even more heavily today 
than they did when the Law of the Sea Convention was established some twenty-five 
years ago, and that the International Court of Justice would today interpret the extent 
of the “reasonable measures” granted to the coastal state very much in the light of the 
general obligations of the UNCLOS to protect the marine environment. Also, they 
would likely take into account the exceptional nature of the project referred to above 
with regard to the lack of balance of advantages and hazards between Russia and 
Germany on one hand, Sweden on the other. 

 
8. This will be a time-consuming process, mostly due to the ways in which Putin and 
Schröder chose to launch their project on their own back in 2003, and the carelessness 
with which Nord Stream subsequently approached their task. The delays may be 
especially inconvenient for Germany in view of the energy shortage that the closing 
down of further nuclear reactors may entail. However, if Berlin were to persist in 
dismantling their nuclear reactors irrespective of their energy situation, it would be 
their own choice. Also, Angela Merkel’s Germany has the option of telling Gazprom 
that unfortunately, the Putin-Schröder deal was not well prepared and that the time has 
come to switch to on-shore alternatives. Such a development seems to become more 
likely as the extent of the financial problems piling up with the foreseeable delays 
catch the attention of the banks that are supposed to provide funds for the Nord Stream 
project.    

Meanwhile, Russian authorities will get much needed time to sort out their own 
energy policy priorities. We all know that the concerns in the EU over Gazprom’s 
continued ability to meet foreign demand are almost as great at the worries about the 
way Gazprom uses bilateral deals to divide EU member states. But we also face 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Sweden’s Law on the Continental Shelf stipulates that the Government can ask the applicant to give security for 
his ability to do so (§ 4 c). A rough estimate is that at least 2 billion US dollars, to be deposited with an appropriate 
international bank before the start of any construction work, should be added to Nord Stream’s present 
calculations.     
4 As the Nord Stream Company is formally located in Switzerland, it would probably be a case between Sweden 
and Switzerland, which may seem strange. However, as the issue is of considerable interest from an international 
law point of view, it is likely that the Swiss government would agree that it is essential to go to the final and most 
authoritative court of appeal.  
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internal Russian doubts over Gazprom’s ability to supply its domestic market, as 
witnessed by the recent outburst of Anatoly Chubais. He argues that while there is 
much talk about Nord Stream and South Stream, “what I believe we need is a Russian 
stream.”5 Such views seem to reflect ongoing power struggles between authoritarians 
and liberals, a fight not conducive to rational decisions (by our standards) on energy 
policies.  

                                          
9.  There are those who ask whether it would be wise for Sweden to make use of the 
possibilities to bring about a serious exploration of on-shore alternatives. After all, to 
some extent it is up to Sweden to decide whether to take a serious view of the 
environmental problems with the present project. Three arguments have been 
advanced in our public debate for taking a more relaxed view of our obligations as set 
out in the UNCLOS. 

The first one is that new pipelines for transport of Russian gas to Germany would 
hopefully serve to integrate Russia in European cooperation and would increase 
interdependence between Russia and major West European powers. However, while 
this is an argument in favor of new gas pipelines, it is no reason whatsoever why the 
pipelines should run such a strange and risky course across the Baltic seabed as long as 
there are on-shore alternatives that the Nord Stream Company has not cared to explore. 

Next, there is the argument that solidarity among EU member states should move 
us to take a more permissive attitude to the present Baltic seabed project. However, 
this argument works in favor of on-shore alternatives, since solidarity does not allow 
selectivity. In other words, solidarity should be displayed not only towards powerful 
West European EU members, but also towards new EU member states in East Central 
Europe.  

Unfortunately, Germany, under Schröder, took a different view. Instead of 
exploring the gas pipeline issue together with all Baltic Sea states in a spirit of 
cooperation and transparency, Schröder and Putin made a deal between themselves 
without the slightest consultation with other coastal states, not even those on whose 
continental shelves they intend to dig their pipelines. The Nord Stream Company was 
given the charge to have us accept their deal, while Schröder was rewarded by his 
appointment as an exorbitantly well-paid PR agent for the project.6   

Initially, the Company was unable to hide this big power presumptuousness in its 
project information documents. Thus, they argued, in the September 2006 version that 
the Baltic Sea pipelines would open up “a new direct connection between Russia’s 
natural gas reserves and Europe. The selected pipeline route avoids political and 
economic instabilities along the present on-shore Russia-Europe transit pipelines.” In 
these sentences, “Europe” means only Germany and countries west of Germany. In 
other words, Poland and the Baltic states, all of them EU members, are excluded as not 
belonging to Europe proper, as it were, and as saddled with “political and economic 
instabilities.” This kind of statement indicates that the Baltic seabed pipelines are not a 
bona fide project but driven by power political calculations certainly not recognized by 

                                                        
5 Financial Times interview, 19 May 2008. 
6 According to press reports, Putin has offered Mr. Romano Prodi to head the South Stream pipeline project, 
presumably a remunerative position, an offer which, however, Mr. Prodi’s aides doubt that he will accept 
(Financial Times 28 April 2008).    
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international law, including the UNCLOS Convention.  
No wonder the Poles fear that the seabed project is designed to satisfy sinister 

ambitions. It would allow Russia to dispense with the Yamal 1 pipeline for exports to 
Germany, using Yamal 1 only for exports to Poland, and thus become able to cut off 
deliveries to Poland as a means of pressure without affecting Germany. It is a strange 
idea to invoke EU “solidarity” in favor of a project that would increase insecurity for 
Poland, a nation that for centuries has had to pay more than its due for lack of West 
European support in face of Russian and German dominance. 

Third, there is the view that a small country like Sweden should avoid to reject a 
project launched by its big power neighbor, Russia, in close cooperation with major 
economic players in Sweden’s other big power neighbor, Germany, acting with support 
from the German Government. The present Russian regime has no doubt got many 
unpleasant means at its disposal to express resentment towards small neighbors that 
are “making difficulties.” For instance, they may create problems for Swedish 
companies in Russia. As for the German Government, it may become an unhelpful 
partner within the EU, if they and the German private interests with a minority stake in 
the Nord Stream Company prove to be seriously committed to the present seabed 
pipeline project even as they realize that it has not been properly prepared. 

As a moderate member of the Realpolitik school, I certainly recognize the weight 
of such considerations. However, I doubt that the Government will allow them to 
affect its decision to any large extent. When your big power neighbors behave as if you 
did not count, the right way to respond for a country like Sweden in today’s Europe, if 
you have a good case, is to take a tough line rather than an accommodating one. If you 
fail to do that, you invite further trouble in the future. Also, you can’t publicly invoke 
risks for big power reprisals to a nation like today’s Sweden in order to sell the idea 
that we should accept environmental hazards for the Baltic Sea without having 
exhausted available means to bring about less risky on-shore alternatives.  

Further, if you argue in favor of accommodating Russia and Germany, in the 
guise of a Gazprom subsidiary located in Zug, a notorious Swiss tax heaven, you invite 
trouble with your electorate. For the next thirty months, up to the general elections in 
September 2010, the instinct of survival will certainly make the Government realize 
these risks. The three opposition parties – the Social Democrats, the Greens and the 
“Left” (the former-Communists) are agreed in opposing the Nord Stream project, and 
there are widespread concerns within the electorates of the non-Socialist parties of the 
present Government coalition as well.     

                                                               
10.  Now, none of these three arguments have anything to do with international law in 
general and the UNCLOS in particular. Once those who are in favor of quickly 
permitting the Baltic seabed pipelines have moved the discussion to this kind of 
general political arguments that they feel support their stand, we have to ask the 
opposite question as well. Are there perhaps arguments of a general political nature 
that might move Sweden towards insisting to use all the competence accorded to 
coastal states by the UNCLOS in order to bring about an on-shore alternative? 

The main argument seems to be the one related to security policy. I am not 
referring to the possibility that Russia may acquire an intelligence advantage in the 
Baltic Sea by using technical means to provide the pipelines with sensors. This point 
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does not seem very convincing to a layman such as myself. After all, any power is 
entitled to install intelligence devices on the continental shelf of other countries 
without any permission and without requiring any pipeline as a platform (even though 
I realize that effectiveness may be enhanced and maintenance easier if sensors have a 
stable platform on pipelines instead of sliding into the mud).  

A more realistic danger is the issue of supervision and protection of the pipelines 
in the waters between the island of Gotland and the Baltic states. These are 
international waters (though within Sweden’s continental shelf and exclusive 
economic zone). This fact allows for intrusive activities in ways that would be 
excluded with on-shore alternatives. Putin declared on Russian TV (October 25th 2006) 
that one of the crucial activities of  the Russian Navy will be to resolve “technical 
problems” of the Baltic Sea pipeline, as no one else has got similar means to “control 
and check” the seabed. The prospect that the Russian Baltic Fleet may be ordered to 
take part in the enforcement of the “security zone” around the pipelines is not an 
attractive one in view of the risk for incidents. Swedish experts may feel that the 
danger of sabotage of the pipelines is negligible, but we know that this is not the 
Russian view, and that is what will count.     

Even more important to my mind are two other security policy risks. I have 
already referred to the first one: projects that could undermine EU solidarity and make 
Poland vulnerable to Russian pressure are not in Sweden’s interest. The second one is 
related to the “supervision and incidents” problem I referred to, yet it is of a different 
nature. The pipeline corridor would introduce an elongate area of Russian security 
interest in the middle of the Baltic Sea, running from north to south and separating, as 
it were, the Baltic states and Poland, east of the pipeline corridor, from Sweden and the 
West. There are those among our experts on Russia who warn that, in a not too distant 
future, Russian elites may come to regard the pipeline corridor as the Western border 
of a Russian sphere of interest, behind which states are expected to pay special regard 
to Russian views and interests. Once the pipelines are there, and the pipeline corridor 
as laid out on standard maps in a visually suggestive way has begun to make an impact, 
they will affect the thinking in Moscow.   

The pipelines would provide a pretext as much as a reason for the kind of naval 
patrol activities that have traditionally been part of the intimidation instruments used 
by superior naval powers against smaller ones (though more by other powers than 
Russia). Of course, there is nothing to prevent the Russians from running such naval 
patrols, pipeline or no pipeline, in international waters. But the existence of the 
pipelines would legitimize the introduction of the practice, which is the first step in 
establishing a pattern gradually accepted by powers west of the corridor while making 
the expected impact on countries east of it. Fears of this nature would seem to be one 
of the reasons why Poland and the Baltic states do not like the seabed project.  

How great do you think these risks are, and how soon do you believe that they 
might materialize, is an issue that depends entirely upon your assessment of the likely 
course of Russian politics in the future (and by future I do not mean only the next ten 
years, but the next twenty or thirty). It is certainly not my intention to bring up this 
great question for discussion here. Perhaps it is enough to quote a statement made in 
an op-ed column by Foreign Minister Carl Bildt in which he expressed his “deep 
concern” with regard to the “increasingly authoritarian and nationalistic course of 
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Russian domestic developments,” and Sweden’s “definite view on Russian attempts at 
clumsy pressure on, for instance, Georgia, Poland and Estonia.” In his blog, March 
17th 2008, Carl Bildt referred again to his worries about Russia’s “clear tendencies to 
domineering behavior towards smaller neighbors.” And while paying tribute to 
Medvedev’s promising speeches, he observes that “words must be followed by action” 
(March 29th). 

If these are correct assessments, it seems that we should be careful before 
bending over backwards to facilitate the introduction into the Baltic Sea of an object 
that Russia regards as a vital strategic one. It may present a too tempting means for 
Moscow to assert Russian power and influence in the future. The allure of using 
available means would increase further if at that point the security bestowed by NATO 
membership was perceived to have been weakened without any countervailing 
increase in EU solidarity towards exposed member states.  

 
11.  To sum up, the Nord Stream case is the first major example in Europe of a clash 
between the energy interests of two big powers on one hand and, on the other, the 
environmental concerns of two small powers whose continental shelves the big ones 
want to exploit for gas transport. The big players did not consider it necessary to 
consult with the small ones before publicly launching their project. Nor do they seem 
to have devoted any attention to the fact that the interplay between international law 
and domestic legislation of the small countries would impose substantial delays on the 
process of getting permission for their project. Apparently, they were also surprised to 
discover that the political culture of their small neighbors prevent the governments of 
these countries from being as much impressed by the wishes of the big powers as they 
took for granted. These miscalculations probably explain most of the faux pas of the 
unfortunate company that Gazprom and their German partners set up to carry out the 
project. Working under great time pressure, Nord Stream hoped they could get away 
with sloppy preparations.   

This story is of course just part of a much greater drama. The Great Game of 
today’s Europe is Russia’s drive to reassert its influence, this time by gas and credit 
cards rather than by armored troops and fellow travelers, while the European Union 
tries to agree on a strategy to meet the challenge. However, it is not for the Swedish 
Government to assess the Nord Stream project in the light of its geopolitical 
implications for the EU. International law gives Sweden the more modest role of 
ensuring that the health of the Baltic Sea is not jeopardized. Our public debate will 
inevitably stray to other considerations but the Government will stick to its mandate.  
The process now under way, and the outcome some years ahead, will be important 
indicators of the true state of Europe’s evolving security order. 
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THE BALTIC THE BALTIC THE BALTIC THE BALTIC     
LIKE SYSTEMLIKE SYSTEMLIKE SYSTEMLIKE SYSTEM                                                                by Claes TORNBERG    
 

 

A Swedish point of view of the Baltic maritime region. The objective is to put in place 
communal resources of European and Atlantic countries, without excluding Russia, in 
order to fight the threat of terrorism and illicit trafficking. The energy security key. 

 
 

1.                 IN THIS ARTICLE, I WILL ELABORATE 

on maritime security aspects within the Baltic Sea region. I will argue that the states in 
the Baltic Sea region need to establish a maritime regime in the Baltic Sea. The 
primary object of such a regime should be to create a secure and stable environment in 
the region.  

Due to the economic development in the states around the Baltic, there has been a 
remarkable increase in sea transportation on the Baltic. Furthermore, the Baltic is an 
environmentally polluted sea and all nations in the region have to co-operate if the 
patient is supposed to recover. As if this was not enough, there is growing 
fragmentation with regard to security and structure. The only way to deal with these 
difficult issues is that the states involved have to co-operate in order to meet the 
challenges. However, the future must not be bleak; the Baltic Sea region is blessed 
with great opportunities to find a remedy for these challenges.  

 
2.  The significance the Baltic has had on the economic and cultural development of 
Northern Europe can be compared with the importance the Mediterranean has had for 
its region. Therefore, it has always been difficult for me to understand why the Baltic 
area has been looked upon as a lake within the European landmass. Although the 
Baltic at times in history has been regarded as a far away outpost of the civilized world 
– and in times as an outsider – it has nevertheless been an important trade and strategic 
area for the western maritime powers as well as for Russia. The historical struggle 
between the two opposite positions to see the Baltic as a mare clausum or a mare 
liberum will no doubt continue. The English expression the “Baltic approaches” versus 
the Swedish and German the “Baltic outlets” gives a linguistic example of how 
different maritime and continental powers have looked upon the Baltic. Thus, the 
maritime issues have been in the past and will be in the future, of core importance for 
the stability in the area.  

Sometimes one can wonder if the Cold War has ended in the Baltic Sea region. 
The borders have changed but the division in different interest spheres still exists. The 
region may still be described as an area of non-regionalization. Although the majority 
of states around the Baltic Sea are members of NATO but not all of them are. For all 
states in the region their relation to Russia still seems to be the major aspect of 
respective states security policy. This, in turn, puts back the development for a regional 
and co-operative development. Russia’s understandable ambition to retake a great 
power role in the region perpetuates the problem. This Russian ambition instinctively 
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pushes back the majority of the Baltic Sea states into a defensive attitude rather than in 
finding common security solutions. 

Certain questions, such as the energy question, also involve the EU as a whole. If 
the EU within its proper sphere will be a potential protector forming hard and soft 
security within the area is, however, still an open question. The regional asymmetry of 
the Baltic Sea area is very much depending on the fragile balance between the 
recapturing big power position of Russia and its relations with the European Union has 
the potential to be the dominant player in the region.  

First of all we need to be aware of the fact that threats embrace a far wider 
spectrum than previously – and are much more asymmetric. Although, we no longer 
face a traditional military threat from a state, the new threats are more complex and 
harder to find solutions to. The environmental questions are perhaps the most obvious 
in this respect. In the new era, the dividing line between what is military and 
non-military is wiped out or at least blurred. This is particularly obvious when it comes 
to threats and risks on the maritime domain, which always has had a trans-national 
character.  

Hence, it can be argued that there no longer exists pure national security policy 
problem or threats. Consequently we cannot, any longer, find the solution in national 
security policies. Everything is more or less trans-national and the boarder-line 
between peace and war is wiped out. Crises management has to cover the whole 
spectra from low to high level conflicts and asymmetric threats.  

Still, with few assumptions, it is the national state which provides and allocates 
the resources requested to solve the problems, even though the resources might be a 
part of various kinds of institutional organisations for collaboration. Every nation has 
to take responsibility, which reaches beyond the national arena to the regional, but 
even out on the global arena.    

As I mentioned earlier, the European energy issue has brought the Baltic area 
even more into the agenda of the European Union, but it has also gained a global 
focus.  

From a Swedish, as well as from our regional neighbours’, security point of view 
and for the sake of the survival of trade and industry and its profitability it is vital to 
identify in what way we are dependent on the global flows, what threatens those and 
how they can be protected and how we can safeguard ourselves as a nation and as a 
region versus disastrous hold-up of the flows. Pandemics, terrorism, trans-national 
economical criminality, boundary crossing criminality and piracy might constitute 
security policy problems which might threaten international and regional shared peace 
and freedom.   

 
3.  The Baltic Sea region is experiencing a boom of commercial activities as in the 
days of the Vikings and the Hanseatic era.  

Eight of the nine countries bordering the Baltic have a faster growth than the EU 
average. The volume of goods, commodities and raw materials transported on ships on 
the Baltic Sea are increasing at spectacular pace. At any point in time over 2,000 ships 
are cruising the Baltic Sea. Every year 52,000 ships are passing the island of Gotland. 
In Riga harbor, the number of ships has increased from 1,000 in the early nineties to 
today’s 3,600 a year. The yearly growth in trade in the Baltic states and Poland 
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amounts to approximately 20%. 
If trade has such an impact on our daily lives in the region there are always evil 

forces which thereby, from their objectives respectively, see an opportunity to interfere 
with the situation in order to gain attention or cause chaos, which means that we have 
to defend our interests. 

The over all management of the energy issues within the Baltic region seems to 
lack understanding of the sensible historical, strategic, political, military, economical 
and environmental aspects that the Baltic has for the security and relationship between 
the states within the region. This means that all matters regarding energy will have an 
impact on our security policy for a long period of time. 

In 1987, the volume of crude oil transported on the Baltic Sea amounted to about 
17 millions tons. Today more than one 100 million tons of crude oil annually is 
shipped from the Russian oil terminal at Primorsk in the Gulf of Finland. In 2010, the 
total volumes that are transported on the Baltic Sea are expected to surpass 200 million 
tons.  

Moreover the Nord Stream consortium plans to run a gas pipe through the Baltic 
Sea from the city of Viborg in the Gulf of Finland to Greifswald in Germany with the 
objective to export some 55 billion cubic meters of nature gas annually without 
passing transit states. The project involves a Russian geo-strategically move forward 
(or westward) and it will raise a number of questions regarding the environment, 
energy, shipping, law of the sea and security and defence policies.  

The fact that energy issues are of global strategic interest means that there also 
exists a latent threat against the energy supply structure. To counter this threat there 
ought to be a prioritized activity for all nations involved.   

 
4.  To ensure a joint maritime defense and security capability for the region demands 
bringing the various maritime agencies together as well as integrating the shipping 
communities with its diverse and unique capabilities. 

Threats to maritime security are transnational in nature, multifaceted and 
complex.  They cannot be adequately addressed by any one security agency or 
country alone. 

Like maritime trade, maritime threats to shipping along the major ship lanes of 
communication may originate and end in the waters of different nations, crossing 
numerous boundaries and jurisdiction zones in the process. International co-operation 
and collaboration among navies as well as law enforcement agencies is therefore 
critical to effectively counter such transnational threats. 

We normally take it for granted that we need total control of the land mass to 
establish security. The same need to control the sea in the “extreme littorals” is now at 
hand.  The challenge is to establish control also undersea. “Presence” is the keyword.  
Control, crisis management, warfare cannot be done by projection of power from a 
distance. You have to be there in the area and in the middle of the crisis. You have to 
be flexible and able to act with the over all objective to take control.  

The next generation of littoral submarines and security ships have to have the 
capabilities to respond to these new challenges. 

In the “enormous spectra of everything” that characterises the security challenges 
of today and tomorrow the missions for crisis management will cover a broad array of 
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alternatives where the tasks might change rapidly. The maritime security concept 
contains the answer to these challenges. The tools necessary must contain a full answer 
to all missions with the capabilities needed for crisis management and crisis prevention.  
Flexibility to change the tool box of capabilities to meet new mission requirements is a 
must. Modularity is one cost effective solution, both in operation as well as in the 
product.    

In this way it is possible to change the operational focus. The logistic and running 
cost will be reduced and you have established a high flexibility. A basic demand is that 
the platform / vessel can operate and survive also in a very hostile environment.    

In order to reach success, there is still a long way to walk before this concept will 
be accepted by the navies and law enforcement authorities. The will to integrate and 
find common solutions for such a concept seems still to be lacking. 

 
5.  Many initiatives have been taken to enhance the practical maritime co-operation 
within the Baltic region. It is through these co-operations a maritime regime should be 
built.  

A good example of this is the Baltic Sea Border Control Cooperation Conference, 
(BSRBCCC) that has been in operation since 1997 with good results. This 
co-operation also means a real time presentation and control of ships movements and 
activities in this region. It is also a good example of co-operation with the military 
system and the real situational picture is a result of a combination of military radar 
information, intelligence and the civilian AIS system 

 Another example is the Baltic Sea Task Force on Organised Crime and its 
Operative Committee (OPC) that acts as "a best practice in Europe on regional 
co-operation on a multidisciplinary way to combat organised crime and the only forum 
that comprises police, border/coast guards, customs and prosecutors" as the ministers 
responsible for police matters in the Baltic Sea region (including Russia) stated in the 
summit in Finland recently. 

As a first step to organize a joint maritime taskforce in the Baltic Sea Region, the 
Supreme Commander of Sweden has recently tasked the Swedish Navy Inspector to 
find ways of international co-operation in the field of sea mine countermeasure.  
Within the Baltic Sea and the Baltic Approaches, we have to solve the extensive 
demand for mine clearance and a joint MCM command ought to be organized.   
Sweden has therefore recently invited all Baltic nations, NATO and EU/EUMS 
included, to a seminar with an ambition to create a Baltic Ordnance Board and a Mine 
Warfare Date Centre Information sharing program objectives. 

 However, these good examples, most of the co-operative initiatives have been 
bilateral and despite with good intentions within in the European Council and other 
institutions, we still miss the overall combined will and therefore a strategy that will 
meet the challenges within the region.   

A comparison can once again be made with the Mediterranean where Italy has 
taken the initiative to launch a project for maritime control to be able to follow and 
identify the huge ship traffic within the region. The system has been adopted by the 
NATO Naval command and is developing. 

Similar initiatives will be much welcomed for the Baltic and is partly on its way. 
There is a need not only for top level meetings and exercises. We have to be more 
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visionary in our thinking if we are to establish Baltic security. The key here is to 
continue and develop the co-operation that has evolved since 1990 to avoid 
misunderstandings and to build confidence between the nations concerned. We should 
also recall the international law principle that states have an obligation to co-operate, 
which is also found in the UN Convention of the Law of the Sea. We must stop talking 
about threats and focus on how we are to continue to establish trust and confidence 
within the region.  

The establishment of a Baltic maritime regime that includes all coastal states in 
the Baltic could be one way. Such a regime has to reconsider and broaden the term 
security to include threats against the environment, trafficking, drug trafficking and 
illegal immigration etc. The strategic thinking necessary to prevail in the face of the 
interrelated security challenges at hand needs to be interrelated and much more 
pluralistic. This begins with a closer co-operation between e.g. law-enforcement and 
national security agencies – including the military.  

It also requires full co-operation from a range of other governmental departments 
acting in concert with business interests. This holistic approach mirrors the nature and 
complexity of the problem. Although states have chosen to split security tasks between 
different governmental organisations and authorities such as police forces, coast-guard, 
National Maritime Administration and military forces, there is a need to think “out of 
the box.”  

Such a process could then hopefully develop to establish a “Baltic maritime 
security centre” managing and networking all littoral states within the Baltic including 
Russia and not excluding the U.S., UK or France. Such a centre could then be a 
maritime centre for antiterrorism, control of immigration, trafficking and other illegal 
activities. 

The resources needed for surveillance, control, securing free traffic, safety on and 
around sea installations and protection from sabotage or illegal activities shall be given 
to the regime by the coastal states according to their capacity.  

Capabilities in all dimensions above – on and under the sea surface will be 
required to be able to control the underwater domain is also of core importance. For 
this you need qualified surface ships with sonar capable of scanning the bottom to 
check for alien intrusions in the area as well as ships and submarines to keep track of 
underwater activities.  

Furthermore, naval forces always have had and will continue to have an 
extremely good ability to adapt to new situations. Naval forces also have the capacity 
for far-reaching detection, identification and classification as well as a capacity of 
extensive information transfers from and to other national and international systems.  

A maritime security concept is needed to prevent and manage a crisis thereby 
supporting the international community in establishing stability in the Baltic Sea 
region.  

It is harder today to separate national and international security. The mutual 
vulnerability and boarder crossing threats implies that national and regional security 
increasingly overlaps. Our joint actions to counter the global and regional threats are 
absolutely essential in order to strengthen the region’s joint security and in that way – 
the individual nation’s.   
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6.  The Baltic Sea is, from many perspective, an unique ”domain” but has, at the 
same time, many similarities with other narrow and shallow waters so called ”extreme 
littorals.” We have to create a joint maritime capability to appear and solve our joint 
security interests in the region and these requirements have to be prioritized in the 
forthcoming development of our national capabilities. 

Due to the importance of the Baltic Sea region as an important part of Europe’s 
security, it is natural that the Baltic maritime regime should work under the auspices of 
the European Union in close co-operation with Russia and that all coastal states of the 
Baltic should provide the regime with the resources needed. The prerequisites to 
establish a regional security regime within the Baltic Sea region has every chance of 
becoming a success. 
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SO MUCH SWEDEN SO MUCH SWEDEN SO MUCH SWEDEN SO MUCH SWEDEN     
IN ST. PETERSBURGIN ST. PETERSBURGIN ST. PETERSBURGIN ST. PETERSBURG                       by Bengt JANGFELDT 
 

 
The historical entrepreneurial presence and culture of Sweden in the Baltic metropolis.  
The lesson of Oxenstierna on dealing with Russia. The saga of the Nobel brothers.  
The church of Saint Catarina. A strategic outlet that nobody can dream to tear down. 

 
       
 

         AXEL, OXENSTIERNA (1583–1654) WROTE, 

“beyond all doubt” that Sweden had in Russia “a false and mighty neighbour” who 
was not to be trusted.  In 1615, this enemy was so much “on its knees” that the largest 
and best part of its territory was either in Swedish hands or laid to waste. Yet, the 
statesman that he was, the Swedish Chancellor understood that Russia could one day 
rise up again. “I readily avow and acknowledge,” he therefore stressed, “that nothing 
could be more convenient, good, secure and necessary even, for our nation and 
fatherland than peace with Russia…” 

Oxenstierna’s words sum up well the relationship between Sweden and Russia, 
one marked by enmity and rivalry, yet also by an understanding of, in Oxenstierna’s 
own words, “the implications of neighbourhood.” 

Russian history has been linked from earliest times with the country that we 
today know as Sweden. While Norwegian and Danish Vikings expanded westwards, 
the Swedish campaigns went east. One important route led to Novgorod, or Holmgaard 
in Swedish.  From there it was possible to make one’s way south on the River 
Dnieper to Kiev and thence, via the Black Sea, on to Constantinople, or Miklagaard. 

The Swedish raids on the eastern coast of the Baltic Sea were however not 
entirely dictated by the purse; there was also a missionary zeal on the part of the 
Swedes to convert the Russian tribes to the true faith. The invasion of Varangians – as 
the Vikings were called in the east – was followed by a ‘crusade’ in the 1150s during 
which Finland was loosely incorporated with Sweden.  At the end of the 13th century, 
Swedish control over Finland was tightened; in 1293 the foundations of the fortress of 
Viborg were laid, and in 1300 a fortification was built at the estuary of the River Neva.  
This fortification, Landskrona, could however only be held for a year before being 
stormed by Russian troops. This was Sweden’s first attempt to cut Russia off from the 
Baltic Sea. 

The first big peace treaty between Sweden and Russia was concluded in 1323 at 
Nöteborg, where the River Neva meets Lake Ladoga. The border between Sweden and 
Novgorod-Russia was drawn along Systerbäck (Sestroretsk), a stream which flows 
into the Gulf of Finland just a few miles from the city we know today as St. 
Petersburg. 

Nyen and Nyenskans 
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The struggle for hegemony over the coastline of the Gulf of Finland continued 
with varying intensity over the centuries to come. At the end of the 16th century, 
Sweden conquered large parts of Ingria (the southern coast of the Finnish Bay) and 
Estonia: in 1561 Reval (now Tallinn) placed itself under the Swedish crown and, 
twenty years later, the trading town of Narva was captured. 

In 1595, Sweden was forced to cede its conquered territories in Karelia and Ingria 
to the Russians. However, only a few years later, the ‘Time of Troubles’ broke out in 
Russia when the son of Ivan IV (the Terrible) died, and with him the male line of the 
Rurik dynasty. After fifteen years of conflict – during which the younger brother of 
Gustavo II Adolfo, Karl Filip (1601–22) almost ascended the Russian throne – Prince 
Michail Romanov (1596–1645) was elected ruler of Russia. This ushered in the 
Romanov dynasty, which was to rule the country until 1917. 

During the ‘Time of Troubles,’ the Swedes managed to take most of Ingria, and 
the peace that was concluded in 1617 at Stolbova was the most favourable in Swedish 
history: the Russians were forced to surrender Ingria and the county of Kexholm, 
which meant that Sweden now controlled the entire coastline of the Gulf of Finland 
from Narva to the Karelian Isthmus and that Russia was cut off from the Baltic Sea. 

The new borders virtually turned the Baltic into a Swedish inland sea; they were 
an unparalleled triumph for the young Gustavo II Adolfo (1594–1632) who, in his 
speech to the Estates in August 1617, concluded that it would henceforth “be difficult 
for Russia to hop or jump over this stream,” i.e. Systerbäck. 

In addition to Narva, which in time became an important transit port, and 
Nöteborg, the strategically important fortification where the River Neva flowed into 
Lake Ladoga, Sweden now also controlled the river’s estuary on the Gulf of Finland. 
Here, more or less where Landskrona had briefly existed three hundred years earlier, 
work was started on the fortress of Nyenskans in the final year of Carlo IX’s life 
(1550–1611) and completed under Gustavo II Adolfo. 

The town of Nyen, built next to the fortification, was intended as a storage depot 
for trade with Russia. At the turn of the 18th century, the town had a population of 
around 2,000, making it one of the most populous towns in the eastern part of the 
Swedish realm (in Finland, only Turku and, perhaps, Viborg, were bigger). 

Despite the Swedish government’s ambition to make Nyen an open trading town 
under the Swedish crown, the amount of trade carried out there was never particularly 
great. A major reason for this was that the town never received the protection, in the 
form of a strong fortification, which its vulnerable position demanded. While Carlo 
XII (1682–1718) concentrated all his energies on campaigning in Poland, the Russian 
army attacked the Swedish strongholds around the Gulf of Finland, and in May 1703 
was able to capture Nyenskans. Tsar Peter (1672–1725) had broken the Swedish grip 
on the River Neva and had finally reached the goal of his imperial ambitions: the shore 
of the Baltic Sea. Only a few weeks after the conquest the foundations were laid of the 
new city of St. Petersburg, named after the apostle Peter, the tsar’s patron saint. 

The Founding of St. Petersburg 

To emphasise that a new era in Russian history was being ushered in, the tsar 
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decided that St. Petersburg would replace Moscow as the capital of Russia. Peter was 
particularly determined that the new city should not resemble the Moscow he so hated, 
the symbol of everything barbaric and reactionary in Russia. For inspiration, Peter 
looked to Amsterdam, a rationally planned merchant city on the sea. He invited master 
builders from abroad, mainly from Italy and France to help him realise his grand 
project. 

In contrast to the crowded and fire-prone wooden city of Moscow, the new capital 
was to be built in stone. In the early years some 20,000 people annually were 
employed on the construction of the city. Most of these were forced labourers from 
Russia and Ingria, but many were Swedish prisoners of war. The latter helped to build 
some of the most important early buildings in St. Petersburg, for example the Peter 
Paul Fortress and the Peterhof summer palace. 

Swedes worked not only as craftsmen and builders but also in the city’s 
administration – as scribes, bursars, secretaries, etc. A further Swedish contribution to 
the building up of the Europeanised Russia which Peter wanted to create was, precisely, 
administrative expertise.  The central administration was divided, according to the 
Swedish model, into colleges; the local authorities were also restructured along 
Swedish lines, with even the names of a number of the civil service departments being 
borrowed from the Swedish. This importation of bureaucratic know-how played an 
important role in the modernisation of Russia that began with Peter the Great. 

The Swedish-Finnish Church in St. Petersburg 

After the Peace of Nystad in 1721, which deprived Sweden of everything it had 
won at Stolbova a century earlier, relations between Sweden and Russia normalised.  
St. Petersburg was henceforth a city that attracted increasing numbers of foreign 
workers.  Many of these were from Sweden and Finland (the latter was a part of 
Sweden from the early 14th century until 1809 when it became a Grand Duchy of the 
Russian Empire). These workers were no longer forced labourers but rather voluntary 
immigrants to a Baltic metropolis, the dynamic growth of which held out good 
prospects for industrious foreigners. This dynamic was complemented by the Russian 
tsars’ conscious policy of offering generous incentives to attract foreigners to the 
country. 

The Swedish presence in St. Petersburg is closely associated with the city’s 
Swedish church. The evangelical-Lutheran church of Santa Catarina in St. Petersburg 
is one of the city’s oldest non-orthodox churches, founded soon after the city itself. It 
was the focal point for Swedes and Swedish-speaking Finns in St. Petersburg for more 
than two hundred years. 

For the first few decades the congregation, with roots in the Nyen of the 1630s, 
had to make do without a church building of their own. But, in 1733, they received a 
plot of land in the centre of the city, between Bolshaya and Malaya Konyushennaya 
Streets, where the church of Santa Anna was built.  Just over ten years later the 
congregation split as a result of conflicts between its Swedish and Finnish-speaking 
members, and in 1769 the Swedish-speaking worshippers built a new church, Santa 
Catarina. This, in turn, was replaced in 1865 by a new church designed by Karl 
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Andersson (1826–88), born in Stockholm but raised and educated in St. Petersburg. 
This is the church which can still be seen on the Malaya Konyushennaya. 

Prominent congregation members included the Nobel, Bolin, Lidvall and Fabergé 
families, as well as Gustaf Mannerheim, Finland’s future president. At its peak, the 
church had 7,000 members, and on the threshold of the Revolution in 1917 around 
5,000. The church’s activities ceased in 1936 when the church building had to be 
handed over to the Soviet authorities; church activities were resumed in 1991. 

The Sciences 

The Russian Academy of Sciences was founded on a western model in 1725 and 
outstanding foreign scientists were attracted to St. Petersburg. At the time of Carl von 
Linné (Linneaus) the Swedish natural sciences were highly respected and several 
Swedish scientists worked at the academy. The natural historian Erik Laxman 
(1737–96) and astronomer Anders Johan Lexell (1740–84), both Swedish Finns, were 
ordinary members, while Linné and Per Vilhelm Wargentin, the secretary of the Royal 
Swedish Academy of Science (1717–83), were honorary members (as was, incidentally, 
king Gustavo III (1746–92), if on other merits). Several Russian botanists worked in 
Uppsala with Linné and some of the leading representatives of Russian science, 
including the great polymath Michail Lomonosov (1711–65), were elected to the 
Swedish sister academy. 

Laxman travelled to China and Mongolia and collected plants, animals and 
minerals that Linné was prepared to “kiss his feet” to share. As assistant to Euler the 
Elder (1707–83), Lexell made important contributions to mathematical astronomy and 
even had a comet named after him. 

And it is in the field of astronomy that many Swedes made particularly important 
contributions. The observatory at Pulkovo outside St. Petersburg was inaugurated in 
1839 and soon became one of the best in the world. Several Swedish scientists worked 
there in the second half of the 19th century. Best-known of these was Magnus Nyrén 
(1837–1921), who worked at the observatory for 40 years until his retirement in 1908, 
for the last 20 years as deputy director. His superior, for many years, was Oskar 
Backlund (1846–1916), who, like Lexell, worked on mathematical calculations of the 
movements of comets. Backlund was elected to the Russian Academy of Sciences and 
even ennobled for his services to science. 

Nyrén and Backlund were pivotal figures in the Scandinavian colony in St. 
Petersburg and can be said to symbolize the openness and the intensive scholarly 
contacts between our countries before 1917. The same sort of reciprocity characterized 
other areas as well, not least industrial contacts. 

The Business Community 

For much of the two centuries during which St. Petersburg was the capital of 
Russia, the Swedes and Finns were the city’s second largest minority, after the 
Germans. Yet Finnish-Swedish influence should not be exaggerated; the Dutch, British, 
Germans, Italians and French were all considerably more influential, especially in the 
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field of art and culture. There were, however, a number of brilliant exceptions to the 
rule. 

It was during the 19th century, in particular the second half, which the Swedes 
came to play a greater role in the business and cultural life of the country. When 
Finland became a Grand Duchy of the Russian Empire in 1809, many Finns and 
Swedish Finns settled in St. Petersburg. Another watershed was 1861. This was when 
serfdom was abolished, Russia could start to industrialise, and the construction of the 
railways gathered pace. Many Swedish companies and individuals saw Russia as a 
land of considerable opportunity, even as an alternative to America. 

1838 was a memorable year in Russian-Swedish industrial relations.  This was 
the year that Immanuel Nobel (1801–72) moved to St. Petersburg where he founded an 
engineering workshop. Nobel’s experiments with mines, among other things, attracted 
the attention of the Russian government and he was on several occasions rewarded 
with considerable sums of money. His greatest achievement as an industrialist was the 
invention of the underwater mine and the introduction of nitro-glycerine for rock 
blasting. He was first in Russia to build propeller-powered steamships, and he set up 
Russia’s first rolling mill. Notwithstanding these successes, he was forced into 
liquidation twice and returned to Sweden in 1859. 

Immanuel Nobel died in 1872, but his two sons, Ludvig (1831–88) and Robert 
(1829–96), carried on the business in Russia and expanded it.  Alfred (1833–96), the 
third brother, grew up and carried out his first scientific experiments in St. Petersburg 
but then pursued his activities largely outside Russia. Another important industrial 
field was the production of naphtha on the Caspian Sea. The Nobel brothers laid the 
foundations of the Russian oil industry: they set up laboratories, employed geologists 
and built the world’s first oil tanker in Motala, Sweden. To finance this gigantic project 
they established an oil company, Nobel Brothers, in 1879. When Alfred Nobel died in 
1896, one third of the fortune that he left behind him, and which constituted the basis 
for the Nobel prizes, was made up of shares in the family’s oil company.  

The Nobel Brothers had strong links with Sweden but was a Russian company. 
The same went for Odhner, which developed and manufactured the famous 
arithmometer calculator. Willgodt Odhner (1845–1905) originally worked for the 
Nobels, who gave the development their financial backing; after 1917 the firm 
established itself in Göteborg, Sweden, under the name of Original Odhner. 

During the decades leading up to the First World War, the Russian economy was 
in an unparalleled phase of expansion and many foreign companies were attracted to 
the country. ASEA, Alfa-Laval, SKF and, not least, L.M. Ericsson were examples of 
Swedish companies that were attracted by very generous investment conditions.  
Ericsson built a large telephone plant in St. Petersburg, and for a time considered 
moving the concern’s entire operations to Russia. In 1910, representatives of these 
companies joined to found “The Swedish Society in St. Petersburg,” which says a lot 
about the presence of Swedish industry in the city. When the Bolsheviks seized power 
in 1917 most of the companies had their assets confiscated and the so-promising 
Russian economic expansion came to an abrupt end. 

The Arts and Architecture 
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Side by side with the economic relations, cultural links between Sweden and 
Russia also flourished. 

Two important Swedish artists worked in the Russian capital at the end of the 
18th century: one was Alexander Roslin (1718–93), personally invited by Catherine 
the Great, portrait-painter to the Russian aristocracy, and not least to the Empress 
herself. The other was Benjamin Patersen (1750–1810), who became known for his 
views of St Petersburg. It is largely thanks to him that we today have such a clear 
picture of how the city looked at the close of the 18th century.  

Stockholmer Pehr Christian Johansson (1817–1903), leading ballet dancer and 
later teacher at the Mariinsky Theatre, made a truly lasting impression on Russian 
cultural history. Prima ballerinas Anna Pavlova, Tamara Karsavina and Matilda 
Kshesinskaya were all Johansson’s pupils and all testified to his importance for them. 

The architect Karl Andersson has been mentioned. In addition to the Swedish 
church and its nearby residential building, Andersson designed a number of other 
buildings in the city and is seen as an important representative of the eclectic style of 
the late 19th century. Yet his younger colleague, Fredrik Lidvall, was an even more 
important architect. 

Fredrik (or Fyodor) Lidvall (1870–1945) was born in St. Petersburg, one of the 
eight children of Johan Petter Lidvall, a master tailor who had emigrated from the far 
north of Sweden in the mid-18th century and was eventually appointed tailor to the 
Russian Imperial Court. Fredrik chose to train as an architect at the Academy of Art in 
St. Petersburg. 

Fredrik Lidvall was one of St Petersburg’s leading architects and is regarded as 
the originator of the characteristic St. Petersburg architectural art nouveau. With 
exquisite sensitivity to the city’s classical heritage, Lidvall developed a style which 
brilliantly combines a careful art nouveau with neo-classicism – the Hotel Astoria from 
1912 is a superb example of this. 

The Swedes of St. Petersburg liked to stick together and give each other contracts.  
One example of this is the Nobel family’s first residence, which was designed by Karl 
Andersson. Their later premises were by Lidvall. Other examples of Lidvall’s 
masterpieces are the housing complex at Kamennoostrovskiy Prospect 1–3 and the 
Azov-Don Bank in Bolshaya Morskaya Street. After 1917, Lidvall was forced into 
exile and settled in Stockholm, where he designed a number of buildings. 

A further leading Swedish St. Petersburg family was Bolin, the court jewellers at 
Morskaya Street 10 – the name of the firm can still be seen on the wall of the building.  
The Bolins, who had been working in St. Petersburg since the 1830s, were, together 
with Fabergé, the leading jewellers in the capital. Bolin participated in several 
international exhibitions and was often awarded for his work; in 1912, he received a 
Russian knighthood for his services.  

Indeed, the number of Finnish and Swedish jewellers and gold and silversmiths in 
St. Petersburg was quite extraordinary: in 1840, for example, there were no less than 
561 smiths in the congregations of the Finnish and Swedish churches – one quarter of 
all those working in that craft in the capital. 

The City of Lenin Again Becomes Peter’s 
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At the outbreak of the First World War in 1914, some 200,000 foreigners were 
living in St. Petersburg. Most of them fled within a few years of the Bolshevik coup in 
October 1917. In the autumn of 1918, Sweden severed diplomatic relations with 
Russia.  When they were re-established in 1924, Moscow had again become the 
capital of Russia. The move of the capital, in combination with the general Russian 
political and economic isolation, meant that St. Petersburg – renamed Leningrad after 
Lenin’s death in 1924 – gradually lost its importance as an industrial and cultural 
centre.  

In 1938, the consulate was closed as well, and after that the Swedish relations 
with the former Baltic metropolis was reduced to nil. During the Second World War, 
Leningrad was subjected to a paralyzing blockade by the German army that took 
almost a million lives and weighs heavy on the collective memory of the city to this 
very day.  

Leningrad was opened to foreigners again at the end of the 1950s. However it 
was not until the fall of communism that the way was paved for a new upswing in 
economic and cultural relations between St. Petersburg and the outside world, and in 
recent years more and more Swedish companies have been attracted to the city.  

What’s Next? 

With the development of a working market economy in Russia, the role of St. 
Petersburg and the Leningrad region (which it is still called) will grow with every year.  
After all, after the loss of the Baltic countries, St. Petersburg constitutes Russia’s only 
natural exit to the Baltic Sea (to reach Kaliningrad one has to pass through a 
Lithuanian corridor). This means that the “window on Europe,” opened by Tsar Peter 
300 years ago, is as important for Russia, for Russian trade, as ever before. Any 
ambitions on the part of any other country to regain control of this part of Russia are 
therefore doomed to fail; fortunately to my knowledge, no such ambitions have been 
aired… On the other hand, with the opening up of the Russian economy, European 
companies – not least Swedish and Finnish – will no doubt once again play key roles 
in the Russian economy – as they did before 1917. And, with the growing tourism and 
cultural exchange the borders that once kept us apart, will no doubt one day be as 
invisible as they were before the lowering of the iron curtain over Europe. 
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Natural oil and gas weaves a net of common interests between Berlin, Oslo and 
Moscow. Willy Brandt, the pioneer of Russian-German natural resources. The strategic 
importance of Štokman. The death of unbundling. 

 
       
 

         WHEN NORWAY CELEBRATED ITS 

spectacular new Opera House in April 2008, the German Chancellor Angela Merkel 
attended the opening gala in Oslo as a guest of honour. Her visit was the fifth made by 
a German Chancellor in less than eight years. Foreign Minister and Vice-Chancellor 
Frank-Walter Steinmeier have visited Norway three times since 2005, including a high 
profile visit to Svalbard in 2007 with Norwegian Foreign Minister Jonas Gahr Störe, 
who has been a frequent visitor in Berlin. This reciprocal travelling indicates a mutual 
understanding of common interests between Oslo and Berlin. 

The Norwegian appreciation of Germany was coined by H.M. the King of 
Norway Harald V when he visited Berlin in October 2007 and declared that: 
“Germany is Norway’s most important partner in Europe.” This is no slip of the tongue 
by the Grandson of King Haakon VII, best known as the Monarch who said a clear and 
loud “No” to Hitler Germany in April 1940, before going into exile in the UK. This 
statement certainly reflects a real improvement in the bilateral relationship between 
one of Europe’s smallest nations and the largest EU member. Keywords in their 
relations are “the High North,” oil and natural gas, environmental protection and 
climate research, Russia, NATO and the EU/EEA. In this paper, we will concentrate on 
topics related to the High North, focusing on its current and potential petroleum 
resources1 and the importance of Russia in this region.  

The tripartite German-Norwegian-Russian relationship will be the main theme of 
this analysis. Its central focus will be to discuss how the petroleum dimension of the 
High North helps to shape the bilateral relations between Germany and Norway on the 
one hand and on the other hand relations between Germany and Russia. The analysis 
ends with a comment on how this affects the current European debate on energy 
security and the development of a Common external European Energy policy.  

The High North and the German Interest 

Due to a combination of several factors, the international community has shown 
increased interest in the High North in recent years. Different international studies 
predict variations over more or less the same scenario for the Arctic region: Ice 
melting and new technology will open the Arctic to exploitation of its presumably rich 
                                                        
1 The main focus in the analysis will be on natural gas. Whereas oil normally reach the market on ships and can be 
bought globally, almost all natural gas are transmitted through long and costly pipelines to a regional market. 
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natural resources such as hydrocarbons, minerals and fish, as well as pave the way for 
new transport routes open to both commercial and military use. A rather speculative 
(but often referenced) estimate made by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) indicates 
that the Arctic might hold a quarter of the world’s undiscovered hydrocarbons. This is 
interesting news in a global economy with rapidly rising energy prices2, continuously 
increasing demand for energy from growing actors such as China and India, and 
production increases failing to keep up with demand. Political unrest and war in the 
world’s most important oil province, the Middle East, contributes to this gloomy 
picture. Many observers indicate a New Klondike in the Arctic and point to the danger 
of a “Gold rush” with the potential outcome of great power game and international 
conflict in the area.   

 

 
 

The rather symbolic Russian flag planting on the seabed at the North Pole two 
years ago, although of no legal significance, drew attention to the fact that Russia will 
be one of the main beneficiaries if ice melting unveils huge energy resources in the 
Arctic. The land and sea areas of the High North are dominated by the five littoral 
countries; Canada, the U.S., Denmark through its Greenland possessions, Norway and 
Russia. However, if the USGS turns out to be correct also with regard to how the 
potential new petroleum resources are distributed3, almost 40% of the estimated oil 
and around 45% of the natural gas will be under Russian jurisdiction; with East 
Greenland as number two when it comes to oil (27%), but not gas. The second largest 

                                                        
2 Oil prices which also determines the price of natural gas, has been continuously increasing since 2001 when the 
price was 20$ barrel compared with 120 $ barrel 1st of May 2008.  
3 Focus North 5-2007; Fact Sheet. 
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estimate of natural gas is pointed out in the Barents Sea (28%) and outside the shore of 
the Norwegian county Nordland (11%).4 In this European High North where Norway 
and Russia are the main actors, many Norwegian officials see the coming of Europe’s 
most important future petroleum province. Their optimism is based on the fact that 
considerable reserves of oil and gas have already been found in the Barents, Pechora 
and Kara Seas, such as the relatively small Norwegian Snøhvit (Snow White) and the 
giant Russian Štokman gas fields.  

Energy from the European High North has, however, been an important part of 
German energy policy since the early 1970s. The German gas company Ruhrgas (now 
EON-Ruhrgas) was the leader of the group of European gas companies that started 
imports of natural gas both from the Soviet Union (USSR) in 1973 and Norway in 
1977.  Imports from the USSR developed quickly; huge pipelines were built with 
deliveries of German large diameter steel pipe and compressor stations financed by 
export credits. After the start of gas deliveries from the first Norwegian gas field 
Ekofisk in 1977, concerns over high oil prices and security-of-supply followed the Iran 
crisis in 1979. This led to subsequent attempts to develop a broader 
Norwegian-German energy and industrial partnership in the late 1970s and early 
1980s. 

Plans for large expansion of imports from the USSR during the height of the Cold 
War met with U.S. objections, following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan (1979), 
the Iran-U.S. hostage crises (1979) the Polish Solidarity crises (1981) and the 
controversial NATO “dual track” missile decision (1982), U.S. sought to promote early 
development of the large Norwegian Troll gas field in order to avoid increasing 
European dependence on the Soviet enemy as well as increasing USSR’s hard 
currency earnings. As part of a compromise solution, expansion of Soviet supply 
moved forward with building of more pipelines from Western Siberia, and European 
gas buyers tacitly agreed to limit imports from USSR to 30% of their requirements.  
The Troll field development started in 1986 and two more pipelines were built from 
Norway to Germany in the 1990s, subsequently also linking up gas reserves in the 
Norwegian Sea.  Both the Norwegian and Russian gas supplies to Germany have 
developed markedly since 1978. Expansion of Norwegian supplies has been 
particularly important since the 1990s.  

Whether or not a 30% limitation on import of Russian gas exists, or has ever 
existed (the absence of which was formally confirmed in the 6th progress report in the 
EU-Russia energy dialogue), any independent commercial buyer would prefer to have 
several suppliers. This applies in particular to supply of pipeline gas, as alternative 
supply possibilities need to be developed years in advance of any possible disruption 
of supply. This same view on diversification is of course shared by politicians. This 
commercial – and political – logic is the foundation of what might be called the 
German-Norwegian-Russian-gas triangle characterized by complementarities between 
the two suppliers: The more Norwegian gas that enters the German market, the more 
Russian gas may also enter – and vice versa. This has also led the commercial actors in 
the triangle to prefer long term contracts and stability, rather than liberalization, spot 
markets and volatility. Competition has been secured by Norway politely declining to 

                                                        
4 Nordland is currently closed to exploration due to environmental considerations. 
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enter into any “OPEC”-type of natural gas organization. Both Norway and Russia have 
also balanced their dependence on the German market by pipelines to other markets.  

By virtue of geography and entrepreneurship, the German gas industry has 
become the strongest in Europe. To quote former Russian President Vladimir Putin: 
“Germany is becoming the gas hub of Europe.”5 And Germany, Norway and Russia 
seem to be happy with that, politicians as well as the gas industry. This tripartite 
relationship was to the benefit of all three parties during the Cold War Era, and from a 
current Norwegian point of view it is argued that it will continue to be beneficial and 
should be a priority of all three parties involved.  

Currently, Germany is the world’s fourth largest importer of crude oil and the 
world’s fourth largest consumer of natural gas after the U.S., Russia and the UK.  
Both in oil and natural gas Norway and Russia are by far the most important suppliers 
to Germany. In natural gas Russia and Norway supplies Germany with 40% and 31% 
respectively of its total imports. Regarding oil, the figures are 31% for Russia and 21% 
for Norway.6  

The background for this high share of imported fossil fuel is that Germany’s own 
reserves of oil and gas are rather limited. In the German energy mix, fossil fuel – oil 
and natural gas – plays a dominant role along with domestic coal. The oil and gas 
share of total primary energy supply in 2005 was 36% and 23% respectively; whereas 
coal counted for 24% and nuclear power 12%.7 A growth in the nuclear share of the 
energy mix is preliminarily ruled out, since in June 2000 the then red-green 
government decided to phase out nuclear power gradually by shortening the life of 
Germany’s 17 plants, and close them all by around 2020. That indicates a rather high 
dependency on imported non-renewable fuel for the foreseeable future.  

We might argue that the North Sea, the Norwegian Sea and particularly the 
Russian High North have become the energy reservoirs for the German economic 
engine in Europe since the 1970s. Given Germany’s economical importance to the 
overall economical development, growth and welfare in the European Union and 
particularly the euro-zone, this indicates that German and European dependency on 
stable and predictable energy supply from Norway and Russia are very high, with 
obvious security implications. Considering the reactions throughout Europe after just 
one day’s cut in deliveries in January 2006 during the Russian-Ukraine controversy 
over energy prices and transit fees, the amount of worries in Europe were highlighted. 
A prolonged substantial cut in energy deliveries to the European market might very 
soon end in internal unrest and political turmoil throughout European cities.  The 
stability and reliability of Norwegian and Russian energy sources are therefore of 
greatest importance to Germany as well as to the rest of Europe.  

As long as oil and gas prices were low, energy dependency and 
security-of-supply were of limited concern in Germany. The question of 
security-of-supply had long been left to private energy companies, which during a long 
period of limited competition developed a very strong European position.8 However, 

                                                        
5 President Vladimir Putin said he wanted to make “Germany a gas hub for Europe” in Dresden in October 
2006. 
6 DNAK Security Brief 2-2005.  
7 IEA Energy Statistics (2007) on the Web: http://www.iea.org/statist/index.htm 
8 International Herald Tribune, 03. 04. 2006.  
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due to the continuous increase in energy demand and rising oil and gas prices, the 
question of energy security-of-supply has gradually become a hot topic at both 
European and German level. Properly fed by harsh Russian rhetoric, repeated energy 
disputes with former Soviet republics, countered by accusations of energy “blackmail 
or intimidation” from the U.S.9 among others, this has drawn new attention to import 
dependency and diversification of supply. Due to its high dependency of Russian gas 
deliveries, this seems to have caused a certain uncertainty also in Berlin in 2006. The 
direct references to the security dimension of energy which was made throughout 2006, 
was rather new in Germany. 

During a trip to Britain in February 2006 visiting Premier Tony Blair, Chancellor 
Merkel called on the EU member states to agree on a 15 year strategy for energy 
supply and security.10  In May 2006, when first presenting the priorities for the 
upcoming German EU Presidency in January 2007, Merkel spoke once more in favour 
of an EU cooperation on energy supply issues and stated that the policy of “…secure 
access to energy resources” had become “…the security policy of our times.”11  
Questions regarding energy supply, dependency and security did also enter the German 
military thinking in the same period. In the 2006 White Paper on Security Policy and 
the future of the German armed forces, the question of a secure and competitive energy 
supply is described as of “strategischer Bedeutung” (strategic importance) for the 
future of Germany and Europe.12 The Russian-Ukraine gas dispute in January 2006 
may, to a certain extent, have served as a wakeup call in favour of a fresh awareness of 
its security-of-supply and German vulnerability resulting from the dependence of 
Russia.  

One year later, however, Foreign Minister Steinmeier argued in the aftermath of 
the Russian-Belarus dispute in January 2007, there was no reason for hysteria.13 First, 
he made references to the long period during the Cold War Era when gas kept flowing 
into Europe from the Soviets and there were no grounds for complaints. Second, he 
pointed out that Germany had a sufficient diversification of energy sources and 
suppliers. Germany was less dependent on one energy source, than other countries in 
Europe. Germany imports almost half of its gas from countries other than Russia, and 
a liquid gas terminal will soon be built which will enable the Germans to import gas by 
means other than pipelines. Finally Steinmeier pointed to the interdependence between 
gas producer and consumer in the sense that gas exporting countries like Russia and 
Norway are dependent on selling their gas on the regional European market.  

German-Norwegian Bilateral Relations 

As one of Europe’s small states and a wartime victim of Nazi-German occupation, 
Norway waited rather long before normalizing its relations with the then West-German 

                                                        
9 US vice-president Dick Cheney increased the temperature in international energy diplomacy in May 2006 when 
he from Vilnius, accused Russia of using its gas and oil resources “…for blackmail or intimidation”. Quoted in 
EUpolitix.com – Press Review, Friday, 5 May 2006. 
10 Financial Times, 17.02. 2006. 
11 Aftenposten 15. 05.2006. 
12 Weissbuch…. 2006. 
13 Der Spiegel 15. 01.2007. 
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state. Nevertheless, the Labour Party had its own link into the Kansleramt during the 
chancellorship of the first West-German Chancellor coming from the Social 
Democratic Party (SPD). Willy Brandt, Foreign Minister and Vice-Chancellor from 
1966-69 and then Chancellor until 1974, had been given exile and citizenship in 
Norway during the Nazi period. His links were extended through marriage, and he 
played a positive role in the Norwegian EC negotiations at the beginning of the 1970s.  
In his later memoirs he pointed out that Norway’s No to the EC in 1972 to some extent 
was a response to problems created by the EC, not least that “Brussels pounded 
through a fisheries market scheme; this was almost viewed as a provocation.”14 This 
German understanding for a particular Norwegian interest related to its fisheries was 
repeated in the 1993-94 EU membership negotiations when Foreign Minister Klaus 
Kinkel intervened against Spanish fishery interests in the problematic negotiations of 
fisheries and market access. Kinkel, which later was accused by EU colleagues of 
having threatened “to break the Spaniards neck,” defended of course not only 
Norwegian but also German interests, given that the EFTA-enlargement of the EU 
would make an eastern enlargement more economically affordable. Anyway, after 
Norway had voted No, Chancellor Helmut Kohl stated that the “…door remains open.” 
This statement was warmly welcomed by disappointed pro-EU Norwegian elites 
seeing the door to EU closed by an ungrateful electorate. And it created the still vivid 
understanding that Norwegian interests might gain extra weight if presented in – and 
supported by – Berlin before entering Brussels.  

In NATO, harsh debates were held over West-German NATO membership in 
1955 and the participation of German officers and soldiers in Allied exercises in 
Norway, as late as in the 1980s. Today, NATO has completely changed. New members 
and tasks have transformed the Alliance and created different subgroups of allies 
according to highly diversified interests and priorities. Most visible is an East-West 
divide created by Eastern enlargement and separating the Allies according to their 
different assessments of the two former superpowers. In this new NATO, Norway 
often finds itself on the German side. To both countries the transatlantic link is seen as 
essential to European defence. This however does not prevent them from criticising the 
current Bush-administration. This was recently manifested at the Bucuresti NATO 
Summit in April when both countries argued against an early NATO membership for 
Ukraine and Georgia. They have also been quite reluctant towards U.S. plans on a 
missile shield in Europe. Although always underlining that Russia does not have any 
veto over NATO priorities, both argue that Russian opinions and NATO-Russian 
relations also have to be considered. Both advocate an integration of Russia in 
European structures.  

During his first visit to Berlin as Foreign Minister Jonas Gahr Störe gave a speech 
in January 2006 where he outlined the main elements of future German-Norwegian 
dialogue and cooperation in the High North.15  Starting out by appreciating the 
Norwegian-German “…close friendship and mutual understanding, with a common 
eye for emerging opportunities”,” Støre introduced the High North of Europe as a 
region of such common opportunities and an integral part of the common 
“…Norwegian German agenda.” 
                                                        
14 Brandt, Willy (1976): Begegnungen und Einsichten. Die Jahre 1960-1975. Hoffman und Campe Verlag; Hamburg.  
15 Minister of Foreign Affairs Jonas Gahr Störe (2006). 
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The Foreign Minister underlined the huge potential of the High North and the 
Barents Sea as an emerging energy province of oil and gas. It could, according to the 
Norwegian view, serve as a long term base for secure energy delivery to Europe, as 
well as a region for extensive cooperation with the Russians, thus giving an important 
contribution to wider European integration. He acknowledged that in the forthcoming 
years important decisions had to be taken on exploration of the huge energy resources 
with regard to “…the choice of technology, environmental standards, resource 
management and routes and means of transports. And important decisions will be 
made when it comes to market destination – to Europe, to America or both – by 
pipeline, by ship or both.” The German side confirmed its common interest in both 
objectives, that is: Developing the High North as a region for 1) a long term security of 
energy supply to Europe and 2) binding Russia tighter into Europe through new 
cooperation.  

Although current gas exports to Germany from Norway (27 Gm3/year) and from 
the Russian Federation (37 Gm3/year) are fairly similar, the underlying production and 
resource base is very different: Norway exports 30% of its annual gas production to 
Germany, while the Russian Federation gas export to Germany constitutes only 6 % of 
annual  Russian gas production. 

While Norway has proven gas reserves of 2,900 Gm3, the annual production has 
been more than doubled in the last 10 years to 88 Gm3/year. The reserves are then 
sufficient to maintain this production level for only about 33 years. Any significant 
increase in Norwegian gas exports will therefore be at the expense of reserve lifetime 
unless based on new discoveries – presumably from the High North. Norwegian oil 
production has already peaked, and the decline is difficult to stop in the absence of 
major new discoveries. Development of new gas fields takes time, typically 5-15 years 
from discovery to full production. If Norway is to remain a significant contributor to 
German and European energy security in the long run, then intensification of 
exploration will be required. Climate change is not likely to profoundly change the 
outlook, since ice cover is a limiting factor only in the northernmost areas. The main 
limitations relates to the difficult balancing of environmental concerns and oil 
development, jurisdiction issues and limited exploration success.  

The Russian Federation has proven gas reserves of 48,000 Gm3, an annual 
production level of 612 Gm3 in 2006 (an increase of about 10% since 1996) of which 
150 Gm3 is exported. Russian reserves are sufficient for 78 years production at current 
levels. A large proportion of current production is coming from some very large fields 
which are approaching their decline. Significant new investments are needed to replace 
this decline in capacity in the years ahead, whether in the giant Štokman field, Yamal 
in Western Siberia or in development of new fields to be discovered in the High North.  

It could be argued that given the vast current Russian gas reserves, further 
discoveries will not radically alter the situation. The highest priority will probably be 
to employ state of the art technology to develop oil and gas fields that have already 
been discovered. As such, development of the Štokman gas field as an important 
source for the new, but controversial, Nord Stream pipeline might be an interesting 
manifestation of tripartite cooperation based on Russian gas reserves, German market 
and Norwegian oil and gas technology. 
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German-Russian Bilateral Relations  

German-Russian energy co-operation has been developing since it was made 
possible by Willy Brandt’s “Ostpolitik,” i.e. rapprochement towards the Eastern Block, 
often hailed as an important contribution to the East-West Détente in the 1970s.  
German piping opened up for Soviet natural gas flowing into the European markets of 
both friends and foes in Eastern and Western Europe. Inside Europe, this cooperation 
was not seen as a problem until after EU enlargement in 2004. This brought in 
countries with different historical experiences with German and/or Russian domination.  
Additionally they had a very high degree of energy dependency of Russia, due to the 
tight economical links developed during the Comecon period. This internal EU divide 
between East and West mirror the one already discussed in regard to NATO. 

In September 2005, a German-Russian consortium consisting of the Russian gas 
monopoly Gazprom and two large German energy companies E.ON Ruhrgas and 
Wintershall, signed an agreement to build a 1,200 kilometres pipeline stretching under 
the Baltic Sea carrying Russian natural gas directly from Vyborg in Russia to 
Greifswald in Germany. Since the project was officially blessed by President Putin and 
Gerhard Schröder in the autumn of 2005, the project has faced delays as well as 
criticism.  

When completed, perhaps in 2012, the Nord Stream will consist of two parallel 
pipelines with a total annual capacity of 60 Gm3/year. In October 2007, the Nord 
Stream consortium announced that the Russians had decided to allocate much of the 
natural gas produced in the Štokman field when developed, through the Nord Stream. 
An earlier plan was to convert much of the gas from Štokman into LNG for shipments 
to both Europe and other markets. Decisions regarding Štokman have been short lived 
ever since the field was discovered in 1988.  

Supplied with Štokman gas or not, the Nord Stream will nonetheless enable 
Russia and Germany to engage in gas trade without involving transit countries and 
allow Gazprom to reduce its dependency on problematic transit routes through former 
Soviet territory or allies like Ukraine, Belarus and Poland. This is partly why the Nord 
Stream has caused irritation, fear and harsh critic from Poland and the Baltic states.  
Poland has probably been the most outspoken critic, arguing that it will increase 
Europe’s dependency on Russian natural gas and subsequently increase Russia’s 
ability to politically blackmail EU member states. Poland’s Minister of Defence in 
2005 Radek Sikorski, even compared the Nord Stream deal to the Molotov-Ribbentrop 
Pact between Stalinist Soviet and Hitler Germany that partitioned Poland in 1939.  
Anyway, the Polish criticism is probably based also on the assessment that the pipeline 
will bypass Polish territory and deprive Poland of international bargaining power as 
well as transit fees. This, of course, gives both the Russians and the Germans an 
argument for constructing an alternative pipeline. Poland is by no means the only 
country who tries to obstruct the building of the Nord Stream. Estonia and Sweden 
have also opposed the pipeline claiming it will damage the environment in the Baltic 
Sea. To neutral Sweden, however, we should not rule out that this underwater pipeline 
also does have potential military importance of a major concern. An additional and 
probable also annoying fruit from this close German-Russian cooperation, has been the 
reciprocal invitation of German companies to participate in “upstream” gas field 
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developments in Russia, and Russian companies participating in “downstream” 
marketing companies in Germany. 

Anyway, the idea of building a pipeline under the Baltic Sea to improve security 
of gas delivery to Europe has been discussed since 1993, at that time also with Finnish 
participation. In November 2007, the Dutch company Gasunie was invited to join the 
project with 9% of the total shares. Thus, although the Nord Stream will strengthen 
Germany’s role as a hub in the European gas transport system, it will also facilitate the 
transportation of Russian gas to Holland, Belgium, Denmark and the large UK market.  

The European Union and the Commission has shown interest in the Nord Stream 
project since around 2000 when the project was given the status of “Trans-European 
Network.” This was re-confirmed in 2006 and must be seen as a part of the Brussels 
approach of increasing new transport routes into Europe of both Russian, but also 
natural gas from the Caspian Sea, the Central Asian Republics and the Middle East.  
The question of energy security and diversification of sources of supply was set to be 
one of the central topics during the German EU presidency beginning the 1st of 
January 2007.  

The EU Dimension 

As an integrated and leading partner in the European Union, German interests in 
the High North will always have an EU dimension. Likewise, EU High North interests 
might to a certain extent affect German policy.  

The EU as such has no legal claims in the High North. Although being an 
important customer on global energy markets due to its member’s total import of oil 
and gas, the EU as such remains a dwarf on the political stage as long as member 
states keep the upper hand on foreign policy. If ratified by all member states, the 
simplified EU Constitution – or Lisboan Treaty – will not alter the distribution of 
competence between Brussels and the member states in foreign policy; i.e. external 
energy policy. 

The only area with a clear energy competence for the EU as such is in the internal 
market (gas and electricity directives). Otherwise member states have been developing 
their own policies depending on geo-strategic elements, their own resources and needs, 
their diplomatic relationships with energy providers and transit countries etc. It is 
important to remember that it is not the EU as such which provides the EU area with 
energy and energy security. That is done by the 27 member states, or rather by their 
energy companies. 

They have very different purchasing strategies and bilateral relations to energy 
providing countries. They also have highly different energy mixes and consequently 
different degrees of dependencies.  What most of the states have in common, 
however, is a predominance of fossil fuels and dependence in the foreseeable future on 
oil and gas imports. High import dependency, and not least high oil prices and 
subsequently lower economic growth in the euro-zone the last years, have made 
members states realise that once united they would be stronger. This understanding is 
not only favourable for strategic or security-of-supply reasons, but is also a harbinger 
of geopolitical opportunity and entrepreneurship. As stated in the Green Paper from 
2006: “…450 million consumers acting together has the weight to protect and assert its 
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interests.”16 The fortune of being surrounded by many gas producers has in Europe 
been regarded as a geopolitical asset which should result in competitive advantages 
relative to competing global actors as the U.S. and Asia. To reap the fruits of this 
advantage, however the EU must be able to “…speak with one voice” in energy 
matters. 

In theory, EU member states agree on the principle of “speaking with one voice” 
in external energy matters. This primarily concerns the dialogue with Russia, the 
geographical diversification of suppliers and of fuels and the establishment of further 
energy cooperation with major producers, transit countries and consumers, partly 
through integration within the energy community. These diverse topics constituted the 
core of a common external energy policy which was an integral part of the European 
Commission Green Paper on energy presented in March 2006.17 The principle of a 
common reaction to external crises according to the principle of solidarity is also a part 
of an external energy policy (EEP). Although the European Council agreed to a 
common energy approach in June 2006 and again in March 2007, it is supported as 
long as it is: “…fully respecting Member States choice of energy mix and sovereignty 
over primary energy sources and underpinned by a spirit of solidarity of Member 
States.”18   

The German attitude towards EU energy competence has been mixed. In theory, 
the current government with Foreign Minister Steinmeier is an advocate of an EU 
“…speaking with one voice.” In practical terms, however, Germany is pursuing its 
own national policy with regard to its energy mix, sources of supply and how its 
energy sector is organized. The German attitude to liberalization; i.e. unbundling, has 
at best been hesitant. This was mirrored in an interview with Steinmeier at the very 
same time as the German EU Presidency put a common energy policy on top of the 
EU agenda. When confronted with the Commission request to their member states on 
separating between electricity generation and transmission (unbundling) Steinmeier 
answers that the Commission recommends a range of options as how Member states 
can organize their energy sectors, but “...Brussels will not impose mandatory 
regulations in this area.” He continued: “…If we are to safeguard our interests in 
secure energy supplies from countries such as Russia, we must become more involved 
in the exploration and recovery of new reserves. In order to do that, Germany needs 
global players who are able to make large investments and cooperate with companies 
in the producer nations. In such a situation, breaking up our electricity companies 
would be precisely the wrong thing to do.”19 Thus in the end it seems that national 
interests prevail. 

Is the role of Germany as a European gas hub based on Russian and Norwegian 
gas inconsistent with the EUs desire to develop a common external gas policy, 
“speaking with one voice?” That might be the case if Germany was the only European 
gas hub. But there are numerous others: Italy, with its pipeline connections to Northern 
Africa, its current arrangements with Russia as well as a central role in the planned 
“South Stream” pipeline could well be a similar Southern hub. Slovakia, the Czech 

                                                        
16 EU Commission (2006b). 
17 EU Commission (2006a).  
18 EU Commission (2007). 
19 Der Spiegel 15.01.2007 
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Republic, Austria and Hungary might be considered to be a Central European hub.  
Spain has important pipeline connections to North Africa and is an important LNG 
importer. France, Belgium and the UK are also significant LNG importers, with 
additional pipeline links to Norway. Turkey is the pipeline bridge to important gas 
reserves in the Middle East and to Caucasus/Caspian, as well as to Russia with the 
“Blue Stream” pipeline across the Black Sea. 

As far as security of supply of natural gas is concerned, it might be argued that 
the common good of the EU members is well served by the pursuit of national and 
company “self interest” in these various hubs. The extreme alternative of a joint 
European gas purchaser organization as centrepiece in a common external gas policy, 
might be even more difficult to combine with a liberalized internal market, and it 
might quickly end up provoking the establishment of a real “gas OPEC” with Russia 
as a hub! What is lacking at the EU level is establishing limits to overall dependency 
on any given hub organization or external supplier, as well as a system of solidarity 
and handling of gas supply crisis, similar to what has already been achieved for oil in 
the IEA with U.S. initiative. 

The point of departure in this analysis on German-Norwegian relations in the 
High North has been the new born international attention to the Arctic region and 
particularly the prospects of finding as much as a quarter of the Worlds remaining 
petroleum resources in these areas. By focusing on a particular German interest in the 
High North, we have argued that Germany was one of the true pioneers in the 
European High North as it became highly involved in both Norwegian and at that time 
Soviet production of natural gas from the beginning of the 1970s. The Soviet and 
Norwegian gas exports became, to a certain extent, complementary to each other.  
The more Norwegian gas that entered the German market, the more Soviet gas could 
also enter and vice versa. By virtue of the geography and entrepreneurship, the 
German gas industry has become the strongest in Europe: Germany is becoming the 
High North gas hub of Europe, and Germany, Russia and Norway all seem to be happy 
with that.       
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ALTERNATIVE GEOSTRATEGIALTERNATIVE GEOSTRATEGIALTERNATIVE GEOSTRATEGIALTERNATIVE GEOSTRATEGIES ES ES ES     
FOR EUROPEFOR EUROPEFOR EUROPEFOR EUROPE                                                    by Marko LETHI 
 

 
The Nordic regional initiative is like an emblem of difficulty for the European Union.  
The eternal tension between regionalism and centralism. The difficult relationship with 
Russia. Has the season of increased vengeance dawned? 

 
 

 

1.        DURING THE 1990S, NORTHERN EUROPE 

represented a true experimental area of regionalisation in the whole European 
framework. At that time, the Council of Baltic Sea States and the Barents-Euro Arctic 
Region opened up intensive regionalisation and networking across the old Iron Curtain.  
The final major addition to the group of regionalisation projects in the European North 
was an initiative for a Northern Dimension (ND) launched in 1997. 

The ND initiative represented an alternative and an at least partly complementary 
model of regionalisation to the existing Baltic Sea Area or the Barents Euro-Arctic 
Region. It was simultaneously seen as an effort to offer Brussels a new policy tool but 
also a smart policy of margins to gain subjectivity, an ambiguous project serving both 
national and EU (geopolitical) interests. The ND has simultaneously maintained the 
exclusivity of the East/West dividing-line while also blurring it. This vague and blurred 
essence of the ND including from time to time even contradictory elements has 
confused scholars but also offered freedom to envisage what the ND could be and what 
kind of expectations are associated with it. 

EU enlargement has also set the ND in a new context. Since the EU membership of 
the Baltic States and Poland, the Baltic Sea has become almost an inland sea of the EU 
and left only St. Petersburg, its surroundings and Kaliningrad as something like Russian 
enclaves within the EU sphere. Simultaneously development within Russia under 
Putin’s regime has shown more centralising tendencies which has limited the freedom 
of regional players within Russia but also kept alive suspicious mindsets among the 
Russian neighbours. In 1997, the EU and Russia met only on the Finnish-Russian 
border, but since 2004 the common border has been extended to the Baltic States and 
Poland, while the previous grey zone in-between has disappeared. Not only regional and 
global frameworks but also the expectations for the future have changed drastically 
contributing to new visions and new goals in which the ND is not necessarily any longer 
a significant element. 

 
2.  At the beginning the ND initiative launched by Finnish Prime Minister Paavo 
Lipponen in 1997 was surprisingly easily accepted in the circles of Brussels. The EU 
Commission already gave its first report on it in 1998 and since then the ND has been 
part of official Europe. The certain easiness and alacrity of adoption of the ND is 
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explained by the core principle of the initiative. No new money was asked for because it 
was seen to mean coordination and linkage of several existing regional and 
trans-boundary projects and initiatives in the European North. Further, the rhetoric of a 
‘northern’ dimension probably appeals to Eurocrats’ way of comprehending the outer 
limits of the expanding EU. Since the beginning of the new millennium, the 
Commission has also taken some responsibility for planning the content of the ND.  
The European Commission accepted the first Action Plan for the ND in June 2000 and 
the second in 2003, for the period 2004-6. At the Helsinki summit of November 2006 
the policy of the Action Plan was replaced by the Northern Dimension Policy 
Framework Document signed by the EU, Russia, Norway and Iceland. The regional 
councils – the Barents Euro-Arctic Council (BEAC), the Council of the Baltic Sea 
States (CBSS), the Nordic Council of Ministers and the Arctic Council – were also 
counted as partners in the framework document.  Moreover, the U.S. and Canada 
received observer status. 1  The framework document also shifts the ND from the 
category of regularly revised policy to the category of ‘permanent policy.’2 

Various roles have been adapted to the ND during its decade long existence and 
many of these roles juxtaposed contradictory elements. First, the ND represents an 
introduction of a ‘new Arctic northern dimension into the EU’ after the enlargement to 
Finland and Sweden in 1995; second, the ND points to a ‘northern north’; third, it refers 
to ‘the different overlapping EU policies that are relevant to the Northern areas’; fourth, 
the ND can be seen as ‘a future economic area’ and fifth is to see the ND as a solely 
Finnish instrument ‘to promote its vital national interests in its neighbouring areas.’3  
All in all, the coexistence of various alternative explanations may be seen as evidence of 
the vagueness of the ND, but on the other hand this plurality of approaches can be also 
seen as a source of innovative policy.  

There are, in practice, only a few visualisations of the ND on the map, which 
express the problematic nature of mapping the initiative. More useful than trying to 
comprehend the ND on the map is to look at the changes in spatial emphasis of ND 
policy. In the beginning, when the initiative was introduced in 1997, the North was the 
northernmost or even Arctic North, lacking a clear Baltic dimension.4 Coping with the 
Finnish – Russian border was a core issue already then. When the ND was introduced to 
the EU Commission in 1998, the image shifted southwards, emphasising the Baltic Sea 
area. In its widest and broadest definitions, mostly introduced in the early phase, the ND 
has even included not only the Barents and the Baltic areas but also a great part of the 
northern North Sea region even including northern parts of the UK and sharing a certain 
solidarity with northern parts of Western hemisphere. However, even at beginning, it 
was more common to limit the neo-North to the Baltic Sea area and the Barents region 
but simultaneously extend its scope eastwards to Russia forgetting the southern Baltic 
                                                        
1 H. Haukkala, ‘The Northern Dimension. A presence and four liabilities?’, in R. Dannreuther (ed.), European 
Union Foreign and Security Policy. Towards a neighbourhood strategy. London & New York: Routledge, 2004; H. Haukkala, 
‘The Northern Dimension of EU Foreign Policy”, in O. Antonenko & K. Pinnick, Russia and the European Union. 
Prospects for a new relationship. London &/ New York: Routledge, 2005; C.E. Stålvant,, The Northern Dimension: A 
Policy in Need of an Institution? Gdansk & Berlin: BalticSeaNet, 2001. 
2 C.S. Browning, P Joenniemi, Geostrategies of the European Neighbourhood Policy Danish Institute For 
International Studies. Working Papers 9/2007. 
3 H. Haukkala, ‘Introduction’, in H. Haukkala (ed.), Dynamic Aspects of the Northern Dimension. Turku: Jean Monnet 
Unit, 1999. 
4 L. Heininen, O.P. Jalonen, J. Käkönen, Expanding the Northern Dimension. Tapri research report no 61, 1995. 
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countries.  Since the EU has adopted the ND as part of its external policy – especially 
since the first Action Plan of 2000 – the scope of the North has drastically shrunk and 
often been limited to the North East side of the external border.5  

Another contradiction concerns the broader mapping of the European North and 
concentration only to the Russian North. This is well seen, for example, in the official 
web-page of the Commission according to which the ND “concept covers a broad and 
diverse geographic area, stretching from the Arctic and sub-Arctic to the southern 
shores of the Baltic, and from North-West Russia in the East to Iceland and Greenland in 
the West” but in the very beginning it was underlined that the ND “in the external and 
cross-border policies of the European Union reflects the EU’s relations with Russia (and 
particularly North-west Russia) in the Baltic Sea region and Arctic Sea region.”6  

The ND has never had an explicit region-building approach; it lacks a clear vision 
of a region and a naturalising voice of the past and geography or consciousness of the 
shared past.7 The EU has so far lacked a coherent northern group guarding common 
interests. The EU may not even have wanted to see the rise of a new unified North which 
could, as the Norden has done, posing a challenge to Europe. 8  The question of 
subjectivity is also closely associated with the question of collective identity and past 
memories. In the recent debate on the North, the past has been a weak element and 
anything described as shared legacy is hard to recognize. All publicly told narratives 
have been too weak, too remote and too irrelevant to provide sufficient amalgam to bind 
the Northern peoples together. Image-building of the North has also been divided 
between those concentrating on the Baltic Sea area and those concentrating on the far 
Arctic North.9  

 
3.  Too often the scholarly debate about the ND has been dominated by an attempt to 
judge policy as success or failure. If the ND is studied primarily as one field of the EU’s 
policy that kind of question may have some relevance, but in a broader sense it does not 
offer a fruitful approach because the ND can be described merely as a vague framework 
rather than a strict policy. For example, it is possible to find several Finnish-Russian 
projects which would have not been possible without the ND. Several of these projects 
are themselves vague but some of them, like Euroregio Karelia or the construction of 
new border-stations by Tacis and Intereg funding, are not. 10  The most concrete 
achievements of the ND are linked to environmental cooperation. The Northern 

                                                        
5 S. MOISIO, ‘Pohjoisen ulottuvuuden geopolitiikka: pohjoinen periferia ja uuden Euroopan alueellinen 
rakentuminen’. Terra 112, (3), 2000; S. MOISIO, ’Back to Baltoscandia? European Union and Geo-Conceptual 
Remaking of the European North’. Geopolitics 8, (1), 2003. 
6 europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/north_dim/ 
7 M. Lehti, ‘Possessing a Baltic Europe: Retold National Narratives in the European North’, in M. Lehti & D.J. 
Smith (eds.), Post-Cold War Identity Politics. Northern and Baltic Experiences. London: Frank Cass, 2003; I.B. 
Neumann, ‘A region-building approaches to Northern Europe’. Review of International Studies 20(1), 1994. 
8 MOISIO 2003. 
9  F. MÖLLER, ‘Rafting Nilas: Subjectivity, Memory and the Discursive Patterns of the North’, in C. 
BROWNING (ed.), Remaking Europe in the Margins. Ashgate 2005; P. JOENNIEMI, M. LEHTI, ‘The Encounter 
between the Nordic and the Northern: Torn Apart but Meeting Againg?’, in M. LEHTI e D.J. SMITH (eds.), 
Post-Cold War Identity Politics. Northern and Baltic Experiences. London: Frank Cass, 2003; M. LEHTI, “Competing or 
Complementary Images: the North and the Baltic World from the Historical Perspective” In: Dynamics Aspects of 
Northern Dimension. Ed. H. HAUKKALA. Jean Monnet Unit. Turku, 1999. 
10 E. STENBERG, Pohjoinen ulottuvuus. Euroopan Unionin toimintasuunnitelmasta konkreettiseksi ohjelmiksi ja hankkeiksi. 
Ulkoasiainministeriö, 2003. 
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Dimension Environmental Partnership (NDEP) and the special fund supporting it were 
funded in 2002. The main achievement in the environmental sector has been opening the 
St. Petersburg Southwest Wastewater Treatment Plant in September 2005. NDEP is also 
participating in the construction of a St. Petersburg Flood Protection Barrier.  
Moreover, the nuclear safety of the Kola Peninsula has belonged within the scope of the 
NDEP. The Northern Dimension Partnership in public health and social well-being 
(NDPHS) was established 2003 but so far the results in that field have not been very 
promising.11 

Critical investigation of the future prospects of the ND requires asking what the 
agenda of the ND has been but also whose policy it has been. Who could control and 
determine the fate of the ND? Moisio argued a few years back that the ND had already 
become the geopolitics of the EU.12 Conversely, Pami Aalto argues that the EU has 
transformed during the past decade into a dominant power in Northern Europe who sets 
rules of game.13 On the other hand, as Perti Joenniemi argues, because of the ND “the 
EU has less of a monopoly of classifying, exercising agency in the defining of order and 
deciding upon the choice and application of basic departures in terms of cardinal 
signifiers of geography, this bolstering the position of the margins and opening up for a 
multiperspectival Europe.”14 

The question of actorness has no simple either-or answer. The ND is certainly 
harnessed to be part of the EU’s external relations policy and Brussels has a certain 
interest in controlling the ND, but simultaneously I would argue that beside the control 
of Brussels the contests of the ND at least up to the latest framework document were set 
and shaped mainly by northern actors themselves because the Commission has lacked a 
clear agenda and interests of its own. The ND has so marginal a role as part of the 
external policy of the EU that its future has long been in the hands of its creators and 
thus the issue is closely associated with national debates and national identity, in 
particular in Finland. However, more recently Brussels has found the ND a more useful 
tool for managing the EU’s external relations and thus a gradual shift of actorness from 
Finland to Brussels has taken place. 

The question of the Russian role has also been crucial. Russia was originally 
counted within scope of ENP but Moscow did not want to be categorized in the same 
group as Morocco or Moldova because it sees itself as a European great power that 
requires equal special partnership with the EU. In at least one sense Russia is a special 
case.  In contrast to most of other “ring states” it has not been aiming to become a 
Member State, thus the policy of preventing its membership is unnecessary.15 EU and 
Russia relations are still based on the 1994 Partnership and Cooperation Agreement 
(PCA), which is a reflection of its own time and which does not match the challenges of 
the 21st century. 

                                                        
11 M. HEIKKILÄ, Pohjoinen ulottuvuus. Eurooppa-tiedotus, 2006.  
12 MOISIO 2000. 
13 P. AALTO, European Union and the Making of a Wider Northern Europe. Routledge, 2006. 
14 P. JOENNIEMI, ‘Can Europe Be Told From the North? Tapping into the EU’s Northern Dimension’, in F. 
MÖLLER & S. PEHKONEN eds., Encountering the North. Cultural Geography, International Relations and Northern 
Landscapes, Ashgate, 2003. 
15 HAUKKALA 2005; C.S. BROWNING, ‘From Modern to Post-Modern Region-Building: Emancipating the 
Finnish Nation from the State’, in M. Lehti & D.J. Smith (eds.), Post-Cold War Identity Politics. Northern and Baltic 
Experiences. London: Frank Cass, 2003. 
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EU enlargement has, in practice, re-focused the ND agenda to concern only 
northwest Russia. Simultaneously, Russian criticism of the ND increased. In the early 
years of the ND voices from Russia were fairly positive and high expectations arose in 
particular among local actors, but Moscow soon adopted a critical stance towards the 
ND. The EU bureaucratic practices excluded Russians from the processes of outlining 
the Action Plan, the most prominent single document of the ND policy. Russia has also 
criticized the modest funding, the concentration on environmental issues which are seen 
to be too closely linked to strategically important energy issues and the linkage of 
Kaliningrad to the ND.16 The recent framework document was an obvious response to 
this criticism and it has offered Russia actorship but simultaneously brought the other 
northern countries away from decision-making while the EU is collectively the actor.  
In the framework treaty the ND is also closely associated with the EU-Russia strategies.  
“The ND policy should be used as a political and operational framework for promoting 
the implementation of the EU-Russia Common Spaces at regional/sub-regional/local 
level in the North with full participation of Norway and Iceland.”17 

 
4.  While the ND itself is a rather vague collection of statements and technical projects 
associated with environment, pollution, border regulations and other issues of every day 
relationship, the deeper interpretation and connections to broader frameworks have 
mainly been given in academic studies. They are thus an essential part of the discourse 
on the ND and should not be seen only as objective and neutral observers: depending on 
each scholar’s paradigmatic choices, alternative elements are underlined.  

The joint focus in all alternative approaches is the notion of a border.  
Interestingly, the ND is not exactly defining the ‘northern’ border of the EU, that 
remains non-existent or it is just melting into the Arctic Sea, but is concentrating on the 
north-eastern border in the area where the EU meets Russia. Seemingly what is missing 
altogether is a southern border of the North. The meeting of two Europes, that of the EU 
and that of Russia, and defining their spheres of influence and common border is the 
nodal point of the ND. This border carries then the burden of the historical east/west 
division but it is also the border where two European great powers, the EU and Russia, 
are mapping their outer limits and reciprocal relations. 

The EU has traditionally been comprehended as a continuing enlargement project 
which has blurred EU’s outer limits to different spheres – to old members, to those who 
received membership recently, to so-called semi-insiders, to those having accepted 
candidacy or are aiming to receive that position in the future. The fundamental dilemma 
of the EU is that it “desperately tries to acquire fixed and hard external borders” but “in 
reality the Union is getting soft borders in flux.” Every politician is currently talking 
about how to harden borders and how it is possible to manage with threats from outside 
like illegal immigrants, drugs and crime. However, the EU has to cope with those 
approaching the EU and being the potential future members. Instead of securing the EU, 
exclusive and hard borders may create new threats, when frustration transforms into 
                                                        
16  HAUKKALA 2005. P. JOENNIEMI, A. SERGOUNIN, ‘Russia, Regionalism and the EU’s Northern 
Dimension’, in G. Herd (ed.), European Security & Post-Soviet Space: Integration or Isolation? Conflict Studies Research 
Centre, 2000; C.S. BROWNING, ‘The Region-Building Approach Revisited: The Continued Othering of Russia 
in Discourses of Region-Building in the European North’. Geopolitics 8, 2003; AALTO 2006. 
17 Northern Dimension Framework Document, Guidelines for the Development of a Political Declaration and a 
Policy Framework Document For Northern Dimension Policy From 2007, 24.11.2006. 
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bitterness among those excluded.18  
The Europe of concentric circles and the Europe of Olympic rings have 

represented two alternative models of future development. In the first there is a clear 
core and concentric circles of margins around it. The latter represents a regionalized 
future in which several sub-centres are emerging. 19  Regional approaches like 
cooperation within the Baltic Sea area have supported the latter development, while the 
Brussels led policy of harmonization of border practices has supported the first. The role 
of the ND has been contradictory: on the one hand it has supported regionalization and 
alternative border practices but on the other side it has also been introduced as a policy 
of the EU Commission. The recent initiative to harmonize EU policy with that of its 
neighbours under the European Neighborhood Policy (ENP) would anyhow limit the 
possibility of having a special policy within the North and thus shifting the power of 
shaping policy from the margins to the core.20 If the ENP is seen as a clear step towards 
a Europe of concentric circles and even turning the EU towards a Westphalian project 
with a clear external border, it does not offer too much space for local regionalization 
processes or for different kinds of border practices. 

If we compare scholarly contributions to the ND we have alternative emphasis on 
how the ND would regulate the EU – Russia border and how Russia would be linked to 
the European sphere. Functionalists emphasize the importance of well-regulated 
practices of EU – Russia interrelationship which are seen as veins nourishing the 
European body. To them the ND has been primarily just one branch of EU policy and 
they have tried to find an institutional role of the ND as part of EU bureaucracy. Still, the 
ND is primarily seen as a policy of the northern margin and thus power is not 
transmitted from the north to Brussels; instead, the effort is to provide “the Union with a 
more Finnish face.”21 What is aspired to is not blurring the border, but providing more 
efficient and flexible border regulations, for keeping up a certain inclusiveness through 
supporting regional and local cooperation in a time when EU border regulations, in 
particular Schengen, are building up an exclusive border against Russia.22 

The hidden hypothesis in the functionalist approach is that there are problems 
between Russia and the EU and that they can be solved rationally by increasing mutual 
communication. Following from this is the assumption that increasing communication 
would lower the role of border between EU and Russia as barrier and transform it in a 
meeting place, but Russia should remain on the other side when the EU develops a more 
coherent and unified entity.  

On the other hand, constructivi23 emphasize how the northern dimension-kind of 
initiatives are blurring old ways of comprehending borders and spaces. To them the ND 
offers an opportunity to actors to be small and peripheral and achieve considerable 
power by shaping the EU’s northern agenda.24 As Christopher Browning puts it, “…the 
                                                        
18 J. ZIELONKA, ‘Borders in the Enlarged EU: Fixed and Hard or Soft and Fuzzy?’, in R. LINDAHL (ed.), 
Whither Europe? Borders, boundaries, frontiers in a changing world. Göteborg: Göteborg University, 2003. 
19 MOISIO 2003; BROWNING 2005. 
20 BROWNING & JOENNIEMI 2005. 
21 JOENNIEMI 2003. 
22 H. HAUKKALA, ’Clash of the Boundaries? The European Union and Russia in the Northern Dimension’, in 
M. LEHTI & D.J. SMITH (eds.), Post-Cold War Identity Politics. Northern and Baltic Experiences. Frank Cass, 2003. 
23 BROWNING & JOENNIEMI 2005. 
24 C.S. BROWNING, ‘Westphalian, Imperial, Neomedieval: The Geopolitics of Europe and the Role of the 
North’, in C. Browning (ed.), Remaking Europe in the Margins, Ashgate, 2005. 
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Northern Dimension has been seen by many as a highly innovative policy presaging a 
revolution in European governance with the democratisation of decision-making 
through de-centralisation to multiple regional actors. In this neo-medieval Europe of 
Olympic Rings the figure of Europe is dramatically reconstituted with the erasure of the 
East-West border.”25 

According to this vision, in the future there would be a vague common North that 
would also include northwest Russia and thus they are consciously blurring the EU – 
Russia border to bind Russia closer to the rest of northern Europe. According to this 
reading the ND represents an alternative to the definition of an exclusive external border 
for the EU. The most far-reaching vision constructivists see the emergence of a frontier 
zone where the border unites and could even form a source of common identity. In that 
sense, the ND can also be interpreted as an identity building process in which the 
frontier is seen as a meeting-place or a contact zone where commodities, cultures and 
identities are changed and mixed. 

These two approaches are not, however, mutually exclusive. Constructivists, in 
particular, suggest that the same policy could have opposite influences depending on 
actors’ choices and the general European development. The ND is obviously part of EU 
policy and could be evaluated in those terms, but it is hard to deny that it is also a spatial 
narrative which defines the European outer frontier. 

 
5.  The signing of the Framework Document has obviously transformed the ND policy 
into a new phase. As previously argued, this can be seen as a shift of actorhsip from 
margin to core, but at the same time the northern periphery has already lost its interest in 
the ND and hijacking of the ND by the Brussels may in practice have salvaged the ND 
from a fatal end. What has really changed and what is new in the Framework 
Document? Giving actorship to Russia as well as to Norway and Iceland was certainly a 
novelty as well as the appearance of the EU as a coherent, single actor. The Framework 
Document also introduces some new instruments, like the ND Ministerial Meetings 
every second year, Senior Official Meetings at every other year and a permanent 
Steering Group. The obvious linkage to the problem of global warming in particular in 
Arctic and sub-Arctic areas is also underlined. 

William Walters introduces four different geostrategic models of constructing the 
EU’s external border, all describing certain aspects of the ND. The first model, 
networked (non)border, is associated with ‘borderless world’ and ‘free movement of 
people, goods and services.’ Various networks, communication and interaction crossing 
the border are creating bonds and ties that make the border invisible. The second 
geostrategy is called march, in which a certain buffer zone is created and preserved 
between two entities. In the early phase before the EU’s eastern enlargement this was at 
least partly one dimension, even if not the primary one, of ND policy from Brussels 
point of view. The third geostrategy is colonial frontier, in which the frontier is a place 
of dynamic interaction and assimilation but based on an asymmetric relationship, in 
which the dominant power “assumes a right to define what is appropriate and just.” The 
fourth category, limes, constitutes a more permanent limit. It is based on asymmetric 
relations but hegemonic power does not aim to expand but rather set limits to expansion. 

                                                        
25 C.S. BROWNING, The Construction of Europe in the Northern Dimension. COPRI working papers vol 39, 
2001. 
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If we look at the current ENP policy it seems that the geostrategy chosen in 
Brussels for shaping the EU’s frontier would fit nicely with the model of limes. The 
colonial frontier model is still adopted in the western Balkans and in Turkey.  
Seemingly the North and in particular Russia but also Norway and Iceland constitute an 
exception to the rule. The ND has an important role in breaking that practice because it 
offers Russia as well as Norway and Iceland actorship to define the shared frontier and 
thus denies an asymmetric relationship. However, the ND does not so far construct a 
networked (non)border, even if it may have some potential for that, because it is so far 
settled between “imperial” centres without local or regional activity. At the moment the 
ND has the potential to become an experimental field which can compensate more 
problematic fields in EU-Russian relations. Thus, it offers an option to avoid pitfalls of 
ENP.26 

On the other hand, a problem for the future may be that when the ND is changed to 
be more suitable for Brussels and Moscow, the local actors – governments as well as 
more marginal players – have lost their interest and trust in the ND. What is clear is that 
at the moment the ND lacks an advocate who could also update future perspectives for 
the ND in the northern context.  

At the moment the greatest challenge for the ND policy is harmonization of 
European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP). After the 2004 enlargement Brussels changed 
its former flexible attitude towards cooperation with EU neighbours which has allowed 
regional departures like that of the ND. Now the EU aims at a more standardised and 
unambiguous policy towards all the close neighbours,27 which obviously limits regional 
freedom to depict alternative policies within and across the EU’s external border. The 
driving force behind reforms is needed to control and prevent further enlargement and 
instead set final borders for the EU. For this purpose it is important to restrain hopes in 
several Eastern European countries like the Ukraine or Moldova regarding their 
expectation of achieving membership in the near future. Instead Brussels would like to 
see the emergence of a “ring of friends” around its external borders that are bound to the 
EU but are not in the waiting room for full membership. Thus, the main function of ENP 
is to determine who remains permanently outside the EU and how relations with close 
outsiders will be organised. 

                                                        
26 P. JOENNIEMI, ‘Concluding Remarks: The Big Picture and Small’, in F. TASSIONARI, P. JOENNIEMI & U. 
JAKOBSEN (eds.), Wider Europe. Nordic and Baltic Lessons to Post-enlargement Europe. Danish Institute fort 
International Studies, 2006. 
27 Algeria, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Egypt, Georgia, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Moldova, Morocco, the 
Palestinian Authority, Syria, Tunisia and Ukraine. 
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At the end of Cold War, the Scandinavians rediscover Rudolf Kjellén. The theory of 
“the triangle of powers.” The importance of regionalism, the instrument of détente and 
the achievement of Euro-Atlantic supremacy. 

 
 

 

1.         AFTER THE COLD WAR, THE 

increased freedom of manoeuvre for the Nordic states was apparent. From one year to 
the other, political elites in Finland, Sweden and Norway turned to the European 
Union. Scholars of international relations experienced how they were drawn into the 
political process to construct new European ties and affinities. Now, the rigid bloc 
politics defined by ‘geostrategic facts’ like range of missiles and bomber forces or 
continental versus maritime delivery systems appeared to be something of the past. 
Anglo-American geopolitics, which had dominated military staffs and security 
councils during the Cold War, was less relevant, while liberal institutionalism was 
unable to explain the radical change. Instead, several Nordic scholars turned to 
constructivism to explain the change of political discourse. They self-ironically 
amalgamated with foreign policy elites to reshape the political landscape of the North. 
A radically new ‘geopolitical architecture’ of Northern Europe was ‘talked into 
existence’. 

This article tries to demonstrate how political changes in early 1990s came to 
shape theory and how theory entered politics. Political leaders no longer spoke about 
‘necessities’ but about ‘opportunities’. The political discourse became, in certain 
respect, ‘what the political leaders made of it’, as if they were able to manipulate a 
ruling discourse according to their own vision. However, this (re)construction was not 
arbitrary. It had to be qualified – by external powers and material considerations, by 
cultural and organizational inertia, by the role of territory and identity. In this process, 
some scholars turned to geopolitics, but not to Anglo-American geopolitics. Rather, 
they turned to the ‘identity-based geopolitics’ of Rudolf Kjellén. Kjellén had argued 
that the ‘state’ is what political leaders, diplomats and journalists ‘say it is’. He had 
underlined the importance of territory and identity: the construction of new identities, 
new nation-states and new geopolitical formations. Similarly, in the 1990s, new 
nation-states in the Balkans and in the Baltics had underlined the significance of 
territory and identity. The end of the Cold War had revealed cultural differences on a 
higher level, and new regional projects, the Baltic Sea Region and the Barents Region, 
had been constructed to handle these differences.  

In the 1990s, all this seemed to justify a turn to constructivism but also a (re)turn 
to the geopolitics of Rudolf Kjellén. However, this theoretical reflection on identity, 
territory and new geopolitical formations took place primarily in Denmark, Norway 
and Finland, not in Kjellén’s homeland of Sweden. Kjellén’s association with 
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Germany in the early 20th century and his role for German geopolitics of the 1930s 
made most Swedish scholars turn their back on him, but to some influential Nordic 
scholars outside Sweden, Kjellén’s century-old great power triangle of the North (with 
the United Kingdom, Germany and Russia) seemed to have reappeared but now in a 
new cloak with the USA in the West, the EU in the South and once again with Russia 
in the East defining the freedom of manoeuvre of the small Nordic states. The return 
to Kjellén’s geopolitics of the North was also a return to a ‘Geopolitik of the weak’.  

I will start by presenting Kjellén’s geopolitics distinguished from 
‘Anglo-American geopolitics’. Then, I will show how the post-Cold War political 
discourse brought up Kjellén’s ideas and presented the ‘geopolitics of the North’ as ‘a 
Geopolitik of the weak’. Finally, I will try to explain why the Swedish post-Cold War 
discourse never was dressed in a Kjellénean cloak, despite of Sweden’s radical 
geopolitical manoeuvres after the Cold War.  

 
2. Rudolf Kjellén was an important political scientist of the first half of the 20th 
century.1 Indeed, he is perhaps the most influential Scandinavian political scientist to 
have lived. Together with the political geographer Fredrich Ratzel, Kjellén was the 
founder of the German geopolitical school, and his works on the State and the Great 
Powers were discussed worldwide. Kjellén’s works 2  were published in various 
languages of Continental Europe, he was published in Latin America and India and all 
major works were translated into German, but to my knowledge none of them were 
translated into English. Kjellén’s works represented an important source of inspiration 
for the leading geopolitical theorist and military general Karl Haushofer, who had 
published the 25th German edition of Kjellén’s Die Grossmächte [the Great Powers] 
in 1935. In Sweden, however, Kjellén’s successor in Uppsala Axel Brusewitz, 
considered him ‘unscientific’.3  

Rudolf Kjellén was a conservative parliamentarian. He was a socially concerned 
nationalist, who fought against the liberals and their minimal state as well as against 
the socialists and their maximal view of the state. Despite his hostility towards 
contemporary socialism, his social ideals had similarities with latter day social 
democracy. Although celebrated in Germany, Kjellén’s political thinking leaned less 
towards the national-romantic Blut und Boden and more towards the German 
cosmopolitan tradition, with its multicultural unity and drive towards a multinational 
bloc of states – a union that would respect the freedom and independence of states 
under the leadership of a central power. Kjellén and later geopolitical scholars like 
Haushofer and Schmitt were conservative scholars of the era of the democratic 

                                                        
1 Rudolf  Kjellén (born in 1864). In the 1890s, he taught ‘Political Science with Geography’ in Gothenburg. In 
1901, he was appointed to the position of  professor in ‘Political Science with Statistics’. In 1916, he was called 
to Uppsala, where he became professor in ‘Rhetoric and Political Science’, which position he held until his 
death in 1922. 
2 R. KJELLÉN, (1911-13), Stormakterna I-11 ([The Great Powers] earlier edition 1905). Stockholm: Hugo Gebers 
förlag; Kjellén (1914), Politiska essayer [Political Essays], vol. I-III. Stockholm: Hugo Gebers förlag; KJELLÉN 
(1915), Världskrigets politiska problem [The Political Problems of the World War]. Stockholm: Albert Bonniers 
förlag; KJELLÉN (1916), Staten som Lifsform [The State as a Living Organism]. Stockholm: Hugo Gebers förlag. 
3  K. HAUSHOFER (1927) Grenzen in ihrer geographischen und politischen Bedeutung. (Berlin Grünewald: Kurt 
Vowinckel Verlag; Edward Thermænius (1937), ‘Geopolitik och politisk geografi’, Statsvetenskaplig tidskrift, vol. 19: 
213–328; Gunnar Falkenmark (1992) ‘Rudolf Kjellén – Vetenskapsman eller humbug?’, pp. 89–109 in Gunnar 
Falkenmark, ed., Statsvetarporträtt – Svenska statsvetare under 350 år. Stockholm: SNS Förlag 
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break-through, and they were primarily focussing on political power rather than on 
parliamentarianism, which made the latter two, for some years, recognize the Nazi 
regime as legitimate.4 As a result of the Nazi defeat in the Second World War, 
Swedish-German geopolitics was tarnished. Numerous political scientists, not least in 
Sweden, expressed their feelings of repulsion towards the German tradition and also 
towards Kjellén. In recent years, Swedish academic contributions that explicitly 
discussed Kjellénean geopolitics were very few. 

During the Cold War, geopolitics was always the ‘science’ of the military staffs 
and security councils for the simple reason that military forces (navies and armies) 
always operates under certain geographic conditions. The formulation of the 
containment policy and the NATO alliance from the end of the 1940’s, and its 
development in past decades, alongside weapons deployments from the 1970’s and 
1980’s were all motivated by geopolitical arguments. But these arguments were 
brought from Anglo-American geopolitics advanced by Halford Mackinder, Nicholas 
Spykman, Colin Gray and Zbigniew Brzezinski with their interest for technology, 
geography and geostrategic considerations. To them, the state and identity was more 
or less fixed entities. Of course, we know that US and British political science with 
E.H. Carr and Hans Morgenthau were influenced by the German tradition and not 
least by Carl Schmitt.5 Still, we have reason to make a general distinction between the 
Anglo-American tradition of geopolitics that often speaks about states and the state 
system as something given and Kjellén and the German tradition that stresses the 
states’ ties to cultural identity, ethnicity, political thought and economic space.6 And 
similar to today’s discourse analysis, Kjellén approached the concept of state by 
analyzing the discourse of the state – how journalists and diplomats ‘speak about the 
state’.7  The post-Cold War scholarly discourse seemed to have returned to the 
discourse of the early 20th century. Anglo-American universalism was once again 
confronted by Swedish-German ‘culturalism’ or ‘contextualism’.8  

According to Kjellén, the nation-state of the 20th century was growing too small. 
Kjellén assumed that the Central European peoples would turn to Germany in the same 
way as later Western Europe and recently the Central-European peoples turned to the 
USA. Kjellén anticipated a European political-military union like NATO with a central 
protecting power. After the Second World War, however, this role was reserved for the 

                                                        
4 Carl Schmitt was not a true democrat. He also made anti-Jewish remarks while being a member of the Nazi 
party (1933-1936). From 1934 on, however, Schmitt was under SS surveillance, as an untrustworthy member. In 
1936, he was excluded from the party for anti-racist statements. Karl Haushofer’s critique of the Jews was 
directed toward the metaphoric, the urban and cosmopolitan Jew, not the Zionist Jew, who sought his own home 
and soil. His geopolitical thoughts were in truth transmitted to Hitler through their mutual acquaintance, Rudolf 
Hess, but Haushofer’s criticism of Nazi anti-Jewish sentiments excluded him from the Nazi Party. After his son’s 
links to the coup attempt against Hitler in 1944 he was sent to Daschau concentration camp (Dan Diner, 1984, 
‘Grundbuch des Planeten’ – Zur Geopolitik Karl Haushofer, Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte, vol. 32, no. 1: 1–28). 
5 H.K. PICHLER (1998), ‘The Godfathers of “Truth”: Max Weber and Carl Schmitt in Morgenthau’s Theory of 
Power Politics’, Review of International Studies, vol. 24, no 2 (April 1998), pp. 185–200. 
6 O. TUNANDER, (2001), ‘Swedish-German Geopolitics for a New Century – Rudolf Kjellén’s ‘The State as a 
Living Organism’”, Review of International Studies, vol. 27, no. 3: 451-63. 
7 KJELLÉN (1916), pp. 9-38. 
8 The same debate is currently found in Samuel Huntington’s criticism of  Francis Fukuyama (1989). When 
Huntington (1996, Foreign Affairs, vol. 75, no. Nov-Dec: 28–46.) argues that ‘the west is unique, not universal’, 
he has transferred the Swedish–German discourse into the Anglo-American world, although expressed in a 
different language. 
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USA and not for Germany. During the Cold War, NATO came across as an alliance 
fortifying the West against an external enemy: the Soviet Union. Or this was how 
NATO was described officially. But a strict defence alliance should have collapsed 
after the loss of enemy. This did not happen despite the predictions made by 
neo-realism.9 Now, NATO is approaching Samuel Huntington’s fault-line between 
East and West, what Kjellén, 80 years earlier, had termed ‘the great cultural line 
between Russia and Europe’. The history of geopolitics cannot properly be discussed 
without reference to Kjellén’s work. In fact, he was the political scientist who, as early 
as 1899, coined the phrase ‘geopolitics’.10  

According to Kjellén, ‘geo-politics’ – geography’s influence on the behaviour of 
states – must be supplemented by ‘ethno-politics’, which is the study of the ‘ethnic 
organism’. While ‘geo-politics’ looks to the state, ‘ethno-politics’ looks to the nation, 
he argues. This narrow view of ‘geopolitics’ is different from how we understand the 
concept today. ‘Geo-politics’ and ‘ethno-politics’ are, according to Kjellén, not 
scholarly traditions but complementary aspects of the state, the ‘nature side’ of the 
state, while ‘economy politics’, ‘socio-politics’ and the ‘politics of the executive’ (the 
government) – form the ‘culture side’, which ‘appear more creative and free’. Nations 
are thus to be regarded as ‘nature’, ‘like organisms in a biological sense’. To Kjellén, 
land and people appear as objective foundations of the state on which the subjective 
creativity of the executive is able to act.11  

Anglo-American geopolitics and neo-realism used to present the ‘state’ as a given 
entity able to collaborate with other states in an alliance. The early post-Cold War 
years told us that the identity of a state, ‘bloc of states’ and its ‘Other’ were 
constructed and re-constructed. NATO not only possessed an organizational inertia and 
a significant central power, it recreated its political identity to keep the organization 
alive. NATO appears as almost identical to what Kjellén termed ‘a league of states’ or 
‘state-bloc’, what Carl Schmitt later termed a ‘Grossraum’.12 However, my return to 
Kjellén and Schmitt is here understood, not as an expression of ideological loyalty, but 
as a self-ironic recognition of the correspondence of these theories to the empirical 
reality.  

 
3. The small Nordic states – perhaps because of their weakness – have for many 
years preferred peaceful dialogue before war, which may have given peace research a 
relatively stronger position in Northern Europe. Long before Continental Europe, 
Nordic governments behaved as they were from ‘Venus’, not from ‘March’, to use 
Kagan’s metaphors.13 Dialogues and peace initiatives were presented as a Nordic 

                                                        
9 J. MEARSHEIMER (1990), ‘Back to the Future – Instability in Europe after the Cold War’, International Security, 
vol. 15, no. 1: 5–56. 
10 P.J. TAYLOR (1994), ‘Geopolitische Weltordnung’, WeltTrends, no 4: 25–37 
11 KJELLÉN (1916). 
12 Carl Schmitt (1941 [1939]) spoke of  a Grossraum led by a great power, a Reich. Schmitt based his idea on the 
US Monroe doctrine, which denied European powers the right to interfere in North and South American 
affairs. Schmitt sought to apply such an approach to Central Europe, with Germany as military guarantor: a 
bloc of  independent states under German leadership orchestrated around German political ideas and 
belonging to a German sphere of  interest. G. ULMEN (1987) ‘American Imperialism and International Law – 
Carl Schmitt on the US in World Affairs’, Telos, no. 72, Summer (Special issue on Carl Schmitt). 
13 R. KAGAN (2003) Of Paradise and Power – America and Europe in the New World Order. New York: Alfred 
A. Knopf. 
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export commodity (e.g. Norwegian peace talks in Israel-Palestine, Guatemala, 
Colombia, Bosnia, Siri Lanka and Cyprus). In early 1980s, Swedish Prime Minister 
Olof Palme together with the West German architect of Ost-Politik, Egon Bahr, 
launched the idea of ‘Common Security’ in a try to transcend the Cold War divide by 
establishing a dialogue and borderland of low-tension as an interface between the two 
sides. The central idea was not to seek to gain a victory of the one side against the 
other but a try to transcend the conflict by reaching beyond this divide: to maintain the 
social responsibility of socialism as well as the democratic freedom of the West – to 
speak in Social-Democratic terms.  

From 1985, a Nordic study group for ‘a New Europe’14 brought together Nordic 
scholars and diplomats (Sverre Jervell, Pertti Joenniemi, Iver B. Neumann, Ola 
Tunander and Ole Wæver) to discuss these issues. From 1991, some of the notions of 
this study group was in certain respect realized and they now spoke about a new 
Europe with less visible state borders, with a centre and a periphery similar to 
pre-nation-state empires, and with emerging regional networks similar to the Medieval 
Hanseatic League’. The group spoke about an emerging European focus on its own 
identity versus the ‘Other’, and about a future European Union that included the 
Nordic states as a ‘Region North’15  Also in 1991, Schleswig-Holstein Minister 
President, Social Democrat Björn Engholm, and the Danish Social-Democratic leader 
Svend Auken presented the idea of a regional cooperation of Baltic Sea States, a ‘new 
Hanseatic League’. Ole Wæver wrote in 1991 for International Affairs: ‘Does the 
Baltic Sea region exist? Not yet – But it soon will’.16 

The geopolitical ‘fault lines’ of Kjellén and Huntington were, to the Nordic Study 
group, not primarily subject for clashing military forces but subject for a dialogue and 
a constructed unity able to transcend violent conflicts between different cultures. This 
was not the ‘roll-back strategy’ of the US ‘Victory School’. The Nordic regional 
initiative was an expression of ‘geopolitics of reconciliation’ – a ‘Geopolitik of the 
weak’ – combined with a ‘constructivist approach’. These scholars studied the 
introduction of borderland regions of the former enemies after World War II. In March 
1992, the Council of Baltic Sea States was established at a foreign minister meeting in 
Copenhagen. Norwegian Foreign Minister Thorvald Stoltenberg turned up at the 
meeting stating that Norway was located at ‘the mouth of the Baltic Sea’. He redrew 
the map of the Baltic Scandinavia – similar to how Peter the Great’s geographer had 
redrawn the map of Europe by including Russia up to the Urals.17 Later, Stoltenberg’s 
advisor, Sverre Jervell, said: ‘It is possible to draw a circle on a map, define this circle 

                                                        
14 The study group ’A New Europé’ (Nordic Summer University) was initiated by Ole Wæver in Denmark and 
Ola Tunander in Sweden in 1985. It included Pertti Joenniemi in Finland; Espen Barth Eide, Sverre Jervell and 
Iver B. Neumann in Norway; Anders Björnsson, Kristian Gerner and Ulf Svensson from Sweden; and Anne 
Knudsen, Ulla Holm and Uffe Østergaard in Denmark. The group was headed by Ola Tunander 1985-88, 
Kristian Gerner 1988-91, and Tunander 1991-1994. 
15 S. JERVELL (1991). ’Norden og samarbeid mellom nordiske land’, in the report from the Danish, Finnish, 
Norwegian and Swedish Institutes of International Affairs and the University of Reykjavik, Norden i det nya Europa, 
Oslo Institute of International Affairs, pp. 11-42. 
16 O. WÆVER (1992b), ‘Nordic Nostalgia: Northern Europe after the Cold War’, International Affairs, Vol. 68, 
No. 1: 77-102. 
17 I.B. NEUMANN (1997), ‘The Geopolitics of  Delineating “Russia” and “Europe”: The Creation of  the 
“Other” in European and Russian Tradition’, pp. 147-173 in TUNANDER, et.al, Geopolitics in Post-Wall Europe – 
Security, territory and Identity. London: Sage. 
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as a new region, and await the events. In Norway’s case, we invented [the Barents] 
region, and to our surprise, it became a reality.’ Now, the same scholars that had 
participated in this project had to reflect upon the fact that political actors actually had 
been able to manipulate the identity discourse. Their empirical experience made them 
change their theoretical approach. Iver Neumann argued: ‘Regions are defined in terms 
of speech acts; they are talked and written into existence’.18  

However, there were certainly competing regional initiatives already from the 
early 1990s and not all were ‘talked into existence’. In the high north, the Barents 
Euro-Arctic Region was created in 1993 after a Norwegian initiative, while the earlier 
Finnish proposal had too much ‘taste of Cold War’ to be accepted. It was too early for 
a Finnish initiative, because any initiative in the far north needed backing from the 
USA and the UK. What was ‘talked into existence’ had to be compatible with other 
dominant discourses and with a recognized geopolitical pattern.  

The same Nordic scholars (Joenniemi, Neumann, Tunander and Wæver) were 
also involved in developing a regional initiative in the far North with the Norwegian 
Sverre Jervell as the driving force. Jervell was in fact an architect for region-building 
in Northern Europe.19  Resistance among the Foreign Ministry ‘Atlanticists’ (the 
US/UK-leaning elite) was rebuffed by a silent 1992 ‘coup d’etat’ at the Ministry’s 
summer meeting in Oslo. Senior diplomats were replaced. 20  After receiving 
acceptance by the USA and the UK, Foreign Minister Thorvald Stoltenberg turned to 
Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev and to his Finnish colleague Paavo 
Väyrynen and they agreed on a common Russian-Nordic launch of the Barents 
Euro-Arctic Region project in January 1993. Norwegian scholar Johan Jørgen Holst, 
Stoltenberg’s successor as a foreign minister, wrote about the Barents Region as a 
‘meeting place’ and as an arrangement or interface developing ‘cross-border 
networks’.21 Kozyrev made a comparison with other cross-border regional initiatives: 
the Council of Baltic Sea States and the Black Sea Economic Cooperation. The 
Russian-Norwegian ‘Pomor trade’ played a similar role for the introduction of the 
Barents Region as the metaphor of a Hanseatic Leage had done for the introduction of 
the Baltic Sea Region. The new regional projects merged historical metaphors of the 
borderland with dialogue initiatives, a meeting ground for different actors and the 
ambition to link up to the central processes on the European Continent.22 

In early 1990s, a small group of Nordic scholars combined a return to geopolitics 
with identity politics and constructivism joining the Nordic Social Democratic 
‘political ambition’ to transcend the East-West fault line. After the construction of the 
modern nation state as a national romantic unity, these scholars ‘remembered’ and 
‘reconstructed’ the pre-nation state geopolitics of sea-transport and medieval merchant 
networks into the post-modern world. In certain respect, there was an ambition to 
                                                        
18 I.B. NEUMANN (1994), ‘A Region-Building Approach to Northern Europe’, Review of International Studies, 20, 
1994, p. 59.   
19 R. TAMNES (1997), Norsk utenrikspolitisk historia – Oljealder 1965-1995 (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget) 
20 Interview with Sverre Jervell, 2 June 2007; se also O. TUNANDER (1996), ‘Norway’s post-Cold War Security: 
The Nordic region between friend and foe, or between cosmos and chaos’, pp. 48-63, in The Olof Palme 
International Center, ed. Visions of European Security – Focal point Sweden and Northern Europe. Stockholm: 
Olof Palme International Center. 
21 This was Holst’s last contribution before he died in late 1993. 
22 Stoltenberg’s foreword and Holst’s, Kozyrev’s, Tunander’s, Stokke’s and Joenniemi’s contributions in O.S. 
STOKKE & O. TUNANDER (1994), The Barents Region – Cooperation in Arctic Europe. London: Sage. 
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‘extend the Nordic discourse’ of low tension into Europe and extend ‘Europe’ into 
‘Norden’.23 And these scholars actually played an important role in transforming the 
geopolitics of Northern Europe, and the intimate relation between scholars and policy 
making is perhaps best illustrated by the close collaboration between the ‘New Europe’ 
study group and Foreign Minister Stoltenberg’s advisor Sverre Jervell, and by the fact 
that scholars of this group, like Ole Wæver, had been member of the Danish Defence 
Commission, and Espen Barth Eide, went from being head of the International Affairs 
Institute Division on International Affairs to become Deputy Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and Deputy Minister of Defence. And ‘without the “New Europe” study group, 
there would not have been a Barents Region’, to quote Jervell.24  

In parallel to this Nordic ‘New Europe’ study group, Jon Bingen at the 
Norwegian International Affairs Institute initiated a small Norwegian study group on 
geopolitics, diplomacy and military strategy, ‘The Clausewitz seminar’, with a few 
scholars and with diplomats and with senior military officers like Jacob Børresen, 
Roald Gjelsten, Sverre Diesen and Arne Dalhaug. General Diesen is today Norway’s 
chief of defence and General Dalhaug is chief of staff of the Norwegian armed forces. 
The Clausewitz seminar was first, from late 1980s, hosted by Bingen at the 
International Affairs Institute, in early 1990s by Tunander at the International Peace 
Research Institute and after that by the Norwegian Military Staff School. Bingen wrote 
on ‘Kjellén and the renaissance of geopolitics’ and later on Machiavelli and Carl 
Schmitt. In 1992, Bingen established his own ‘Europe Program’, and together with 
former Norwegian chief of defence and chairman of NATO’s Military Committee, 
General Vigleik Eide, he invited a central figure of Italian geopolitics General Carlo 
Jean. Bingen also translated and published books from Jean on security policy and 
nationalism.25 Similar to the geopolitics group of Carlo Jean in Italy, Bingen’s group 
in Norway concerned itself with strategy, diplomacy and geopolitical change; similar 
to some Italian geopolitical scholars, they had a left-leaning background; and similar 
to Jean, they understood the ‘geopolitical theorist’ (with more or less self-irony) as an 
‘advisor to the prince’.  

During the Cold War, history had, according to Raymond Aron, been ‘slowing 
down’,26 and Carlo Jean saw, in line with Aron and very different from Fukuyama, a 
return of history in the early 1990s. The frozen bipolar world order had been replaced 
by a more open multipolar order with increased diplomatic freedom for ‘the great 
powers’, as they were described by Kjellén in his major work with the same title. But 
this increased freedom of maneuver was also true for the small Nordic states. However, 
while Bingen’s group primarily concerned itself with traditional realism, with the role 
of great powers and diplomacy, the parallel ‘Europe group’ of Jervell, Joenniemi, 
                                                        
23 P. JOENNIEMI (1992), ‘Norden as a Mystery. The Search for the New Roads into the Future’, pp 35-85 in: J. 
OBERG (ed.): Nordic Security in the 1990s. Options in the Changing Europe, London: Pinter; P. JOENNIEMI & O. 
WÆVER (1993), ‘By Way of Introduction – Why Regionalization?’, pp. 1-8 in P. JOENNIEMI ed., Cooperation in 
the Baltic Sea Region. London: Taylor & Francis; O. WÆVER & O. TUNANDER ([1991] 1995), ’Murar – Europas 
nya medeltid’, pp. 15-21, in TUNANDER, ed.  Europa och Muren – Om “den andre”, gränslandet och historiens återkomst 
i 90-talets Europa (’Europe and the Wall – About ”the Other”, the Borderland and the Return of History in Europe 
of the 1990s’), Ålborg: Nordic Summer University. 
24 Interview with Sverre Jervell, 2 June 2007. 
25 C. JEAN (1995) The Future of Security in Europe – The Security Situation and Prospects in the Mediterranean, Oslo: 
Europaprogrammet, no. 17. 
26 R. ARON (1958), On War – Atomic Weapons and Global Diplomacy. London: Secker and Warburg. 
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Neumann, Tunander and Wæver concerned itself with the construction of new 
identities, a new political geography and with the development of a ‘Europe’ (the EU) 
beyond the traditional state concept into a bloc of states in line with Kjellén’s writings 
of the early 20th century. Both these groups also concerned themselves with how the 
historical great power triangle of England, Germany and Russia, after 50 years of Cold 
War bipolarity, had been replaced by a triangle of the USA/UK, the EU (with France 
and Germany) and once again Russia. Both groups returned to Kjellén’s writings about 
Norway, Denmark and Finland that had been a defensive girdle of small states 
protecting Sweden from an outer girdle, a triangle of great powers: England, Germany 
and Russia.27  

In 1990-91, Jerwell wrote in a common Nordic International Affairs Institute 
Report on the Nordic countries in the new Europe about the new power triangle of the 
North with its Atlantic, European and Russian sides. The relative weakness of Russia 
(with the Soviet collapse) and the US-Russian military withdrawal made Finland, 
Norway and Sweden able to turn to the south, to the European Union, which, 
according to Jervell, would open up for a ‘Region North’, a northern dimension of the 
European Union.28 Iver Neumann at the Norwegian Institute for International Affairs 
made a similar comment and wrote about the re-surfacing of the Kjellenean power 
triangle but now in a new cloak with its Atlantic, European and Russian sides. In 1996, 
Neumann and his colleague Ståle Ulriksen continued this Kjellénean approach and 
edited a volume: Norway in the Power Triangle of the EU, Russia and the USA.29 
‘[Now,] the Eastern and the Western sides of the power triangle are to some extent 
fading into the background, while the Southern side is dominating the region. …. On 
the other hand, while Germany was the most militaristic power during the first half of 
20th century, the EU and Germany are today being strengthened by their lack of 
military force’.30  

In this new geometry of power, the small Nordic states had a certain freedom of 
maneuver but once again dependent on the character of the triangle. This is not a 
‘Geopolitik of the strong’. The return of the ‘geopolitics of the North’ is a return of the 
‘Geopolitik of the weak’ that let or made the small Nordic states adapt to the new 
‘great power geometry’, and to use the opportunity to turn to the South, to the EU, 
while initiating cross-border regions to relax the military tension between East and 
West. In 1997, Jervell’s colleague from the Nordic International Affairs Institute 
Project, now Prime Minister Paavo Lipponen, succeeded to introduce a ‘Northern 
Dimension’ of the European Union in order to put the emphasis on the North versus 
the Barcelona process in the South, on the EU’s responsibility for Northern Europe, on 
the Baltic State integration and on the EU’s relationship to Russia. The northern 
dimension of the EU would present not only a Nordic link to the EU and a Nordic 
voice in the EU but also an important EU link to Russia, or to quote Sami Moisio: 

                                                        
27 In 1905, after Sweden loosing Norway to the British sphere of influence and Finland loosing its autonomy to 
Russia, Sweden had to turn to the South to rely on its German ties, Kjellén (1916) argued. 
28 JERVELL (1991). 
29 I.B. NEUMANN (1995), ‘Konklusjon: Sikkerhetspolitisk samarbeid som nordisk samarbeid etter den nordliga 
EU-utvidelse’ in I.B. NEUMANN ed., Ny giv for nordisk samarbeid – Norsk, svensk og finsk sikkerhetspolitikk for og etter 
EUs nordliga utvidelse. Oslo: Tano; I.B. NEUMANN & S. ULRIKSEN, eds (1996), Sikkerhetspolitikk – Norge i 
makttriangelet mellom EU, Ryssland og USA, Oslo: Tano. 
30 TUNANDER (1996), p. 61. 
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‘The Northern Dimension is in that sense not a region, but rather located in 
Brussels’. 31  The new ‘Nordic Sonderweg’ as well as the new ‘EU/German 
Sonderweg’ was no longer based on German Machtpolitik, but on its distance to the 
US ‘March’ and on the affinity to the European ‘Venus’, to once again use Kagan’s 
metaphors.  

 
4. In the 1990s, the foreign policy of the Nordic states was no longer primarily a 
question of stability but about opportunity and creativity, and foreign policy was 
certainly not a question of given entities of geography, range of weapon systems and 
means of communication. We saw a return to a Kjellénean ‘identity-based geopolitics’ 
combined with a Scandinavian constructivist approach. Scholars from the ‘New 
Europe’ study group were among the first to reflect on the regional initiatives in the 
east and on the changing role of post-Cold War Europe. In a 1997 volume, Geopolitics 
in Post-Wall Europe – Security, Territory and Identity, Wæver wrote about European 
imperial metaphors, Neumann about delineating Russia and Europe, and Tunander 
about friend versus foe and cosmos versus chaos. They presented a new hierarchic 
logic with an EU core area and a system of concentric circles with a chaotic 
periphery.32  

Several Finnish, Danish and Norwegian scholars have been writing on Kjellén 
and on geopolitics. Some of these scholars have also published in the journal of 
Geopolitics.33 What is remarkable, however, most Nordic scholars that have tried to 
understand the present North European development from geopolitical and, in several 
cases, a Kjellenean perspective are living in Finland, Norway and to some extent in 
Denmark but not in Sweden, as if Kjellén was still an anathema in that country. 
Similar to the German case, geopolitics in Sweden – particularly Kjellénean 
geopolitics – was still to large extent taboo, because its association to the 1930s and 
Nazi history. One would perhaps have anticipated that the post-Cold War re-shuffling 
of German and Baltic Sea geopolitics – with a Western enlargement to the east – 
would have favoured a geopolitical approach, but in Sweden as well as in Germany it 
never happened and not just because of the above-mentioned ‘geopolitical taboo’. 
More important, the German and Swedish influence in the east could not have been 
justified politically if presented in terms of a ‘geopolitical expansion’. Thomas Käbin 

                                                        
31 S. MOISIO (2003), ‘Back to Baltoscandia? European Union and Geo-Conceptual Remaking of the European 
North’, Geopolitics, vol. 8, no. 1 (Spring): 72-100. 
32 See O. WÆVER, ‘Imperial Metaphors: Emerging European Analogies to Pre-Nation-State Imperial Systems’, 
Iver B. Neumann, ‘The Geopolitics of Delineating “Russia” and “Europe”: The Creation of the “Other” in 
European and Russian Tradition’, O. TUNANDER, ‘Post-Cold War Europe: Synthesis of a Bipolar Friend-Foe 
Structure and a Hierarchic Cosmos-Chaos Structure’, P. HASSNER, ‘The Obstinate and the Obsolete – 
Non-Territorial Transnational Forces versus the European Territorial State’, in O. TUNANDER, et.al, (1997) 
Geopolitics in Post-Wall Europe – Security, territory and Identity. London: Sage Publications. 
33 M. LUOMA-AHO (2002), ‘Body of Europe and Malignant Nationalism – A Pathology of the Balkans in 
European Security Discourse’, Geopolitics, vol. 7, no. 3 (Autumn); P. AALTO, Simon Dalby and Vilho Harle 
(2003), ‘Critical Geopolitics of Northern Europe: Identity Politics Unlimited, Geopolitics, pp. 1-19, vol. 8, no. 1 
(Spring); S. MOISIO (2003), ‘Back to Baltoscandia? European Union and Geo-Conceptual Remaking of the 
European North’, Geopolitics, vol. 8, no. 1 (Spring), pp. 72-100; T. FORSBERG (2003), ‘Ground without 
Foundation? Territory as a Social Construct’, Geopolitics, vol. 8, no. 2 (Summer), pp. 7-24; O. TUNANDER (2005), 
‘Swedish Geopolitics: From Rudolf Kjellén to a Swedish “Dual State”’, Geopolitics, vol. 10, no. 3 (Autumn), pp. 
546-566. 
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of the Swedish Export Council said: ‘Similar to how the former West Germany took 
over the responsibility for what was formerly named GDR, has it become natural to 
Sweden to take over the responsibility for Estonia’.34 Such a statement, if translated 
into the scholarly geopolitical debate, would have been impossible to justify. In 
countries like Italy, France and Russia, there was no post-Cold War expansion, while 
geopolitics had a major revival. In Sweden and Germany, however, political elites 
were preoccupied by their geopolitical ‘embracement of their new territories’ in the 
east, while most scholars paradoxically turned their back to geopolitics, or rather to the 
presentation of this expansion in geopolitical terms as if the scholarly discourse was 
unable to liberate itself from the official rhetoric.  

However, the story is more complex than this. In the early post-Cold War years, 
there were two very different geopolitical schools in Northern Europe. On the one 
hand, some Nordic scholars and governments introduced the ‘borderland regions’ (the 
Baltic Sea Region and the Barents Euro-Arctic Region) as a practical arrangement and 
an interface of dialogue to handle the real existing difference to the ‘Other’. This 
‘Geopolitik of the weak’ sought to link up to the EU and to European inability to 
translate military force into political power. On the other hand, American scholars of 
the ‘Victory School’ and their Scandinavian backers focused on regaining and 
liberating ‘the kidnapped land of the West’, 35  the areas west of Kjellén’s and 
Huntington’s ‘great cultural divide’: the Baltic States, Central Europe and East 
Germany. To these scholars NATO and EU enlargement was interpreted as the 
Machtpolitik of the victorious democratic maritime powers and their roll-back of the 
autocratic continental bloc. This discourse of confrontation was understood as a US 
‘Geopolitik of the strong’. Sweden’s ‘responsibility for Estonia’ and Denmark’s ability 
to facilitate the recruitment of the Baltic States for NATO were just some small pieces 
in this larger geopolitical equation.  

In Sweden, very few international relations scholars have been dealing with 
geopolitics in general and Kjellén in particular. There have been shorter contributions 
on geopolitics linked to the Swedish Defence College and a couple of doctoral thesis 
linked to the Swedish Defence Research Establishment. 36  However, these 
contributions focus primarily on Anglo-American geopolitics, which appears to be 
less relevant in the post-Cold War era, and none of them have been central to the 
dominating academic discourse in Sweden. Prominent Swedish international relations 

                                                        
34 Quoted in A. LUNDQUIST (1991), ‘Estland locker med låga löner’, Dagens Nyheter, 16 September. Käbin may 
have thought about the large number of Estonian immigrants in Sweden, Swedish pre-war ties to Estonia and 
special intelligence responsibility during the Cold War as arguments for a post-Cold War ‘responsibility’. Also, a 
Swedish financier and Estonian exile Jaan Manitski became Estonian Minister of Foreign Affairs, a Swedish 
banker became Estonian Minister of Finance and a Swedish historian Hein Rebas became Estonian Minister of 
Defence. Swedish Chief of Defence General Bengt Gustafsson said it was natural to Sweden ‘to take over military 
training in the Baltic States’. In Finland, one may, on the other hand, have been thinking in terms of geographical 
vicinity, cultural affinity and similar language as arguments for a ’special responsibility’, while Danes may have 
been thinking in terms of historical ties. 
35 M. KUNDERA (1983), ‘Ett kidnappat västerland’, Ord & Bild, no. 4: 2-19 (This article was later published 
under the title: ’The tragedy of Central Europe’, New York Review of Books, 26 April 1984). 
36 M. WINNERSTIG (2000), A World Reformed – The United States and European Security from Reagan to Clinton, 
Stockholm Studies in Politics 75, Stockholm University, Department of Political Science; and O. TUNANDER 
(1989), Cold Water Politics – The Maritime Strategy and Geopolitics of the Northern Front. London, Newbury Park & New 
Delhi: Sage Publications (An early draft for the latter volume was written in Swedish as a report for the Defence 
Research Establishment and used as a major textbook at the Swedish Defence College in late 1980s). 
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scholars have had very little of a geopolitical or even Kjellénean focus.  
Equally important, however, neo-realist Anglo-American perceptions of the state 

as a unified sovereign entity are also more consistent with the official Swedish 
rhetoric than a theory that focuses on the limited sovereignty of small states. Kjellén’s 
writings on great power influence were, although recognized in top-level consultations, 
less palatable to the official Swedish discourse. Actually, the Swedish military elite 
kept close informal ties to the central actors in the USA – ties that were secret not to 
disturb ‘Sweden’s neutrality’, to quote former US Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral 
Elmo Zumwalt.37 Sweden’s integration into the US sphere and Sweden’s military 
operative ties to the USA had to be kept from the public, because it was in conflict 
with the Swedish hegemonic discourse. During the Cold War, these ‘special relations’ 
were part of what Swedish diplomats called the ‘unspeakable’, which made it difficult 
for academics to approach the subject, but this made it no less important.  

Yet, today, in other Nordic countries, Kjellén’s works have, to certain extent, had 
a renaissance, and this scholarly debate have had an influence on politics and 
surprisingly enough on Social Democratic foreign policy. We have to admit that 
outside Sweden, geopolitics of the North, also represented by the Kjellénean tradition, 
has in practice been influential in reshaping the politics of the Northern Europe. In 
Scandinavia, the differences between Norway and Sweden are, in this respect, parallel 
to the differences between Italy and Germany. German pre-occupation with 
geopolitical ‘taboos’ contrasts to the Italian pre-occupation with geopolitics as 
instrumental and ‘policy relevant’.38 However, geopolitics of the small Scandinavian 
states is also different from the continental one. Scandinavian geopolitics has not 
primarily been conservative or rightwing as a form of Western or US Machtpolitik: a 
‘Geopolitik of the strong’. Geopolitics of the North has rather been coloured by a 
‘Social Democratic’ foreign policy that invented ‘borderland regions’ to transcend 
historical east-west conflicts: a ‘Geopolitik of the weak’. 
 
 
 

                                                        
37 US Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Elmo Zumwalt, said: ‘It was always an informal relationship with 
understanding on both sides [Sweden and the United States] that there should be no record in any formal way […] 
because of Sweden’s neutrality’ (Interview with Admiral Zumwalt, ‘Reportrarna’, Swedish TV2, 9 September, 
1998). 
38 A. BEHNKE, ‘The Politics of Geopolitik in the Post-Cold War Germany’, and E. BRIGHI & F. PETITO, 
‘Geopolitics “in the Land of the Prince” – A Passe Partout to (Global) Power Politics?’, in S. GUZZINI 
(forthcoming). 
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WASHINGTON’S WASHINGTON’S WASHINGTON’S WASHINGTON’S     
BALKAN ILLUSIONBALKAN ILLUSIONBALKAN ILLUSIONBALKAN ILLUSION                by Doug BANDOW 
 

 
In spite of sporadic domestic reforms, the relation between democracy and Arab 
regimes has always been one of repression and negation. Today’s response to the 
liberalization challenge is defining how Arab governance will work in the future. 

 
       
 

         IN RECENT YEARS, FROM WITHIN AND 

without, Kosovo has declared its independence, with Washington’s support. Despite a 
foreign policy at times ostentatiously at odds with that of his predecessor, in the 
Balkans President George W. Bush closely followed the Clinton administration’s 
policies and illusions. 

When Yugoslavia began to split apart in the early 1990’s, the U.S. backed the 
polyglot nation’s physical integrity. But President Bill Clinton took American policy in 
a very different direction. 

For instance, the Clinton administration pushed to expand the United Nations 
mission in Somalia from food relief to nation-building. Washington ousted the military 
rulers of Haiti. Foreign policy became “social work,” as Michael Mandelbaum of 
SAIS characterized it. 

But Somalia soured official Washington on attempting to save Africa. When 
Sierra Leone imploded, resulting in a quarter million deaths, Washington did nothing 
more than issue statements. Washington policy-makers seemed unsurprised by such 
violence in such places, and were not inclined to intervene. 

Clinton administration policymakers viewed Europe very differently, however.  
With no major power willing to go to war over Yugoslavia’s break-up — in sharp 
contrast to the events preceding World War I — the U.S. could have safely ignored the 
conflict in the Balkans. But President Clinton saw an opportunity to burnish the 
administration’s humanitarian credentials. 

Moreover, Yugoslavia provided a convenient enemy, unlike Sierra Leone.  
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright admitted that her framework was Munich. The 
fact that six decades had passed and Slobodan Milosevic, though a nasty piece of work, 
was no Adolf Hitler, apparently escaped her. She believed that only American entry in 
the war could prevent Europe from suffering a historical relapse. 

Thus, on humanitarian grounds, Washington supported every group which sought 
to secede from the central Yugoslavian state. The principle of ethnic self-determination, 
harkening back to Woodrow Wilson’s famed Fourteen Points, became central to U.S. 
foreign policy.  

However, self-determination stopped whenever Serbs sought to apply the 
principle. Slovenes, Croats, Bosnian Muslims, and Macedonians were entitled to 
secede from Serb-dominated Yugoslavia. But Serbs were never entitled to secede from 
other political units, most notably Croatia and Bosnia. The Clinton administration 
implicitly believed in group punishment: the perceived aggressors would not be 
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allowed to take advantage of the humanitarian principles available to others. (Never 
mind that Croats and Muslims perpetrated their own share of atrocities, sometimes 
against each other.) Federalism and stable borders became defining issues. 

American policy towards Kosovo reflected the same attitude: outside intervention 
was necessary to stop a new Hitler and self-determination applied to anyone in revolt 
against Serbs but not to Serbs. As before, reality on the ground was irrelevant. 

Milosevic was a thug and Serbian forces behaved badly throughout Yugoslavia’s 
break-up, but the fighting in Kosovo was no worse than in any other guerrilla conflict.  
Consider how Turkey, a full NATO ally and EU aspirant, treated its Kurdish minority.  
The Kosovo Liberation Army responded to official brutality, but committed its own 
atrocities in return, targeting Serb security forces and Albanian “collaborators.”   

The Clinton administration made a symbolic attempt to restore peace, 
summoning the contending sides to Rambouillet, France. Under the guise of 
“negotiating,” Washington attempted to impose a settlement that would have given the 
ethnic Albanians everything except immediate independence. Serbia would have had 
to accept the status of a conquered province, agreeing to free transit by NATO forces 
through the entire country. It was an accord that no sovereign state could sign. 

Once the U.S. led NATO into a war against Serbia over Kosovo, the final 
disposition of the territory was obvious. Although UN Resolution 1244 assumed 
continued Serbian sovereignty over Kosovo, providing for “a political process 
designed to determine Kosovo's future status,” the allies clearly communicated to 
ethnic Albanians that independence would be the final result. Thus, the ethnic 
Albanians had no reason to consider settling for anything short of independence. 

They did offer to respect the rights of ethnic Serbs — respect not demonstrated 
when ethnic Albanians kicked out the vast majority of Serbs after the war and 
destroyed Serb homes, churches and monasteries four years ago. But the ethnic 
Albanians demanded nothing less than independence for all of Kosovo, even areas 
heavily populated by Serbs. The negotiations were a sham designed to justify 
Kosovo’s recent independence declaration. 

Obviously, there was no perfect solution, one which would fully satisfy both sides.  
But compromises were possible — overlapping EU, Kosovo and Serbian citizenship, 
partition north of the Ibar River — which might have won grudging agreement on both 
sides. But rather than encourage genuine negotiations, the U.S. preferred to employ the 
principle “the Serbs always lose.” 

However, what was supposed to be a pleasant bit of Kabuki theater, with 
everyone playing their assigned role to reach the predetermined outcome, quickly fell 
apart. Both the Serbs and Russians balked. Russian opposition apparently surprised the 
U.S. So Washington and like-minded European states had to make another end-run 
around the United Nations. 

The success of Washington’s gambit remains in doubt. The current number of 
recognitions is 26, half as many states as which recognize the Western Sahara (claimed 
by Morocco). Kosovo supporters expect the number of recognitions to top out at 
around 50, just a fourth of the world’s countries. Serbia vows continued resistance and 
Russia insists that Kosovo will never join the UN. 
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But Washington policymakers have had no apparent second thoughts. Their 
justifications sound the same as before, though reinforced with a dose of 
self-righteousness. 

For instance, in her official statement on Kosovo’s independence, Secretary of 
State Condoleezza Rice harkened back to NATO’s intervention “to end brutal attacks 
on the Kosovar Albanian population.” Since then, she said, Kosovo “has built its own 
democratic institutions” and Washington welcomed its commitments “to embrace 
multi-ethnicity as a fundamental principle of good governance, and to welcome a 
period of international supervision.” President George W. Bush said much the same, 
stating: “Kosovo committed itself to the highest standards of democracy, including 
freedom and tolerance and justice for citizens of all ethnic backgrounds.” 

It’s hard to take such arguments seriously. The guerrilla conflict was brutal, but 
no more so than America’s Civil War, after which the seceding territory was forcibly 
retained. Far more Kurds have died at Turkish hands in long-running hostilities, but 
the Kurds remain part of Turkey. The U.S. has never held that the relative bitterness of 
a conflict a decade before determined a territory’s juridical status. 

Moreover, Secretary Rice may be the only person to believe in the effectiveness 
of Kosovo’s so-called democratic institutions. Last year Joseph Grieboski of the 
Institute on Religion and Public Policy argued that “the present record of rule of law, 
protection of the rights of religious and ethnic minorities, and the return/resettlement 
of internally displaced people by the Provisional Authority of Kosovo — all of which 
are indispensable for democratic governance — have been gravely unsatisfactory.” 

Similar was the assessment of the European Commission last November. The 
Commission’s report concluded “some progress was made in consolidating 
government,” but “working tools for an efficient government” still had “to be 
enhanced and fully applied.” The Commission worried about corruption and noted that 
“civil servants are still vulnerable to political interference, corrupt practices and 
nepotism.” 

Even worse, the Commission found that “overall, little progress has been made in 
the promotion and enforcement of human rights.” Indeed, “minorities and other 
vulnerable groups face restrictions in exercising their right to freedom of assembly and 
association across Kosovo.” No wonder “the Serbs left in great numbers in the last 
1990’s and the early part of this decade,” as Undersecretary Burns antiseptically put it, 
as if the majority of Albanians had nothing to do with the exodus. 

If Secretary Rice’s arguments are considered dispositive, then they apply with 
even greater force to the ethnic Serbs in Kosovo. The Serbs (as well as Roma and other 
minorities) can point to recent brutality and oppression as warranting independence.  
And by remaining in Serbia they would remain in a democracy which used the ballot 
box to overthrow Milosevic. What more is needed, under Washington’s rationale? 

Even more bizarre is Secretary Rice’s claim that Kosovo maintains a multi-ethnic 
state. Today the territory is multi-ethnic only in the sense that the majority ethnic 
Albanians were unable to kick out all of the ethnic Serbs. A truly multi-ethnic society 
does not exist. 

Moreover, the consecutive secessions from united Yugoslavia, all supported by 
the U.S. and many European states, ran against the principle of maintaining 
multi-ethnic nations. It is more than bizarre to cite multi-ethnicity as a rationale for 
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denying the final oppressed minority the right to secede — or, in this case, simply 
remain within the mother country. The ill precedent of dividing countries along ethnic 
lines was set long ago and has been reinforced by Kosovo’s claimed independence. 

Another argument, advanced by Undersecretary of State Nicholas Burns, is that 
there is positive good in creating another majority Muslim state in Europe. He 
explained: “Kosovo is going to be a vastly majority Muslim state […] And we think it 
is a very positive step that this Muslim state, Muslim majority state, has been created 
today.” 

Muslims have the same right of self-determination as does everyone else, but 
why is establishing a Muslim government America’s or Europe’s goal? Europe is 
finding the task of thwarting terrorism and blending cultures to be more difficult than 
Washington apparently recognizes. Indeed, there are credible claims of jihadist and 
terrorist activity centered in Bosnia and Kosovo. Recognizing the latter is not likely to 
improve the situation. 

Finally, there is the issue of stability. President George W. Bush opined that “our 
position is that its status must be resolved in order for the Balkans to be stable.”  
Secretary Rice claimed that “independence is the only viable option to promote 
stability in the region.” Moreover, she contended, “If you don’t deal with that reality, 
you’re only going to sow the seeds of considerable discontent and considerable 
instability.” America’s UN ambassador, Zalmay Khalilzad, warned: “the continuation 
of the status quo poses a threat not only to peace and stability in Kosovo but to the 
region and therefore to Europe.” 

While an independence deal accepted by Serbia and Russia would encourage 
stability, Kosovo’s unilateral declaration has destabilized the region. Serbia is drifting 
towards Russia as even centrist politicians in Serbia affirm their opposition to Western 
policy. The government coalition is cracking and new elections might yield a more 
nationalistic parliament. Any attempt to coerce Serbs within Kosovo to submit to 
Pristina is likely to generate violent resistance. The divide between Russia and the U.S. 
and EU has grown. 

Secretary Rice undoubtedly believes that “it’s time to move forward.” Tell the 
Spanish to yield their Basque territory or Catalonia. Tell Hungary to forget about land 
parceled out to the victors by the Versailles Treaty. Tell Serbs in Bosnia and Albanians 
in Macedonia to abandon their dreams of independence. And tell people in scores of 
nations around the world to forget their separatist desires. 

Kosovo’s impact is likely to ultimately reach far beyond the Balkans. Taiwan 
cheerfully recognized Kosovo, to China’s chagrin. Costa Rica recognized both Kosovo 
and Palestine. South Ossetia’s parliament has cited Kosovo as precedent for its own 
recognition as an independent state. Hypocritical claims by U.S. (and EU) officials that 
Kosovo is unique fall on deaf ears of peoples wishing to be free. 

Indeed, rather than discouraging other claims of independence, the American 
insistence that Kosovo is unique is likely to spur groups desiring recognition to 
replicate the Kosovo formula: violently resist, target collaborators, encourage a 
government crackdown and demand foreign intervention. The U.S. and EU have 
written an official playbook for separatism. 

The hypocrisy regarding the potential partition of Kosovo is even more grotesque.  
Undersecretary Burns declared simply “we will not support any form of partition.”  
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He added that “the great majority of countries would not stand for that,” even though 
the great majority of countries have refused to recognize Kosovo. As justification he 
harkened back to the brutalities of the 1998-1999 conflict. Set aside the fact that the 
KLA was not a group of innocents. Serb misbehavior might explain why Kosovo 
should be independent. It cannot explain why the majority Serb areas should be forced 
to remain in Kosovo, especially since that very same brutality makes Albanian 
retaliation against ethnic Serbs more likely. 

The refusal to consider any compromise suggests that Washington — at least the 
part of the bureaucracy today concerned about Kosovo — remains ruled by Madeleine 
Albright’s Munich mindset. Leading Serbs privately acknowledge that partition is the 
most obvious strategy to bridge the ethnic divide. Washington’s refusal to consider the 
slightest compromise indicates that the support for Kosovo’s independence is 
ideological.   

U.S. policy retains an otherworldly quality. American officials seem genuinely 
bewildered why Serbs are so angry. While she was explaining how the U.S. was 
working to strip Serbia of 15% of its territory, Secretary Rice asserted: “The United 
States takes this opportunity to reaffirm our friendship with Serbia.” Without irony, 
President Bush claimed: “the Serbian people can know that they have a friend in 
America.” That dismembering their nation would be viewed as an unfriendly act by 
Serbs apparently never occurred to Secretary Rice or President Bush. 

For more than a decade Washington has led the bungling in the Balkans. The U.S. 
torpedoed one of the early attempts to settle the Bosnian crisis, the Lisbon Plan.  
Washington continues to put ideology before reality. 

Returning to the status quo might not be a viable option, but neither is pretending 
that recognizing Kosovo independence will yield regional stability. The U.S. and EU 
could still convene a conference, harkening back to the Congress of Berlin and similar 
gatherings, to conduct genuine negotiations with the goal of achieving an acceptable 
compromise. Otherwise, Kosovo’s declaration of independence is likely to prove to be 
just another milestone in continuing regional strife.  
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INTERVIEW 

 

‘You’re crafting a new Bosnia’ 
 

Conversation with Albin Kurti, Kosovar political leader, Edited by Paolo QUERCIAPaolo QUERCIAPaolo QUERCIAPaolo QUERCIA 
 
LIMES Last time we met we couldn’t finish our conversation since the Kosovo 

Police Service broke into the house to arrest you. You were accused of promoting 

civil disturbances and rioting against Unmik in protest for lack of self 

determination. What is your present judicial situation toward the Kosovar state?  

 
KURTI In the sixth court session in the case against me, on February 7, 2008, the 
politically motivated case against me was suspended. The sixth Unmik-appointed 
defence council in the case did not show up in court, and the president of the Bar 
Association in Kosovo, Ramë Gashi, issued a statement saying that no other “defence” 
would be appointed to the case. I never accepted any of the defence councils in the 
case against me exactly because they were all appointed by Unmik – which is also the 
judge, prosecutor and an offended part, and whose anti-democratic and unjust rule 
continues to damage Kosovo. By refusing to actively take part in Unmik’s injustice, 
Kosovo’s lawyers displayed courage and professionalism and acting according to their 
ethical responsibility as lawyers: serving justice. This, however, is not the end of the 
case against me. Unmik will find a way to continue the political trial against me, 
possibly by transferring it to the Eulex-mission about to be established here. I was 
arrested on February 10, 2007, the day the movement Vetëvendosje! 
(Self-Determination!), of which I am one of the leaders, organised a peaceful protest in 
Prishtina. Our opposition is systemic and not ethnic: we believe it is crucial that the 
dissatisfaction of people in Kosovo is directed against the political system here and the 
neo-colonial Unmik administration, and not against other ethnic groups. During our 
peaceful protest, Romanian UN police shot dead two demonstrators and injured over 
80 others with outdated rubber bullets fired at short range at the heads of the protesters. 
The UN itself later proved that the police action was criminal, unnecessary and 
avoidable. But instead of the responsible officers being prosecuted, I was arrested, kept 
in prison for five months, and in house arrest for another five and a half months. 
 
LIMES And now that Kosovo is independent, will your movement be dissolved or 

will you eventually enter into politics? 

 

KURTI We are into politics precisely by not being or becoming a political party. 
Truthful political party pluralism can take place in Kosovo only once we have 
independence with sovereignty for Kosovo. Presently, this is not the case. Kosovo has 
no Army and no Ministry of Defense, Kosovo has no Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Kosovo has no seat in UN and also Kosovo lacks territorial integrity (due to parallel 
structures of Serbia which control a quarter of the territory of Kosovo). On the other 
hand, the supreme power over Kosovo, the last word on everything every time, will be 
held by Ico and Eulex, by another unaccountable and non-democratic international rule. 
Ico and Eulex by being above our Government, make the latter a puppet of the former. 
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Ico’s and Eulex’s priority will consist in making sure that implementation of the 
Package of Ahtisaari takes place. The Package of Ahtisaari was accepted by the 
Negotiation Team and the Assembly of Kosovo a year ago because it was interpreted 
as the price for independence, an independence which Serbia and Russia, and 
consequently the UN Security Council, would accept. Now, even though the 
independence declared has not been accepted by Serbia or Russia (and consequently 
not by the UN Security Council), international rule is imposing Kosovo to implement 
the Ahtisaari Plan (which was refused permanently by the never satisfied Serbia). This 
is so wrong, unfair and damaging. Ahtisaari Plan will create a Bosnia-like Republika 
Srpska inside Kosovo: 11 Serbian municipalities will have the right to horizontal links 
between themselves and a direct vertical one with Belgrade (without dismantling in 
advance the parallel structures of Serbia). 
 
LIMES What is your opinion on the last political elections in Kosovo?  

 
KURTI Last elections which were held on 17th of November 2007, served to give 
legitimacy to the Unmik and to the negotiating team and their concessions to Serbia. 
Likewise they forged a broader, stronger coalition between the Democratic League of 
Kosovo (Ldk) and the Democratic Party of Kosovo (Pdk). Centralizing domestic 
politics in order to increase the control over them was the goal. Coalition between Ldk 
and Alliance for the Future of Kosovo (Aak) was doubly weak: weak because it didn’t 
really have the majority of MPs for backing it, and weak again because Agim Ceku as 
Prime Minister, in addition, is very weak in his own political party (without real base 
there). Therefore, Unmik wanted this Ldk-Pdk coalition to feel sure and certain that 
whatsoever no surprises will take place.  
 
LIMES Kosovo is independent but Unmik is still there and it seems that will stay 

over, even with a more different profile. What do you think of this?  
 
KURTI Unmik will stay. The EU mission will be a bureaucratic attachment (rather 
than substitution) to Unmik, since Resolution 1244 will continue to be valid. Formally, 
international rule in these past nine years claimed that wanted to integrate Albanians 
and Serbs. If something doesn’t change meanwhile, ironically, it seems that 
international rule will end up divided: in the north of Kosovo (and presumably at other 
enclaves) will rule Unmik with Serbia’s structures while in the rest of Kosovo (upon 
Albanians and five non-Serb minorities) will be ruling Ico and Eulex.   
 
LIMES You consider the UN as a sort of enemy or a colonial power. Why?  

 
KURTI Unmik denies the will of the people and is an un-democratic regime. Unmik 
suspended our history and deprived us of future. It suppressed our freedom and 
deepened social inequality. The salary of a doctor or of a professor is 250 euros, while 
if you are a driver at OSCE is 800 euros. The monthly salary of SRSG, Joachim 
Ruecker, who is enjoying here being a big fish in a small pond since nobody knows 
him back home in Germany, is 25.000 euros besides other privileges he has. In general, 
why would a person come here and become Unmik administrator? Is double salary, 
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low cost expenses, rapid advancement in career, no accountability, no taxes, they don’t 
live the consequences of their decisions, and I am sorry to say this, but the majority of 
them are mediocre in their own countries. As every bureaucracy, they seek some kind 
of self-perpetuation, and this is combined with their desire to show Kosovo as a very 
successful story. For that reason, they have to hush the opposition, because their 
legitimacy comes from above, not from the people. Nobody voted for Ruecker and 
these guys. They came from above with a parachute. They lack local legitimacy, and 
they try to compensate this lack of legitimacy in two ways. First is through our 
institutions that they created and they control, and obedient politicians, who are paid 
back for their submissiveness by tolerating their corruption (politicians are the richest 
people in this country), and on the other hand by having the people silent. With the 
very fact that you are silent, you give somehow consent to them. When they see that 
people are not that silent, there is Vetëvendosje!, some other organizations and 
individuals, they don’t like it. Activists of our Movement are still being arrested and 
sentenced, even for writing slogans. Our sentences were always disproportionately 
high, and there have also been cases where our activists were beaten by the police 
while in detention. Unmik wants to silence any voice of dissent. Freedom of speech 
and assembly, in media and in the streets, are very much respected by Unmik when it 
has to do with speeches and gatherings which are politically in their favor. 
 
LIMES How Kosovo Albanians will behave toward Eulex mission? Will they 

consider it a friendly partner or a new colonial entity? 

 
KURTI I don’t think that Albanians can consider Eulex a friendly partner. Yet, it 
might take some time until they start to consider it as just another colonial rule. You 
can’t be friendly toward someone who is not friendly toward you. Just like Unmik 
officials and personnel, the Eulex wants, and will have immunity from Kosovo's law. 
Eulex won't be accountable to the people of Kosovo, and we can't hold them 
responsible – by default. Paradoxically, 2200 policemen and judges that will be above 
the law, will have as their priority the rule of law. In fact, Kosovo didn't really need an 
UN mission here, but our own seat at the UN. Likewise, we don't need an EU mission 
to rule over us, but Kosovo's inclusion into the EU as an independent, sovereign state. 
Ico and Eulex will turn Kosovo into the second EU protectorate (after Bosnia). After 8 
years of rule, the EU mission in Bosnia didn't bring Bosnia much closer to the EU. 
Ahtisaari's Plan and Ico/Eulex will not give us any real independence, but will turn 
Kosovo into another Bosnia where authoritarian state-building on the one hand and the 
paradigm of stability (not progress) on the other are two sides of the very same coin. 
The result is predictable: integration of politicians of different ethnic background (e.g. 
Hashim Thaçi and Oliver Ivanovic) but no integration of ordinary people, and 
perpetuation of the status quo where territorial division of ethnicities is presented as 
the only way for peace. 
 
LIMES Which form of autonomy and protection do you think Serb enclaves and 

Serbian holy sites in Kosovo should enjoy?  

 
KURTI Serbs in Kosovo should be equal citizens of Kosovo in front of law. European 
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Conventions on protection of minority rights should be fully applicable and respected 
in Kosovo. Likewise, for Kosovo should be valid the rights of the minorities according 
to Hague Conference of the year 1991 which was dedicated to Republics of former 
Yugoslavia which were becoming new states while Yugoslavia was undergoing the 
process of disintegration. I am against politicisation of cultural heritage as foreseen in 
Ahtisaari’s Plan. According to it all the orthodox cultural heritage should be called 
Serb cultural heritage! So, for example, if an Albanian Muslim wants to convert into 
an Orthodox, he will become a Serb! That is according to the Ahtisaari: he becomes 
automatically a Serb, because the Orthodox Church here is now the Serb Orthodox 
Church and moreover a branch of the one in Serbia. Our national hero, Skanderbeg, 
was an Orthodox. His gift to the Monastery of Decani is still there. The Orthodox 
heritage belongs to all the people of Kosovo, because its part of our history, religion 
isn’t just particular to one ethnic group or another. And it’s not just our heritage that 
they are usurping, but also more territory. One could understand if a monastery would 
need 3 or 4 hectares, but why one thousand hectares?! The special zone contains one 
thousand hectares around the monastery of Decani. 7 km with 1.5 km. The people who 
own the land now only have the right to cut the grass there, nothing more. They want 
to take the mountains – here is the monastery of Decani, is 8 km with 1 km and 200 m. 
Why? There will be 45 zones like this all autonomous from local and central 
government. Including 250 hectares to Gazimestani monument which was build in 
1953 (during infamous Rankovic’s period) and where the notorious Milosevic’s speech 
in 1989 announcing future wars took place. Here they want to take Saint Archangel, 
which is in the outskirts of Prizren; here in the middle of town Lipjan the same which 
could turn Lipjan into second Mitrovica. Belgrade is playing this card of clashes of 
civilizations as well, saying that ‘Serbs are somehow defending the European 
Christianity in Kosovo’, which is nonsense. Kosovo is not the cradle of Serbia but they 
want to make it so. When they say ‘Kosovo is the cradle of Serbia’, they tell you their 
project: with this cultural heritage they want to make Kosovo dysfunctional and at the 
same time to develop this new thesis about Albanians. The Serbian old thesis (from 
Garasanin to Cubrilovic and even Ivo Andric) is that Albanians are primitive people, 
not really civilized and the Serbs should rule over them. But because this is merely a 
racist theory (which however was fitting with colonialism a century ago) now it is very 
inappropriate. They come up with this new thesis and that is that Albanians are not 
native people. According to them Albanians came from Albania. They want to take 
over the Medieval phase of Kosovo, to remove the link between antiquity and 
modernity. To say that Albanians came in the best case after 1690, after Carnojevic. 
Obviously, this is Milosevic with other means. Milosevic was trying not only to have 
Kosovo, but to have it without Albanians. 
 
LIMES How do you consider the situation in the North of Ibar?  

 
KURTI We consider north of Kosovo to be occupied by Serbia, namely by Serbia’s 
parallel structures in Kosovo. They are on the payroll of Government of Serbia. After 
Kosovo’s declaration of independence, the reaction of Serbia has taken many forms. 
The symbolic arrival of protesting Serbs from the North only until the bridge over the 
River Ibër speaks loudly for Serbia’s objective. Serbia does not consider that bridge as 
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a place where citizens of Kosovo can pass freely, but as a spot where something 
finishes – where Serbia ends and Kosovo begins. Also, they have burnt the customs 
houses on two border points between Kosovo and Serbia in the northern part of 
Kosovo. What will happen with the customs points in the North? Will they become 
international border points? Here will be seen and tested the independence of Kosovo.  
  
LIMES In Europe there is a discussion on the relation between independence and 

criminal activity in Kosovo. Somebody says that independence will reduce 

criminal activities in the future, other analysts are of the opinion that 

independence will create more opportunities for criminal gangs. What is your 

opinion on this?   

 
KURTI Real independence with sovereignty would create the opportunity to fight 
organise crime with success and to decrease corruption. Let’s not forget that whenever 
the corruption in Kosovo was measured with a six digit number of euros it could have 
been only local one. But, when the corruption was characterised by a seven digit 
number there was a partnership between local politicians and international bureaucrats 
while when it got to a eight digit number it was only internationals. International 
Community’s rule in Kosovo proved to be more keen to make deals with corrupted 
politicians and don’t mind about the people in order to ensure short-term stability. I 
don’t think that Ico/Eulex will be much different regarding this.  
 
LIMES If you would be an ethnic Serb of Kosovo leaving in an enclave, would 

you remain in Kosovo?  
 
KURTI Of course. Serbia treats Serbs from Kosovo very badly. Traditionally Serbia 
used Serbs of Kosovo for the sake of the territory and not the other way round. Serbs 
of Kosovo can have a far better life in Kosovo with Albanians than in Serbia whose 
state uses them as instrument. 
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